[UPDATE: April, 2020—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I’ll be leaving the original text intact but adding
additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I’ll also add some additional
photos to enhance the original travelogues.
[It’s interesting to be writing this in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. The vacation this travelogue summarizes was
supposed to be a trip to see my baseball-playing friend Brad Nelson. As I write this we’re supposed to be a week past opening
day, but the start of the 2020 season has been postponed indefinitely by the outbreak. I talk about making last minute changes
to the trip in this travelogue, and at the moment I’m looking at having to cancel or postpone for a year a trip to New Zealand I
had planned for this summer—again because of coronavirus. The global lockdown definitely puts the minor issues that came
up on the trip described in this travelogue into perspective.]

Most of the trips I take are planned in quite a bit of detail, but that certainly doesn’t mean changes can’t happen. Sometimes
things change a lot from the original plans, but few changed more than this one. Originally this was intended to be another of my baseball
trips. My former student Brad Nelson had been acquired by the Minnesota Twins organization, and this year he was playing for their AAA
team in Rochester, New York. After comparing the team’s schedule with mine, I planned a getaway that corresponded to a home stand
in late July. I visited with my sister Margaret, and we planned a trip where we’d take the train out to Rochester, see some ballgames
there, and then rent a car to see a few other sights around upstate New York. Once the plans were made, I bought Amtrak tickets,
arranged the rental car, made hotel reservations for the trip, and sent a note to Brad to let him know I’d be there.
Then, just a couple of days before I‘d planned to leave, two text messages (which were really two parts of a single message)
arrived on my cell phone:

As u probably already know, I was released by the Twins I feel terrible that
it is Right before you and your sister were about to come out(Not that ther
---------e ever would be a good time!) I wanted to write and let u know
personally and still hope u have a good time. Brad Nelson (Jul 21, 5:23pm)
[At the time it was VERY unusual for me to get texts on my cell phone. I’m still not a big texter, but it wouldn’t be quite so
unusual today. Brad’s number is still in my phone, and he’s texted me on a few occasions since he left pro baseball—mostly
asking for help in math classes he was taking at the University of Iowa.]
I hadn’t heard of Brad’s release, and I didn’t quite believe it at first. Brad had started this season pathetically, but he had improved
things to the point that his average was no longer embarrassing (around .250). In fact, just a couple weeks earlier he had been named
the team’s Player of the Week [which is where the opening picture of this travelogue came from]. He had mostly been playing off
the bench for the Red Wings, though, and the Twins clearly saw him as an older player (age 31) who didn’t fit into their long-term plans.
I did a bunch of searching online, and I was a bit confused when Brad still showed up on the team’s official roster. They were on
the road at the moment, though, and likely the website wouldn’t be updated until the team was back at home. Brad’s text was confirmed
by the Rochester Red Wings’ Twitter feed, where I found he’d actually been released the previous Friday:

Before tonight’s game, the Twins released 1B Brad Nelson & optioned
C/OF Chris Herrmann to ROC. Best of luck to Brad, a great guy.
The transaction was actually bad news for everyone involved. Chris Hermann had been the Twins starting big league catcher
(taking a spot previously held by St. Paul native Joe Mauer, a guy Brad had played with on regional teams when both were in high school).
Hermann was hitting .177 with little power, though, which is why the Twins sent him down to AAA. There’s only so many slots on the
roster, and to make room for the new guy in Rochester, Brad was released. [Chris Hermann has gone through teams like water since
this was written—being part of the Minnesota, Arizona, Seattle, Houston, Oakland, and Tampa Bay organizations and playing
at both the major and minor league levels. His numbers have been decent, but far from spectacular. Joe Mauer continued with
the twins as a first baseman and designated hitter (Brad’s positions) until he retired at the end of the 2018 season.]
Brad would be headed back to Iowa, where he’d likely spend the rest of the summer with his wife and their newborn child. With
him off the Red Wings’ roster, the main reason for this trip was no longer there. I spent a long time on the phone with Margaret discussing
all our options. Amtrak has a very generous exchange policy, so if we’d wanted we could have fairly easily cancelled our tickets and
booked an entirely different trip. [The Amtrak exchange policy has gotten MUCH less generous in recent years, though it’s still
more open than the airlines.] We talked about going west instead of east or possibly waiting and doing a trip at Christmas. None of the
options really worked well, though, and in the end we decided to just modify the trip we’d originally planned.
… And modify it we did! Before we left we changed our train and rent-a-car reservations. We’d end up spending a day less in
Rochester than we’d originally planned and renting the car for an additional day. Extra time with the car allowed us to simplify our rail
itinerary slightly. The Amtrak change was easy and cost nothing. Changing the car rental put us into a different price category, though.
Our daily rate went up by about $10, though combined with a cheaper hotel room it the overall cost of the trip was about the same as it
was before.
As the trip progressed we’d have to make additional changes due to weather, the opening schedules of attractions, and
transportation logistics. We ended up seeing and doing almost everything we’d planned (though I went to just one ballgame, not four),
but it seemed that every time we turned around we were changing things around. All those changes are why I ended up calling this
travelogue “Plan B”.

I was up shortly after 6:00 this morning, and I spent most of the morning working around home. I did laundry and ran a number
of errands. I mailed some bills, and I also sent a CD to the local radio station that had the recording for our church’s broadcast for Sunday,
August 3. Normally we air the sermon from the previous week, but it would be impossible to get the appropriate sermon out to the station
this time. So I’d recycled a sermon from last summer and had recorded it on the CD. I didn’t want them to confuse it with this week’s
broadcast, which is why I was mailing it instead of leaving it at the station in person. I figured they’d receive it on Monday, after the
previous broadcast aired.

I also sprayed the house for gnats, which have been omnipresent with the cold, wet summer we’ve had. The pests are smaller
than any screen, and they really are annoying. I doused the place in Raid, hoping that might kill most of them off. [I must say, one of
the few upsides of being confined to home in late winter and early spring is that the insects are at a minimum.]
Around 10:00 I walked out to McDonalds to get a bit of breakfast. Service was S – L – O – W there. I arrived while it was still
breakfast, but they’d flipped things over to the lunch menu by the time I finally got my food. [In the time since this was originally
written, McD’s has switched to serving breakfast all day long.]
I walked back home and packed up my car. I actually packed three different bags—one with most of my stuff for the trip, a
second that would be my carry-on for the train, and a third that was for “before and after” that I’d leave in the car at the station when we
left. I added oil to my car (something that’s become increasingly important as the car has racked up over 200,000 miles). [The car I
replaced it with is now getting old enough that it’s starting to leak and burn oil.] I’ve had an ongoing problem with occasional
sputtering from the engine this spring, so I also added some fuel treatment. Whether that had any effect or not, I can’t really say, but I did
have an uneventful drive today.
It was extremely windy as I made my way southward. One clue to how stiff the gusts were was that the wind turbines had
switched off to avoid spinning too fast. I pretty much had to floor the accelerator to maintain highway speed, and I needed to keep both
hands on the wheel to keep the car on the road.
I stopped for lunch at the Subway sandwich shop in Humboldt. I had $4 left on a Subway gift card, and I used that and about a
dollar in cash to get a value meal. I hadn’t been to Subway since my trip to New Orleans at the start of the summer, and it was a nice
change of pace.
I followed highway 169 south to Fort Dodge, where I picked up U.S. 20. The stretch between I-35 and Cedar Falls has been four
lanes for many years now, but it still seems brand new to me. [Six years later I still think of it as new.] As I drove along I thought
about some tutoring I’d been doing this summer for students who were taking calculus. One of the topics I worked with was vectors (which
is really a physics topic, one of many that came up in their calc class), and the wind today was a perfect example of how vectors worked.
I had to turn my steering wheel at an angle so that when combined with the brisk south wind the resultant force kept my car going straight
east. Whenever I’d reach a bridge, the wind would be blocked, and I’d have to correct to keep the car from hitting the side. I’m used to
dealing with that sort of wind in winter, but it was unexpected in July.
Fortunately the wind calmed down a bit as I neared Waterloo. I turned onto I-380 there and had a comparatively easy drive down
to Cedar Rapids. The only real problem on that stretch was the 70mph speed limit. While my car will go that fast (indeed it’s gone 75mph
in South Dakota), it doesn’t handle well at faster speeds. I don’t care much for the 70mph speed limit at any rate. It just makes for a wider
variety of speeds on the highway—with trucks and motorhomes struggling to do 60 and idiots racing along at 80 or more. To me 65 is a
better limit, one that moves the bulk of traffic better. No one asked me, though, so I pushed my car to keep up with the rest of the traffic.
[My “new” car—actually a 2006 model—does much better at high speeds. Indeed it will do 80 or better without any
issues. I’d still say I prefer 65mph to 70, particularly when there’s any amount of traffic. I’d rather just drive a steady rate
instead of constantly passing people, and 65 allows you to do that.]
I exited at the north end of Cedar Rapids and made my way to my destination, the MainStay Suites. Tucked behind the
Rockwell—Collins warehouse, this hotel is intended to serve businesspeople who are in the city on long-term stays. The suites are
essentially small apartments, with separate living room, bedroom, kitchen, and bath. The daily rate for walk-in business is quite high, but
they offer deep discounts for those who stay a week or a month at a time. Margaret and I were here for just one night, but our stay was
a freebie paid with Choice Privileges points. There’s not a lot of rhyme or reason to how many points different hotels charge for free stays.
Within certain parameters, they can set whatever amount they think is fair. The MainStay Suites charged 8,000 points, while a Quality
Inn next door charged 10,000 and a Comfort Inn down the street charged 16,000. The cash rate was actually highest at the MainStay
Suites, and from my point of view it‘s the best of the three hotels. With points, the place was a steal. (Choice Hotels, by the way, reimburses
their franchisees $5 per thousand points, so the hotel would be getting $40 out of our stay—essentially pre-paid from the profits at other
hotels we’d visited.)
[I’m part of several hotel companies’ frequent guest programs. Companies like Marriott, Hilton, and Holiday Inn assign
their redemption point values exactly as I’d expect. Hotels in downtown or touristy locations always cost a lot of points, while
those by minor airports or on rural highways are cheap. Choice really does have no pattern to their redemption rates, though.
I’ve paid their minimum value at a lovely hotel in downtown Chicago, and I’ve paid double that amount on a suburban strip in
Des Moines. I have no idea how they assign the values.]
I arrived right at 2pm. I checked in quickly and made my way up to room 315. Margaret arrived around 2:45, earlier than I
expected her. I helped her carry her stuff upstairs, and we relaxed for a while in the room.
Margaret’s big news was that she’d just bought a new computer to replace the netbook she’d had for several years. I think she
thought the new one was just a modern version of the same thing, but in fact it was very different. What she’d bought was a Chromebook,

a small computer that runs Google’s Chrome operating system—which isn’t at all like Windows. The Chromebook doesn’t really have a
desktop screen like most computers do. Instead it shows strange-looking unlabeled “app” icons across the bottom. It also doesn’t
recognize many common Windows features, like right-clicking a mouse or the “My Computer” catalog of every storage location hooked
up to the machine. What’s more, it won’t run standard software like Microsoft Office, instead doing all its work through Google Apps and
defaulting its storage to the nebulous “cloud” of the online Google drive. Margaret would spend most of this evening trying to get the
computer to do anything at all and much of the trip getting it to work even close to how she’d like it to. She did eventually manage to get
it to work (no small chore, particularly if you’re not connected to the internet), but I think she’s likely to swear at the thing as long as she
has it. [She did swear at it constantly, and before long she’d buy another Windows computer. Both of those were among a
huge cache of electronics we found at her house when she died.]
We walked west a couple blocks and had dinner at Panera. They were having a special on flatbreads, so we tried those. I had
a Thai flatbread and corn chowder, while Margaret had a Mediterranean flatbread with strawberry salad. I liked my dinner, but I don’t
know that I’d order the flatbread again. The Thai toppings were actually quite good (and I think would make a nice salad), but the bread
itself was dry and tasteless. [I’m pretty sure I haven’t had a flatbread again in the past six years. I have had their Thai salad a
couple of times, though, and it really is very good.] I’ve had their corn chowder before, and—like pretty much all the soups at
Panera—it’s excellent. We had Panera pastries for dessert. I had a cherry danish, while Margaret had an almond bear claw. They were
good, though I suspect they’d been sitting around since morning.
Next we drove over to Barnes & Noble. Margaret had a coupon to download an e-book for her Nook e-reader that was good
only in-store. The concept of buying an e-book in-store is strange to begin with, and it’s even stranger given that B&N is in the process
of spinning off Nook as a separate company. She managed to get the book, though, and both she and I picked up a few other things as
well. The most useful thing I bought was a detailed map of New York State (a scale about twice as large as what you’ll find in the standard
road atlas), which we’d refer to repeatedly throughout the trip.
Our other stop this evening was at Walgreens. I knew there was a Walgreens on Blair’s Ferry Road, though it turned out to be
a little ways east of where I thought it was. I mostly wanted to pick up some snacks I knew they carried. They sell little packs of miniature
breadsticks or pretzels with cheese sauce to dip them in. They are sold in five individual serving packages (with a dozen or so breadsticks
per package) for a dollar. I think they’re intended for children’s lunchboxes, but they worked very well as a cheap and filling snack for us
on the train. I’ll likely pick up some more to have for lunch during the school year.
I made an impulse buy at Walgreens as well. They had a display of leather belts selling at 2 for $10. The belts were actually
decent quality, and they were a true bargain at that price. I got a black one and a brown one, so I should be set for fall. [The black belt
died fairly quickly, but I still have the brown one six years later. It’s definitely paid for itself.]
We watched a bit of TV back at the hotel, and Margaret did a bit more work on her new computer. Then we turned out the lights
fairly early.

I was up at 6:45 this morning, before Margaret’s alarm went off.
They had a good powerful shower at the MainStay Suites, and I lingered
quite a while under the nozzle. We then made our way down to breakfast,
which was definitely not the highlight of the hotel. Their hot dish was
biscuits and gravy. The biscuits were hockey pucks, and the gravy was
thick enough to pave a highway. I just had an English muffin, and they
didn’t even have real butter to spread on it.
Check-out was easy, though it took the girl at the desk a little
while to figure out why there were no charges on the bill. We then drove
separately down to Coralville. I-380 is always a madhouse between
Cedar Rapids and Iowa City, and today was no exception. We did make
it safely south, though.

Harvey, Max, and Alaire Miller
Bruegger’s Bagels – Coralville, Iowa

They’ve recently done a lot of dubious improvements on the
senior housing building where my Aunt Alaire lives, and it’s now almost a
maximum-security affair. Fortunately Alaire was waiting for us when we
arrived, so we could make it through the door without issue. We had a
brief visit with her and then went out together. We met my Uncle Harvey
and Aunt Max at a bagel place on First Avenue, and Harvey treated all of
us to a much better breakfast than we’d had at the hotel. We had a nice

visit while we sipped our coffee, and it was good to get caught up with everyone.
We went back to Alaire’s and had a longer visit with her. She had been hospitalized earlier in the year, but seems to be recovering
well. While she uses a tripod walker to get around, she’s looking very good. Hopefully that will continue. [I’ve worried a lot about Alaire
during the coronavirus lockdown. I hear through the grapevine, though, that she’s mostly been doing all right.]

We left Alaire’s around 11:45. I left my car parked in the lot by her building, and we set off we set out together in Margaret’s car.
We drove east past the Quad Cities and on to Princeton, Illinois, which is home to an Amtrak station that’s now quite familiar to both
Margaret and me. There are closer stations than Princeton, but it has two main advantages. Four trains a day in each direction stop at
Princeton, so you can choose what time of day you want to travel. What’s more, Illinois provides a heavy subsidy on rail travel, so tickets
out of Princeton cost a fraction of what the price charged from stations in Iowa, Minnesota, or Wisconsin. A round-trip from Princeton to
Chicago is around $20, which is far less than it would cost to drive to the city and park.
We were booked on the Southwest Chief, a train that originates in Los Angeles and travels through Albuquerque and Kansas
City on its way to the Midwest. Like all of Amtrak’s long-distance trains, it tends to run behind schedule. We’d checked this morning, and
it was about an hour late, and it was no surprise that it had lost even more time since then. When we got to Princeton, the train had finally
made it to Ft. Madison, but we couldn’t board it for another two hours. [Within Illinois the Southwest Chief is often a few bucks
cheaper than the Illinois Zephyr/Carl Sandberg, the trains that only operate within the state. I think the reason it’s cheaper is
because it so often runs late, while the local trains are usually on time.]
We filled part of our time by having lunch.
There’s a little diner across the tracks from Princeton
station called the Coffee Cup. It’s a place that’s
probably best described as “retro”, but in a good way.
They have an enormous menu, and the food is actually
pretty decent. I was amused to see one of their items
described as “Julian salad” (not “julienne”, but “Julian”),
so that’s what I had. It was a pretty much the same chef
salad we served at the Iris when I worked there thirtyfive years ago. I also had their “soup du jour”, which
was vegetable. It was one of those soups made by
throwing tons of different leftovers in a broth (another
thing we did all the time at the Iris). Such soups come
out different every time they’re made, but this one was
really tasty. Margaret had a cheeseburger and a side
salad, and she said they were good as well. The prices
were reasonable. If anything they were less than what
fast food places would charge for similar food.
The weak link at the Coffee Cup was their
coffee. You’d think the namesake of the place would
be decent, but this was just nasty. It’s the sort of thing
you’d expect to find at an old gas station—purposely
Sign in front of the Coffee Cup Restaurant – Princeton, Illinois
made weak and left to sit on a burner all day long. I was glad I’d had a decent cup at the bagel place, because I could barely nurse the
stuff here.
We still had an hour or so to kill at the station, so we settled in there. The city of Princeton provides free wi-fi internet at the
station, and I took advantage of that to get some work done on the school website. What took most of my time was something that usually
goes very quickly: uploading the bulletin from St. Joseph parish south of Algona. Normally I just quickly convert the bulletin to a .pdf file,
and voilà! For some reason, though (I think because of a different version of Microsoft Office), my laptop computer wouldn’t save the
bulletin as a .pdf today. It was actually convenient that I’d been helping Margaret get acquainted with all the Google stuff yesterday,
because that helped me work around the problem. I ended up opening the bulletin as a Google file and then saving it as a .pdf from there.
(The computer nerds will probably point out that technically you don’t “save” anything in Google docs, you download it; the result is the
same, though.) The program I normally use to upload stuff to the website also didn’t work with the station’s wi-fi, but I got around that by
going to the Yahoo webhosting site and going through their upload form. … So, even killing time while waiting for a train I resorted to
“Plan B” on this trip. [I no longer work with the St. Joe website. The Diocese of Sioux City now requires all their parishes to have
websites through a service the diocese contracts themselves. Our “official” school website is also through that service, and
it’s awful. Fortunately the school has allowed us to continue what we call the “student” website, the same one I’ve been
responsible for all along.]
Some of the other passengers waiting at Princeton complained about how late the train was. If they’d had afternoon plans in
Chicago, that could be a problem—which is precisely why you shouldn’t make same-day plans when taking a train. I’d leave a cushion if
taking a plane or a bus, too. The Southwest Chief was running about two and a half hours late, which is about what it’s been doing most
of this summer. Most of the delays are caused by slow-moving tanker trains carrying oil to the Midwest from Oklahoma. The delays are

significant, but they’re not nearly as lengthy as those on the Empire Builder, which runs through the main “fracking” region in North Dakota.
Three hours late is a good day for the Builder. Much of the time it runs eight or nine hours late, all because of the oil trains. Amtrak is at
the mercy of the freight railroads (in this case the BNSF) on almost every line they run, and of course those railroads choose profit-making
freight over a long-term government contract.
Shortly before this trip Margaret had come down with a rash on her arms and face. It would clear up during our travels, but at
the moment it looked pretty nasty. Alaire had noticed it while we were visiting, and she wondered if the cause might not be Margaret’s
Nook. Alaire had read an article that said that nickel in I-pads and other touch-screen devices was causing a large number of allergic
reactions. While we were waiting, I googled that topic. (The makers of Chromebooks may sue me for using their name as a verb in lower
case, but whether they like it or not, it has become the generic way of saying “search the internet”. [Interestingly, when I originally
wrote this “google” in lower-case was not recognized as a word by Microsoft Word’s spell-checker. I have the newest version
of Word on the computer I currently use, and “google” is a permitted word these days.]) The results were interesting, though they
showed that Margaret’s Nook likely wasn’t the cause of her rash. Apparently there is nickel in the cases of many touchscreen devices,
and those that are sold with shiny metal backs can cause reactions in those who are sensitive to nickel. It’s not the screen that causes
the reactions, but the metal case that people hold in their hands. The shiny metal Apple I-book laptops have been linked to the same
problems. Handheld devices that come in plastic-covered cases (like both Margaret’s Nook and my Kindle) have not been shown to cause
any problems, and the most common suggestion for solving the problem is to cover the back of shiny metal devices with duct tape.
The station attendant eventually showed up, and about 3:30 he announced that the California Zephyr (the train from San
Francisco, which was also quite late) was arriving. It made a very quick stop to let a couple of people off and was soon on its way. Shortly
after it left the Southwest Chief arrived. It was a very full train, but we were able to get seats #3 and 4 at the very front of the car just
behind the lounge.
A couple years ago Amtrak switched to e-tickets. You can print out your ticket ahead of time on a home computer printer, and
you can also display it on an electronic device. We’d done both. I had a print ticket, and it was also on Margaret’s Nook and my Kindle.
I’d never used a ticket on an electronic device before, and I figured it would be interesting to try it. So when the conductor came around,
I presented my Kindle. Unfortunately he couldn’t get the ticket to scan. I think that’s because the display on a Kindle (which uses a beige
background instead of a white one) doesn‘t have sufficient contrast for his scanner. The conductor really didn’t care, though. He was able
to just type the confirmation number in his scanning device and call up the reservation that way. We’d find on the trip that a lot of people
had problems getting tickets to scan from cell phones and I-pads, and I made a mental note to always have a print copy with me in the
future. [They’ve since redesigned the Amtrak tickets so they do scan better from people’s cellphones.]
We were soon reminded that the Southwest Chief is the Boy Scout train. This route (which we’d taken when we went out to Los
Angeles years ago) runs past the Philmont Ranch in northeast New Mexico, where hundreds of Scouts go for wilderness camping. [The
future of that route is very much up in the air, because BNSF has ceased maintaining the tracks in southern Colorado.] It’s only
about two hours from Princeton to Chicago, but there was a line of Scouts going back and forth in the aisles that whole time.
It was amusing to listen to the lounge attendant and the conductor making announcements on this train, because around
Mendota they seemed to argue with each other. The lounge attendant wanted to make people aware that he’d be closing things up after
Naperville, the last stop before Chicago, and he implied we’d be reaching there fairly soon (in twenty to thirty minutes, depending on the
announcement). The conductor, on the other hand, was giving ETAs at the remaining stations on the line, and he emphasized that it was
at least forty minutes to Naperville. The conductor was correct, and I suspect the lounge guy just wanted to empty things out as early as
possible.
A guy across the aisle from us got up and went to the lounge when the attendant made his “last call” announcement. He brought
back two alcoholic beverages—a can of Mike’s hard lemonade for himself and an individual bottle of wine for his wife. The wife made
quite a scene about the fact that she didn’t want the wine, and I don’t think either of them ever drank it. The guy proceeded to down the
hard lemonade quite quickly, and it bothered me a bit that he was downing the booze in front of his little kid.
Central Illinois is not exactly spectacular scenery. We mostly passed by fields. I felt like an old geezer farmer as I admired all
the fields we passed. The corn here looks really good, fully tasseled and towering up toward the second level of the Superliner train cars.
We reached Naperville around 4:55pm and made a long stop there. While there are express tracks on the commuter line between
Naperville and Chicago, we stopped several more times in that area. They were doing construction on the tracks, and understandably
they’d scheduled those repairs for the weekend. The California Zephyr was obviously delayed by that same construction, because we
ended up reaching downtown Chicago at exactly the same time they did, shortly after 6pm.
Amtrak guarantees connections in Chicago between most of the trains arriving from the west and those leaving toward the east.
Today they’d held the departure of trains going to Michigan and Virginia so people on our train could board. Margaret and I were in no
hurry, so we let the connecting passengers exit first and ended up being among the last passengers to leave the train.
You can’t check luggage out of Princeton, but you can in both Chicago and Rochester. So the first thing we did after arrival was
to make our way to the ticket counter so we could get rid of our largest bags.

While we were waiting in line the guy in front of us happened to notice the shirt I was wearing. It was a green polo shirt with an
embroidered emblem with the number “8” and the words “Ripken Museum”. I’d gotten the shirt years ago on one of the first quiz bowl
trips we’d taken. The guy was obviously a fan of Cal Ripken, but he had never heard of a museum honoring the famous ballplayer. I told
him I’d been to the museum in Aberdeen, Maryland, which I had—almost twenty years ago. I checked online and found that the museum
no longer exists. They list it as being “temporarily” closed for about the past five years. Some of their more important memorabilia is now
exhibited on the club level of Aberdeen’s minor league ballpark (of which Ripken himself is the primary owner), but there’s no actual
museum. [The museum remains closed today.]
When we were checking our bags, the woman at the counter noted that we’d obviously taken Amtrak before. That was because
without being asked we’d placed our bags on a ledge under the counter with the handles facing toward her so they were easy for her to
grab. Apparently most people have to be told how to place their bags. While I have taken the train a lot, I actually haven’t checked bags
many times. It just seemed logical to place it that way, though, since it would be pretty much impossible for her to reach it any other way.
Our original plan had been to go out for dinner somewhere in Chicago. We’d had a full lunch, though, and neither of us was
really all that keen on going out. So we just spent our time between trains in the station. Fortunately Margaret had used some Amtrak
Guest Rewards points to get “Club Acela” passes that allowed access to the first class lounges in major stations. The passes worked at
Chicago‘s Metropolitan Lounge, so we made our way in there. The lounge was very crowded, but we managed to find seats near the
back. [They’ve since relocated the Metropolitan Lounge to a much more spacious and pleasant area.] As the eastbound trains
left, the place gradually emptied out and became increasingly pleasant. We both did a bit of work on our computers, and we enjoyed the
complimentary drinks and snacks they had available.
Something odd in the Metropolitan Lounge is that you hear the departure announcements twice. The woman in charge records
the announcements into a microphone, saying them loud enough that most people around can hear. The microphone isn’t directly
connected to a loudspeaker, though. Instead it records her words, which are replayed a few seconds later at an even louder volume.
The woman in charge of the lounge did a very good job as each train departed. She’d gather the passengers by a door at the
back of the lounge and carefully explain to them the boarding process and the features they’d encounter in sleepers and coach cars on
the train. In the process, she also did a good job of brushing off some recent service cuts, like eliminating wine and cheese tastings that
used to happen at the start of some trips.
The cuts to amenities are in response to Republicans in Congress, who have insisted that Amtrak tighten its belt to continue
receiving its minimal federal subsidy. Most of the tea party types would like to do away with Amtrak all together. Since that’s impossible,
what they’ve done instead is to essentially blackmail the rail service by forcing it to make cuts in before the subsidy bills will pass from
committee to Congress as a whole. These are just nickel and dime cuts; indeed Amtrak’s entire subsidy is a tiny part of the U.S.
transportation spending, which is in turn is a negligible portion of the total U.S. budget. The Congressmen can show off the cuts as
something they’ve done to trim the deficit, though, while they turn around and increase military spending and give bigger tax breaks to
corporations.
While I agree that Amtrak should not waste the money it gets, the fact is that every form of transportation is subsidized, and train
travel actually costs the government far less than most other modes. Airlines actually receive much higher subsidies, both direct and
indirect. […And that was before the massive bailouts they’re getting as part of the multi-trillion-dollar coronavirus bill.] They are
paid directly for serving rural airports (the same sort of places most Amtrak stations are found), and the government also provides all the
infrastructure (airports, air traffic control, security, etc. that makes flying possible. Buses and cars are also subsidized. People don’t call
building new super-highways to handle ever-increasing traffic a subsidy, but that’s exactly what it is—not to mention the direct subsidy
for the ethanol we burn in our engines or the bail-outs they gave carmakers during the recession. A lot of Congressmen don’t seem to
see that, and they also miss the whole concept of “public good” that government is called to serve.
We boarded the Lake Shore Limited at 8:45pm. Coming from the lounge, Margaret and I were among the first to board in coach.
We were directed to a long-distance car (as opposed to one that would open for all the night stops) and ended up in seats 1 and 2 near
the back of that car, just in front of the restrooms. That location can sometimes be fairly noisy, but it wasn’t too bad on this train. The rest
of our car was a very multi-ethnic group, a cross-section of the diverse places through which the train passes. The group that stood out
most was a multi-generational south Asian family across the aisle from us. They included a young couple and their small daughter, and I
was definitely not looking forward to hearing the little girl crying all night. She was no problem at all, though; indeed she was one of the
best behaved toddlers I‘ve seen anywhere.
While we’d left the Boy Scout Train, there were a surprising number of Scouts ion the Lake Shore Limited as well. The Scouts
always seem to travel in uniform, though they will sometimes add personal touches like neon-colored T-shirts under their beige shirts with
badges. A couple also seemed to have non-standard colors of neckerchiefs, though perhaps those indicated some rank or special
accomplishment. The Scouts seemed to be forever going back and forth to the lounge. They must have had hundreds of dollars in
spending money tucked into their khaki shorts.
We pulled out right on time at 9:30pm. As we made our way through the suburbs the car attendant asked our destination and
placed “ROC” tags above our seats. It’s typical that shortly after that a conductor will come around to scan tickets, but on this train none
did. It’s important that the ticket be scanned, because the Amtrak computer will automatically cancel the remaining legs of an itinerary if

one of them is not taken. I made my way to the lounge and found the conductor, who was surprised that our ticket had been missed.
Apparently he had been in the main part of the station and scanned most of the coach passengers’ tickets as they’d come out of the
waiting room. He then went through the sleepers after those passengers boarded the train. Since we’d boarded from the lounge but were
seated in coach, we’d been missed. The conductor thanked me for finding him, but I was just glad the rest of our trip wouldn’t be screwed
up because of an oversight.
We chugged past the steel mills in northwest Indiana [I wrote “northeast” there in the original travelogue, but it’s actually
“northwest” Indiana that is near Chicago] and were right on schedule when we reached South Bend just before midnight Eastern time.
I suppose that’s as good a place as any to draw this day to a close.

I slept in fits and spurts, but compared to some train rides it wasn’t all that bad of a night. The car was relatively quiet, so even
when I wasn’t truly sleeping I was able to rest.
I was wide awake shortly before 6:00, so I grabbed my bag and headed to the restroom. I’d noticed before I went to sleep that
the restroom was already disgusting, with both water and litter all over the floor. The car attendant had obviously cleaned it overnight,
and this morning it was pleasant again. I certainly thank the attendant for an excellent job. [That’s very unusual on Amtrak, particularly
in coach. Most often the restrooms just get worse and worse throughout the trip.]
We got to Cleveland around 6:30am, about forty-five minutes late. A huge number of people boarded in Cleveland. In fact when
we left there was at least one person who couldn’t find a seat and had to wait in the lounge until we got to Erie, Pennsylvania.
I made my way to the lounge to get coffee shortly after we left Cleveland. The service was absurdly slow, but eventually I got a
cup. The lounge attendants on Amtrak always have a dish out for tips, but this guy certainly didn’t deserve one. [Amtrak employees are
well paid and have excellent insurance and retirement, so the tipping them seems more than a bit excessive anyway. I’d be
much more likely to tip the college kids who make up the bulk of the staff on VIA rail in Canada.]
It officially became morning on the train at 7am. They turned the lights on (though sun had been coming in the windows for quite
some time already), and they started making announcements over the loudspeakers again. The staff tries to keep things quiet and dark
overnight, but during the day anything goes.
Cleveland’s eastern suburbs seemed to stretch on forever, but eventually they gave way to forest with occasional fields mixed
in. Around 7:45 we reached Erie, where we made an unusually long stop. As we left they officially announced that the train was running
forty-five minutes late. [That brought back memories of the first Amtrak trip Margaret and I made, when we ran 6½ hoursbehind
schedule.]
We lost about five more minutes en route to Buffalo, which we reached about 10am. Tons of people got off at Buffalo, and
comparatively few boarded. I think the load was almost a third lighter when we headed east through New York state. East of Buffalo we
mostly passed through farmland, with rural factories scattered here and there. There were also a number of prisons, including one complex
that had different correctional facilities on both sides of the tracks.
We got into Rochester shortly before 11am, still about
forty-five minutes late. We made our way into the station, which
was quite a bit larger than the stations in Buffalo, Schenectady,
and Albany we’d been to earlier. While we waited for our checked
bags to be unloaded, I picked up several city bus schedules from
a display in the station. We wouldn’t have a car until Wednesday
afternoon, so we’d be relying on buses and our feet to get around.
Our bags arrived within just a few minutes. Unlike the
airlines, Amtrak is always very careful to compare the luggage
tags with the stubs to make sure each passenger gets only his
own bags. It bugs me a bit that the baggage carousels at most
airports have no security at all; airports could definitely take a
lesson from train stations in that regard. [It really does surprise
me that theft of luggage isn’t a bigger concern with air travel.]
It was good weather out, so we decided to walk to our
hotel. We passed through a rather rundown area on the fringes of

Lake Shore Limited at Rochester, New York
(Margaret Sullivan is talking to the conductor.)

downtown, but on Sunday morning it was perfectly tame. The hotel was only a few blocks from the Amtrak station, and we got there
before 11:30. I went up to the desk, noted we had a reservation, and asked if we could leave our bags until it was possible to check in.
Surprisingly, they let us check in right away, three and a half hours before the standard time. The whole check-in process was very easy,
and in just a couple minutes we were headed to the elevators.
We were staying at the Radisson Riverside, the
most affordable of three hotels in downtown Rochester.
(The others are the Hyatt and the Rochester Plaza.) I’d
never stayed at a Radisson before, but after our
experience here I certainly wouldn’t hesitate to book one
in the future. [I haven’t been to another Radisson,
mostly because they tend to be VERY pricey.] Some
of the Radisson’s reviews complain that it’s an older hotel.
[That’s probably the most common complaint you
read on Tripadvisor, and it’s pretty much always
meaningless.] It is indeed far from new, but I didn’t find
it a negative. It’s a glass and brick tower from the ‘60s that
looks like a college dorm. While the rooms are on the small
side, they’re pretty standard for an urban location.
Everything is clean and well maintained, and the lobby
area (topped by a chandelier that reminded me of Kennedy
Center in Washington) is really quite beautiful. The staff is
friendly, and while there’s no complimentary breakfast,
they do provide free cookies at the desk. There’s also free
wireless internet in all the rooms. It’s pricey, but a good
deal cheaper than the competition. In Rochester you have
to go well out in the suburbs to find a room under $100 a
Radisson Riverside – Rochester, New York
night.
We made our way up to the 11th floor and soon
got settled into our room. We relaxed for a while, but soon
set out to explore the area. The Radisson is right in the
heart of downtown. It’s across Main Street from and
connected by skywalk to the main convention center, and
its west side faces the Genesee River. There’s pretty much
no shopping in downtown Rochester these days, but
several large office towers are within just a couple blocks
of the hotel. The main interchange for the city buses is just
one block to the east. Much of downtown Rochester looks
a bit seedy, and the place has more than its share of
marginal people. We never ran into any problems, though.
First on our agenda today was lunch, so we
headed to downtown’s most recommended restaurant:
Dinosaur BBQ. This is a chain based in Syracuse that has
half a dozen locations in historic buildings throughout the
state of New York—plus one in Connecticut, one in New
Jersey, and another opening soon in Chicago. [The
Chicago location opened and closed within a year.
These days—or at least as soon as things re-open
following the virus lockdown—they’re almost
exclusively in New York.] For no reason I can figure out, barbecue is big in New York—every bit as big as in Texas or Tennessee. I’m
not a huge barbecue fan, but I like it when it’s done right. Word was that Dinosaur did barbeque right, so it made a good destination for
lunch.
Rochester’s Dinosaur BBQ is located in the old Lehigh Valley Railroad Station, about two blocks south from our hotel. It’s a
handsome old depot, and they’ve converted it into a very pleasant restaurant. While the place looked crowded, we were able to be seated
immediately. We had a window booth with a nice view of the river. We had an excellent waitress, and we enjoyed some very good food.
Margaret ordered a combination platter that included chicken, ribs, and brisket. She raved about the brisket, liked the ribs, and was less
thrilled with the chicken. Her sides included barbecued beans and a very nice fruit salad. I ordered a pulled pork plate, with macaroni
salad (which is apparently as ubiquitous in Rochester as it is in Hawaii) and coleslaw on the side. I liked everything, and the salads were
especially good when enhanced with a sprinkle of the spicy rub they use on their meat. Both our entrees were accompanied by cornbread,
which was tasty, but could have used some honey to enhance it. Dinosaur offers a wide variety of sauces, which are arranged on the
table in order from mild to hot. I tried a bit of everything. All were tasty, but just one step above medium was most to my liking. All in all,
it was a very nice meal.
A large family was seated on the floor right beside our booth, two parents and kids ranging from elementary to college age. All
were good-looking blonds, and they looked like they belonged on a TV show from another era. They’d obviously come to dinner straight
from church, and they were dressed better than what I’ve seen at church in years. The boys (the youngest and oldest of the kids) especially
stood out. They had neatly pressed white shirts, silk ties, and elegant vests. I can remember wearing clothes like that to church back in

the ‘70s (though ours were invariably hand-me-downs). These days kids are more likely to wear jeans to church, though, and it’s not
uncommon for them to be in gym shorts. I must say it was refreshing to see such a nicely dressed group this Sunday. [I’ll sound like an
old fogey, but I’m not at all a fan of the casual trend that has overtaken almost every church in recent years. I really do think
like the respect and reverence that dressing up for church shows.]
Margaret suggested that the family might be Mormon. While that wouldn’t have occurred to me, it would make sense in
Rochester. The Latter Day Saints got their start just east of here at Palmyra, New York, where Joseph Smith supposedly received visions
that became the text of The Book of Mormon. There is an LDS temple in Palmyra, and there are four wards (Mormon congregations)
operating in the city of Rochester and five more in the suburbs. [Mormons just aren’t something I think about in Iowa. I suppose
Margaret thought of them from her childhood days in Colorado and Idaho.]
Just outside Dinosaur BBQ is a fascinating site that amounts to a modern ruin, the former entrance to Court Street station on
what was once the Rochester subway. From the 1920s to the 1950s Rochester (then, as now, the size of Des Moines) was the smallest
city in America to have a subway. They then became the only American city ever to completely abandon a subway that had been built.

LEFT: Map of the Rochester subway, which also shows
the route of the Erie Canal through the city
RIGHT: Broad Street Bridge (the Erie Canal and the
Rochester subway formerly travelled on its lower level)
with the ruins of Court Street Station beneath the Rundel
Library at right – Rochester, New York
The Rochester subway was the legacy of the Erie Canal. The canal originally went right through the city, crossing above the
Genesee on an aqueduct and winding east and west of downtown in a wide ditch. After World War I the state of New York modernized
and shortened the canal. The new route passed well south of downtown Rochester, leaving the old ditch and aqueduct unused. The city
laid tracks in the old canal bed, and they built a new street (Broad Street) above the new railroad route downtown. The new subway
allowed them to relieve congestion by clearing streetcars and interurban trains from the downtown streets. The subway thrived during the
Depression and World War II, when it was a cheap and efficient way for residents of the industrial districts south and east of downtown
to get to the factories on the west side.
After the war, though, Rochester joined most of America in embracing suburbia. The city became more far-flung, employment
centers were more scattered, and downtown was less and less the focus of business. Rochester tore up most of its streetcar tracks in
1947, leaving the subway as the only passenger rail in the city. On June 30, 1956, it too was closed. West of downtown the old canal bed
was filled in. Today some of it is park land, and the rest is private development. East of downtown the subway became the right of way
for Interstates 490 and 590 (the Eastern Expressway), which we‘d drive on a couple days later.
In the downtown area the whole complex was basically just abandoned. While the tracks have been removed, there are still
tunnels under Broad and South Streets and the platforms of the downtown stations are still intact. There have been repeated proposals
to re-open the subway as part of a light rail system that would extend throughout the area, but nothing has ever come of them. Instead
the tunnels provide shelter for the city’s homeless in winter, and apparently they’re a favorite hiding place for less than savory characters.
There are several websites that document the elaborate graffiti that lines the tunnel walls, a small part of which is visible through the
arches in the Broad Street Bridge. That graffiti and the station entrance were really all we saw of the old subway, but the whole idea of it
is really quite fascinating.
We went back to the hotel, and I checked through some of the bus schedules to plan what we might do this afternoon. The
buses in Rochester follow an interesting schedule, especially on weekends. Almost all the buses depart from the corner of Main & Clinton
downtown, and they basically fan out in a big asterisk from there. The buses are scheduled to arrive and depart downtown in waves, to
make for easy transfers from one bus to another. On Sundays service on most routes is only about every 45 minutes, but if you know the

schedule, you can catch a bus and make a transfer only minimal waits. [The coordinated downtown transfer system is a surprisingly
efficient way of serving the whole city with a minimum level of service.]
We were between the waves of bus
departures, so we killed a bit of time right
outside our hotel. Just west of the Radisson is
a pedestrian walkway over the Genesee called
the Sister Cities Bridge. Rochester has formal
sister city agreements with twelve different
places around the world. The ones I’d heard of
were Krakow, Poland; Waterford, Ireland;
Novgorod, Russia; and Bamako, Mali. They’re
also a sister city to places in Lithuania, Japan,
Israel, France, Germany, Italy, China, and the
Dominican Republic. The bridge is lined with
the flags of all these countries and plaques that
give information about all the different sister
cities.
The bridge leads to a plaza by an odd
skyscraper that looks rather like an air traffic
control tower. This is First Federal Plaza
(formerly Fleet Plaza), named after a bank that
has its headquarters there. The round top was
apparently a revolving restaurant back in the
‘70s. The restaurant went out of business
years ago, and now the owners describe their
property as “Rochester’s most unique office space”.

Sister Cities Bridge – Rochester, New York

Website view of a typical bus stop in downtown Rochester
As the bus departure time approached, we made our way back to the hotel. Main street in downtown Rochester is lined with
oversized bus shelters made of glass and green metal and shaped vaguely like old-time streetcars. There was one of these right outside
the Radisson, with a digital sign next to it that appeared to give the times when different buses would arrive. Several people appeared to
be waiting there, and we joined them. After a few minutes a man who was passing along on the sidewalk asked us if we were waiting for
the bus. We said we were, and he said something like, “Well, it ain’t stopping here.” He directed us to go a block further east, to another
shelter—one that didn’t have a digital sign outside. We did, and the man was correct that the bus completely bypassed the stop by the
Radisson. We’d find that the stop only seems to function at rush hour; buses skip it at all other times. There were no signs to indicate that
at the stop, though, and the digital signs certainly made it appear buses would stop there. I’m glad the guy told us where we could pick
up the bus, because otherwise we might have been waiting there forever. [I’ve found that the biggest issue with transit everywhere
is that it’s not user-friendly for those who aren’t familiar with it. A few additional signs would improve things immensely.]
Well before leaving on this trip I’d bought passes for the RGRTA (Rochester Genesee Regional Transit Authority, which also
goes by RTS or Rochester Transit System) bus system. Buying them was really no great savings, since the standard bus fare in Rochester

is just about the cheapest there is anywhere. Signs advertise “Bus for a
Buck”, and indeed $1 is the cash fare. (However, unlike in most cities, there
are no free transfers without a pass.) It also turned out to be awkward that I’d
gotten senior passes (half the regular rate) for Margaret. It turned out that the
senior pass was only good at off-peak times. It was fine on Sunday, but on
weekdays it was only good between 9:30am and 3pm and again after 6pm.
It was actually fortunate that we’d changed our plans and I ended up with
more bus passes than I needed. That let Margaret use some of the full-fare
passes at times when her senior passes didn’t work.
I was careful that Margaret and I had separate passes, though,
rather than attempting to share one between us. Shortly before we made this
trip the Rochester bus system made national news when a woman and two
toddlers in a stroller were kicked off the bus in the middle of a thunderstorm
because the driver saw the woman attempt to give her pass to someone else
after she’d boarded. The incident was horrible P.R. for the bus company, and
it’s not really clear that the woman did anything wrong. The fine print on the
passes makes it clear that it’s illegal to use someone else’s pass, but it
doesn’t actually say anything about giving a pass to someone else. The way
I read that, it would be the guy she gave the pass to who might be guilty of a
crime—and then only if he attempted to use it.
We boarded bus #1, whose destination sign said “LAKE—
CHAR/SHORE”. This bus heads follows Lake Street northwest, eventually
making it to Lake Ontario. We didn’t go that far today. We headed north from
downtown past Frontier Field, the ballpark where Brad had worked until last
week. Beyond there was an area that reminded me of Waterloo—a rather
seedy business strip combined with boxy homes from the first part of the last
century. No one would pretend this is a nice area, but there’s nothing really
wrong with it. A wide variety of people got on and off the whole way, but it
was telling that by far the biggest stop was at an Aldi store.
We went just a short ways past Aldi and pulled the cord to exit at
Driving Park Avenue. The street takes its name from a race track for horses
and later cars that existed back in the 1800s. Speed records set there earned
it the nickname “the fastest mile in America”. The race track gave way to
factories a century ago, but one of the city’s main thoroughfares continues to
bear its name.
Right at the corner of Lake and Driving Park is a lovely park that
features the Maplewood Rose Garden. We gawked at it a bit, but mostly
made our way past to the “real” attraction in the area, the Lower Falls of the
Genesee River. The falls are visible from the Driving Park
Bridge, and there’s a trail (part of the Genesee River
Greenway) that leads to a lovely overlook. Rochester lies
on the same Niagara Escarpment that creates the more
famous falls further west. Like the Niagara River, the
Genesee flows south to north and plunges dramatically as
it nears Lake Ontario. There are four waterfalls in
Rochester, though two of them are rather short and hidden
by industrial development. The Lower Falls are probably
the prettiest, mostly because they are surrounded by
parkland. We had a nice little hike along the trail and along
the way met some folks who were going fishing at the base
of the falls.
Website view of various Rochester bus passes

We made our way back up to Driving Park
Avenue and crossed the bridge to the east side of the river.
We lucked out in our timing, because almost immediately
a bus came by on St. Paul Avenue. We rode south a
couple miles and got off right at the Inner Loop, a tight
beltway that essentially cuts off downtown Rochester from
the rest of the city. Part of the Inner Loop is an actual
freeway (part of I-490), but about two-thirds is essentially
a four-lane street that alternates between surface level,
elevated, and below grade. The part that’s not an interstate
has sidewalks along it, and we followed those to our next destination.

Lower falls

Having seen the Lower Falls, our next destination was Rochester’s High Falls. So named because they are upstream, the High

Falls are actually about the same height as the
Lower Falls. (They’re both about 90 feet,
which is about the same as the American Falls
at Niagara.) [I don’t think I put 2 and 2
together at the time, but the origin of the
name “High Falls” almost certainly comes
from the fact that they’re upstream from
the Lower Falls.] The High Falls are in a
much more urban setting, right at the north
end of downtown. The area around them has
been designated a historic district, It’s filled
with old brick warehouses in various states of
gentrification. We had a nice walk through the
neighborhood and crossed a pedestrian
bridge that gave a nice view of the falls.
The pedestrian bridge let out at the
Genesee Brewery. Had I come to Rochester
on my own, I’d likely have toured the place,
which makes a popular but much derided beer
that everyone around here calls Genny.
Margaret’s not much of a beer fan, so we just
found a nearby bus stop and settled in to wait
for the next southbound #5.

High Falls – Rochester, New York
(The Radisson and First Federal Plaza
are across the river from each other at the back of the picture.)

It ended up being quite a long wait, but eventually we did manage to board. We rode south past the Amtrak station and on into
downtown, stopping on St. Paul Street on the east side of the Radisson. We had a long wait there while we waited for the next outbound
wave to leave downtown. This time we just stayed on board the same bus, though, and we continued south from downtown into a
neighborhood called South Wedge.
South Wedge is one of those funky areas of gentrification you can find in any major city. An old ethnic neighborhood began a
long decay after World War II, and by the ‘70s it was the city’s prime spot for drugs and prostitution. It’s improved dramatically since then
and is now considered one of the chicest parts of the city. The residents are mostly young and stylish, and a large part of them are gay.
Most of the homes here are old Victorians, and the bulk of them have been beautifully restored. South Avenue, the main drag, is lined
with the types of businesses you’d expect here: lots of bars and cafes, plus art galleries, tattoo parlors, and upscale second-hand shops.
We’d come to South Wedge to have a snack. I‘d read about a place called Hedonist that claims to produce “artisan chocolates
and ice cream”. The Sunday newspaper magazine Parade called it one of the seven best ice cream stores in the country, so we figured
it was worth checking out. While the place wasn’t cheap, it wasn’t absurdly expensive either—and the ice cream was definitely good.
Almost better than the ice cream itself were homemade waffle cones that they’d made fresh just moments before. We each had a scoop
in a waffle cone (and it was really more like two scoops, because they filled the cone and then put a scoop on top). I had salted caramel,
while Margaret chose strawberry margarita.
After enjoying our ice cream we took a bus back downtown and returned to the hotel. Margaret stayed there, but I went out
exploring again. If the subway had still been running, I’d have made a short hop over to the Winton station. As it was, I took bus 1 the
opposite direction from where we’d been earlier today, clear to the eastern city limits. Bus 1 runs down Rochester’s Park Avenue, a very
upscale area that reminded me of the Ingersoll area west of downtown Des Moines. In spite of the posh surroundings, most of the crowd
on this bus was low-end. New York is a deposit state, and at least four people on board were destitute people who had bags of cans and
bottles they’d collected.
Their destination was the same as mine. We were headed to a Rochester institution, Wegman’s. This is the Rochester
supermarket, and it’s a major player throughout the northeast. The chain was founded in Rochester and now has more than sixty stores
in four states. Wegman’s reminded me of Dominick’s, the now defunct Chicagoland chain, and it’s also similar to the Dahl’s stores in the
Des Moines area. It’s a very upscale store, with endless acres of gourmet selections. It’s also one of the most expensive supermarkets
I’ve ever been to, though I was able to find a few affordable items. The main thing I bought was fruit salads that Margaret and I would
have for dinner. Unfortunately the salads didn’t come with forks, and they didn’t seem to have any forks anywhere nearby.
There was a McDonalds across the street from Wegman’s. While waiting at bus stops earlier today we’d seen ads for a new
McCafé offering called “petite pastries”—elegant tarts, danishes and scones in small sizes. I popped into McDonalds to check them out.
Unfortunately I found the pastries are only available at breakfast. The counter girl seemed surprised when I just walked out without
ordering, but if they didn’t have what I wanted, there was really no point in buying anything.
When a bus showed up, I had to wait a while to board. That’s because the driver lowered a ramp to let a handicapped person
in a motorized wheelchair off the bus. Nearly half of the buses we took in Rochester had handicapped passengers. It seemed as if the
percentage of disabled people here was significantly higher than in most other cities. I have no idea why that might be, but there does
seem to be a disproportionate number of handicapped people in Rochester.

I caught bus #17 near Wegman’s and road back downtown. This bus runs down East and University Avenues, which are lined
with public institutions and mansions that today mostly serve as bed and breakfast places. The east side of Rochester is definitely more
upscale than the west!
I wanted to get a fork for the salads, so I stopped by the downtown library, where I knew there was a branch of Tim Horton’s,
the Canadian bakery chain. Unfortunately that location was only open when the library was, and it was closed Sunday night. I also stopped
by a convenience store that appeared to be the only business that was open downtown. I arrived just as they were getting ready to close,
and it turned out they also had no plastic flatware.
I walked back to the hotel and made my way up to the room. We ended up using a combination of our fingers and coffee stirrers
to eat the fruit salad—which was excellent, by the way.
I spent much of the evening reading through newspapers I’d accumulated. Rochester’s main paper is the Democrat & Chronicle,
which for many years was the flagship of the Gannett newspaper chain. Gannett was headquartered in Rochester until USA Today
became a nationwide sensation and they moved the headquarters to that paper’s home in the Washington, D.C. area. The Democrat &
Chronicle is a good, comprehensive newspaper, better than most papers are these days. Its only real competition is the Post—Bulletin,
a rather dry publication geared toward the business community. The other paper I’d picked up was City Newspaper, Rochester’s free
weekly. It was quite a bit duller than similar publications in other cities and could take lessons from Juice in Des Moines or City Pages in
the Twin Cities. [Free papers have been struggling in the online age. I don’t think Juice exists at all these days, and City Pages
has gone to publishing every other week.]
Rain was in the forecast for tomorrow, which forced us to change our plans. I spent a long time looking up alternatives, often
being frustrated because many things weren’t open on Monday. Once I did find places that were open, I looked up the bus schedule to
figure out the most efficient way to get to the places we’d be visiting. It really was quite a challenge to get everything to work out.
At 11pm we watched the evening news on TV. Any time I travel, I’m thankful for the TV schedule in the Central Time Zone. I
really don’t understand how people stay up until 11:30 just to watch the evening news and then get up to commute to work early in the
morning. Fortunately we were not on any particular schedule, so we watched the news in its entirety. Then we turned off the lights and
went to sleep.

Apparently watching the 11:00 news didn’t interfere with my sleep too much, as I was up before 7:00 this morning. It appeared
that it rained quite heavily overnight, and it was still dripping when we set out today.
We battled raindrops as we made our way over to the bus exchange at Main & Clinton. We caught bus #6 and headed out north
and east. Most of the ride was through a less than beautiful area, one that reminded me a lot of the neighborhood by Drake in Des Moines.
I’d read some rather unflattering descriptions of the area north of downtown Rochester before making this trip. One, from a bizarre novel
I’ll mention in more detail later that was set in the city, called this the “mattresses in the streets district”. Another, from an urban planning
study by the University of Rochester, called it the “crescent of poverty”. The first description overstates things; it’s more like old appliances
on the lawn than mattresses in the streets. By eastern standards this area doesn’t really look like a slum. It’s all separate frame houses,
though it’s likely many have been sub-divided. The yards are generous by urban standards, and there are trees everywhere. On closer
inspection it’s pretty clear it’s not a nice area, though. [Like much of the rust belt, Rochester has high unemployment and chronic
poverty. It surprises many people, though, that it has a much lower crime rate than you’d find in the South or West. That’s
largely because it’s a city of roots. Unlike in the sun belt, the families who live in Rochester have been there for generations.
There’s almost a small-town feeling of everybody knowing everybody that you don’t find in places with more transient
populations.]
On a vaguely related note, I should mention that housing in Rochester—both good and bad—is cheap. The place prides itself
on having the most affordable housing of any metro area in America. The prices are similar to what you’d find in rural Iowa. Nasty old
houses like the ones we were going past cost almost nothing ($30,000 - $40,000 is typical), and both newer suburban homes and the
restored Victorians in South Wedge are right at $100,000. Even the palatial showplaces on Park Avenue can be had for less than half a
million dollars. Rents aren’t quite as low as purchase prices, but they’re also less than in most cities. By comparison I saw a TV feature
recently on a housing crisis in Rochester, Minnesota, where the cheapest homes start around $150,000. The report noted that the service
people who work in the Minnesota city can’t afford to live there. That doesn’t seem to be an issue in Rochester, New York.
The surroundings gradually improved as we made our way east, and when we pulled the cord at Woodman Park Street. It was
a fairly typical middle class neighborhood. We walked a block east to our first destination of the day, the corner of Empire & Culver, the
awkward intersection where Empire Boulevard, Clifford Avenue, Culver Road, and Deerfield Drive all come together. Tucked into a

strange wedge-shaped lot at that corner is cool building from the ‘50s that houses a business called Donuts Delite. I’d read about this
place while preparing for the trip, and I thought it would be interesting to check out. The building is mostly glass, with lovely neon on top
spelling out the name and showing a picture of a cartoon guy in a chef’s cap. It’s one of those old businesses that probably just looked
dated a dozen years ago, but has graduated to “retro”. It really is eye-catching.
Donuts Delite (whose sign has “Everybody” painted at the
end but not lit in neon) originally opened in 1958. The place was
successful for decades, but it went downhill after the turn of the
millennium and closed in 2005. The place was later bought by
Salvatore’s, a local chain of pizzerias, and they re-opened in 2010
with a pizza place next door sharing the parking lot. They apparently
kept the original owners’ doughnut recipes, and they restored the
building to its original appearance. The restoration was almost too
perfect; inside it looks like those fake ‘50s diners you see in upscale
malls. It’s definitely a cool place, though.
While Donuts Delite does a decent walk-in pastry
business, it surprised us that the place is mostly a sit-down café.
Lots of neighborhood people seem to stop in there for their morning
coffee. We hadn’t really planned on having a full breakfast, but we
ended up enjoying some excellent ham and eggs. We also had
coffee and doughnuts, of course. I had a chocolate long john. It was
good, though not really what I was expecting. Instead of being
dipped in ganache, it was piled high with chocolate buttercream
frosting. I’d honestly have preferred the more traditional topping, but
it was still a good doughnut.

View of Donuts Delite – from their website

It was still dripping when we finished our breakfast, and we
knew we’d have a fairly long wait for the bus. There was no shelter
at the nearest bus stop, but we were able to join the neighborhood
smokers who were standing under the overhang of a nearby 7—Eleven. The convenience store did a brisk business, which appeared to
mostly be people buying snack foods and coffee. Interestingly almost everyone drove to the store, went inside to get their snacks, and
then sat in their car to eat them. No one seemed in much of a hurry, and they seemed to enjoy just sitting in their cars alone having
breakfast.
There was a police officer at the station who got coffee and then spent the whole time we were waiting sitting in his cruiser doing
paperwork. This was one of numerous cop cars we’d see around Rochester. Margaret remarked repeatedly at the number of police there
were around the city. It didn’t seem quite so unusual to me (the place is a big city, after all), but there were indeed a lot of cops. People
in the area think of Rochester as a crime-ridden place, and its crime rate is higher than most rust belt cities. It’s about the same as Des
Moines, though, and it‘s far lower than what you‘d find in the South or West.
Eventually we caught a bus back downtown. While the set-up of the bus system in Rochester makes for easy transfers, the
problem with it is that you have to go downtown to get from anywhere to anywhere else. There’s just a couple of lines that don’t go
downtown, and they tend to run only at rush hour. [I’m supposed to be making a trip to New Zealand this summer, though it looks
like that may be pushed off a year due to the coronavirus. In planning that trip I found that the transit systems in Auckland,
Christchurch, and Wellington are similar to Rochester’s. Transfers are easy, but only if you go all the way downtown.]
We transferred to bus #18, which runs down Main Street. We exited at Goodman, and it was absolutely pouring when we got
out. Almost worse than the rain was the fact that the streets and sidewalks were completely flooded. That’s because for some reason
very few streets in Rochester seem to have storm drains. I don’t know why that is, but throughout most of the city water just accumulates
until it either evaporates or drains away by gravity. It was only about a block to our next destination, but we got thoroughly soaked on the
way. When we reached the Rochester Museum, we were pleased that they had a roll of paper towels at the admission desk we could
use to mop up a bit.
Had it been good weather today, we’d likely not have gone to the Rochester Museum. It continued to pour the whole time we
were there, though, so we ended up spending a long time there and seeing the place in depth. It’s not an uninteresting museum, but I
really wouldn’t recommend it to anyone. The place is really several museums in one. The largest part is a “hands on” science center
that’s mostly geared to children. It’s better than the Des Moines Science Center (largely because it’s endowed by Rochester’s “big three”
industries: Kodak, Bausch & Lomb, and Xerox), but not nearly so nice as Chicago’s Museum of Science and Industry.
There’s also a fairly detailed section on local history, much of which involves the Iroquois Indians. Most of my knowledge of the
Iroquois comes from a project I did decades ago in grade school, and I can’t say this museum went all that far beyond that. What was
interesting about the display was that they showed different perspectives on the contact between the Iroquois and Europeans and how
the groups came to depend on each other.
The most interesting part of the museum told about the Underground Railroad, for which Rochester was a major center. An
interesting part of this traced the story of one particular girl who made her way north with her family. The museum also included a natural
history gallery and the Rochester Business Hall of Fame.

We’d nearly dried off in the museum, but we got soaked again when we left. We walked a block south to Park Avenue and took
bus #1 back downtown. The maid hadn’t done our room yet when we got back to the hotel. That was just as well, because we spent quite
a while drying out our clothes, hats, and shoes with the hair dryer and iron—a process that stank up the room a bit. Margaret took a
warm shower as well, so I don’t think there were any clean towels left in the room when we set out again.
We stopped by the desk to arrange for a shuttle ride to the place we’d be picking up our rental car tomorrow. The clerk seemed
less than thrilled about booking it, but it turned out that was because he thought we wanted the ride this afternoon rather than tomorrow.
Arranging a ride for the following day was no problem at all.
We went to the bus interchange and had a bit of a wait. We wanted bus #1, but the first bus with that number didn’t work for us.
Its destination was “KODAK PARK”, an industrial area on Lake Street that these days serves many companies besides the camera
manufacturer. We wanted to go beyond there, so we waited for a “CHAR/SHORE” bus.
The “CHAR” in “CHAR/SHORE” stands for Charlotte, which is pronounced like the county seat town near where we lived in
Michigan: shar-LOT. Charlotte was once a little town on the Lake Ontario shoreline that was mostly a summer resort. It was annexed by
Rochester in 1916 so the city could have a port on the lake. Today it’s a middle class residential neighborhood, though the beach is still
an important draw.
Charlotte is one of several places near Rochester that are pronounced differently. Most noteworthy among these is Chili, a large
suburb west of the city. Chili isn’t said like the peppers, but rather so it rhymes with mai-tai or jai-alai. While I’d read that ahead of time, I
didn’t really believe it until I heard the automatic voice on a bus headed there say it that way. Strangely, the nearby town of Canandaigua,
whose “a-I” should be pronounced with a long “I” sound is said “cannon-DAY-gwuh”. Another place that stood out was the suburb of
Avon, whose local pronunciation sounds like “have on” without the “h”. The kids around here must have a great time learning phonics!
We started on the same route we’d taken yesterday, but we continued quite a bit further. The passengers on this bus, like most
we’d ride in Rochester, were a mixed bag. As is true on buses everywhere, they seemed poorer than the city as a whole. Otherwise,
though, they were a fairly good cross-section. The city as a whole has roughly equal numbers of blacks and whites, with significant
Hispanic and Asian minorities. A lot of the blacks are actually of Caribbean descent. It comes across mostly as a blue-collar city, lacking
the financial services jobs you see in places like Des Moines and Chicago. Of all the places I’ve been, it probably seemed most like St.
Paul, Minnesota, the rugged older brother of the Twin Cities.
People with pre-conceived prejudices about young men of color would do well to ride a bus in Rochester. While both Margaret
and I consider ourselves liberal people, I think we were both surprised at what good family men our fellow passengers were. There were
guys in sagging trousers and backwards ball caps who looked like you wouldn’t want to meet them at night who were having a wonderful
time bouncing their kids on their knees. One was even braiding his little girl’s hair as he rode along.
This is certainly not to say that everyone we saw was a good parent. We saw one young mother downtown whose little girl was
being a bit restless, but otherwise perfectly fine. The mother yelled at the girl her loud enough for the whole block to hear and threatened
to strike the girl. I don’t think that woman needs to worry about winning the “super-mom” award.
There are lots of inter-racial families in Rochester, in every combination you can imagine. Margaret found it particularly interesting
to see a number of white men with black women, since the opposite is much more common in our part of the country. One inter-racial
family stood out on this bus. It included a very young white man (again with sagging pants), a slightly older Hispanic woman, and their
daughter who ended up in an oversized stroller. They got off about two-thirds of the way up Lake Street, just outside a senior citizens’
apartment building. They stood out because when we came back from Charlotte, they got back on the bus at the exact same stop. I don’t
know if they were visiting Grandma or what, but it was strange that they happened to be on the same bus with us both directions.
One other thing that stood out on the buses in
Rochester was the number of bicyclists who rode them.
Again, this was like the Twin Cities, although I think there
may be even more bikes in Rochester than in Minnesota’s
metropolis. It appears quite common for people to take the
bus part of the way to their destination and bike the rest of
the way. The buses have racks on the front that can hold
up to three bikes, and it’s typical to have at least one or two
stored there.
Rochester’s buses are heavily used. Only once
were we on a bus that was less than half full, and most of
the time almost every seat was occupied. It seems to be
pretty much exclusively locals who use the buses. I wasn’t
aware of any other tourists on the bus the whole time we
were there. [Part of this is that Rochester is WAY off
the tourist radar. There are attractions near the city,
but the city itself is anything but a tourist mecca.]
Website image of a typical Rochester city bus
(This one is headed to CHAI-lye.)
After riding about forty-five minutes we got off
nearly at the end of the line. We exited just south of the lakeshore at Latta Road. Our destination was a couple blocks north of here. It
was still dripping, but at least the rain was not as heavy as it was earlier.

We were headed to the Charlotte—Genesee Lighthouse, which
surprisingly was open on Monday but closed at midweek. The lighthouse was
built in 1822 at what was then the mouth of the Genesee River. (Fill has
moved the lake shore about half a mile north of where it was then.) There’s
a pleasant museum in the old keeper’s house, and an old geezer gave us a
nice tour of the lighthouse itself. We felt a sense of accomplishment when we
made it to the top, since we had to negotiate both a spiral staircase and a
ladder to get there. On a rainy day I can’t say the view was really worth it, but
it was interesting to see the harbor. The museum was really quite interesting.
They gave the history not just of this building, but of Charlotte and of
lighthouses in general. There was a large display on how fresnel lenses work,
and it was interesting to find out the same lenses used in theatrical lighting
are used in lighthouses.
Outside the lighthouse is a small garden of peace that was
apparently dedicated for the bicentennial of the War of 1812. Apparently four
different battles from that war were fought along the Genesee. The garden
features the current American, Canadian, and British flags, as well as the
fifteen-star flag from 1812. While the rain had stopped, it was still very wet
around the garden, so we didn’t dawdle there.
I wasn’t sure how long the wait would be for a southbound bus.
Fortunately they have a feature in Rochester that lets you find that
information. The bus stop signs have a phone number that you can send a
text message to with the number of the stop. They will respond with a text
giving the next buses to stop there. I texted “2022” to 585-351-2878 and got
the following response: “1 Main & Clinton at 4:12PM. 1 Park Ave. at 4:50PM,
Charlotte—Genesee Lighthouse
5:13PM. Stored Jul 28, 4:08PM.” That meant we had just four minutes to wait
until a bus would arrive. It turned out that was almost exactly when the southbound bus showed up.
We rode back downtown and made our way back to the hotel room. Once again we dug out the hair dryer and iron and tried to
get the dampness out of our clothes. I also spent quite a while researching the buses and finding the most efficient routes to the places
we planned to visit tomorrow.
Had Brad still been playing with the Rochester Red Wings, I’d almost certainly have had free tickets to the games throughout
the home stand this week. After I found he had been released, I went to the team’s website and bought a single ticket for the game
tonight, because I figured it would be interesting to at least see the ballpark. With all the rain today, I wasn’t even sure they’d be playing.
I checked the website again today, though, and it stressed that the game was on. So, around 6:30 I set off for Frontier Field.
My original plan was to take a bus to the ballpark, so I walked to the stop by the Radisson and joined about two dozen people
waiting there. Perhaps some buses were stopping there, but the one I wanted (#3, I think) passed the stop by at full speed. So I took the
Sister Cities Bridge across the river and made my way west to Plymouth Avenue, the street that leads up to the park.
On my way I passed a landmark I’d read about before
this trip, an old church building that houses two very progressive
congregations. The building was originally built as Brick
Presbyterian Church (whose name described the building), an
abolitionist church that was a major stop on the Underground
Railroad. In the ‘70s that church merged with others in
downtown Rochester to form Downtown Presbyterian Church,
which continues to operate in the same building. Presbyterians
run the gamut in their beliefs, but this church is definitely toward
the liberal end of the spectrum.
Downtown Presbyterian shares its building with an
even more controversial tenant, though: Spiritus Christi Church.
Spiritus Christi describes itself as “an inclusive Catholic
community”. It is in the Catholic tradition, but the entire
congregation has been officially excommunicated. The church
evolved in the ‘80s from Corpus Christi Church, which was then
a struggling inner city parish. A young priest was assigned there
who took on the challenge of reviving the church, and largely
succeeded. One of the main ways he did this was by increasing
lay participation, and in particular participation by women.
Through the ‘90s Corpus Christi grew more and more liberal.
As the National Catholic Reporter describes it, “Corpus Christi
was a Roman Catholic parish on the fringe. Led by Fr. Jim
Callan, a charismatic priest with a radical commitment to the
poor and marginalized, the church was known for taking risks.

Downtown Presbyterian—Spritus Christi Church
Rochester, New York

They invited everyone to communion, they blessed the unions of gay and lesbian couples (though never on diocesan property) and they
allowed Mary Ramerman, the parish's lay associate pastor, to preach and to stand with Callan at the altar during the Eucharistic prayer.
Eventually, she was also invited to raise the chalice during the consecration. In time all this inclusiveness caught up with them.” The
Diocese first attempted to basically ignore the problem, but they then received direct orders from the man who would eventually become
Pope Benedict XVI to remove both Callen and Ramerman from Corpus Christi.
Four hundred former members of Corpus Christi (about three-fourths of that church’s membership) formed Spiritus Christi on
Christmas Eve, 1998. Ramerman was soon ordained (by a bishop who obviously also is not in communication with Rome), and she is
the head pastor at Spiritus Christi today. Fr. Callan is also still there, and the staff includes a couple of sisters and a several lay people.
The congregation at Spiritus Christi has grown to 1,700, and they’ve established satellite churches in Elmira and Buffalo. They have
countless mission outreaches and are active in all the area interfaith activities. Meanwhile Corpus Christi was closed and its remaining
congregation merged into another parish.
It’s interesting while Spiritus Christi could be considered a modern example of a Protestant church, pretty much everyone there
sees themselves as Catholic. They celebrate the same sacraments as Catholic churches around the world, and (with just a few
modifications) they teach and practice the same “Catholic values” we try to instill in our students at Garrigan. They just don’t have any
association with Rome—nor do they care to. [While I have a lot of respect for much of Catholicism (obviously, or I wouldn’t have
been teaching in a Catholic school for almost four decades), issues like the strict ban on female priests are why I could never
be Catholic myself.]
It would have been fascinating to attend a service at Spiritus Christi (though perhaps not the wisest choice, given my
employment). The schedule did not permit that, though, and I just walked past the church and on to the ballpark. Plymouth Avenue leads
past the outfield, so I had an awkward walk literally halfway around the complex to reach the main entrance.
I had my ticket scanned and then
proceeded to the main concourse. Just inside the
entrance is probably the most unique feature at
Frontier Field, a life-size statue of a horse made out
of baseball gloves. I read later that this was likely a
remnant of a citywide exhibit called Parade of
Horses analogous to the Cows on Parade displays
I’ seen in Chicago years ago. While the horse has
nothing to do with anything, a sculpture made of
ball gloves is certainly appropriate at the entrance
to a baseball park. I was amused by the thing, and
I paused to snap a picture.
Frontier Field (named after the local
telephone company) is a very generic modern
ballpark. It’s built of cement blocks with brick facing
on the exterior. The support columns and canopy
are steel that has been painted green. Like a lot of
modern ballparks all the seats are green plastic,
which gives the interior an almost oppressively
green feel. [I’m not a fan of green seating bowls,
but they are all the rage these days.] By AAA
standards it’s not a particularly large park. The
place seats 10,800, which is about a thousand
Horse made of baseball gloves
less than Principal Park in Des Moines and roughly
Frontier Field – Rochester, New York
half the size of Coca-Cola Field in Buffalo. Most of those seats were empty on a night with questionable weather. Even some that were
officially occupied were empty, since there was a line stretching half the length of the concourse with people who wanted the autograph
of some former big-leaguer I’d never heard of.
While there is a bit of a view of Rochester’s nondescript skyline, Frontier Field feels more closed in than many parks. I’d noticed
when we went by on the bus that double billboards in the outfield kept passersby from looking in. Similarly they keep people in the park
from seeing much of anything beyond it.
I hadn’t eaten anything since breakfast, so food was first on my agenda tonight. While I was unimpressed with the park as a
whole, I will say Frontier Field has an excellent selection of concessions. You can get just about anything you can imagine (including
things like crepes and sirloin steak), and by ballpark standards the prices are reasonable. I chose the most traditional of ballpark fare, a
hot dog. I actually should say I got a “hot”, because the “dog” seems to be implied in Rochester usage. In Rochester you have to specify
whether you want a “red hot” or a “white hot”. Red hots are traditional frankfurters, while white hots—supposedly a Rochester specialty—
are apparently all pork (interesting, since I saw both kosher and halal restaurants while traveling around the city). I chose red, and I also
got an enormous cup of diet cola. Together they came to $7, which is about two bucks less than the same stuff would be in Des Moines
or Omaha. [When Garrigan played at state basketball in Des Moines a month ago, the souvenir pop alone was seven bucks.
They did, however, offer $2 refills on the souvenir cups, and since our boys and girls teams each played three games at state,
that turned out to be a surprisingly good deal.]

I made my way to my seat, which I knew ahead of time was just about the best in the house. The great thing about minor league
baseball is that good seats are affordable—even if you don’t have connections, like I usually do. I was in Row A, right next to the visiting
team’s on-deck circle. My seat was on an aisle, and the whole time I was there no one else sat in that row.
Something unique at the ballpark in Rochester is that all
the announcements are interpreted in sign language. That makes
sense, because Rochester has the highest percentage of deaf
people in America. About 6% of people under age 65 in Rochester
are deaf or hard of hearing (the term that is apparently now
preferred to hearing impaired). No one seems to know why that was
initially, but today more and more deaf people are moving there
because the place is perceived as deaf-friendly. An example of this
is that the local theaters run every showing of their movies with
captions. Any theater in America could turn on captions, but almost
none outside of Rochester do. In that atmosphere, it wasn’t really
surprising that they chose to sign the ballgame.
This was, of course, a game that I didn’t really care about,
and I can’t say it was all that interesting. I was secretly pleased to
see the first baseman strike out, confident as I was that had Brad
Nelson been their starting first baseman, he’d have done a much
better job. I must confess, though, that the catcher they’d actually
added to the roster when Brad left did a very good job—both batting
and behind the plate. No doubt he’ll be back in Minneapolis
sometime soon.
The skies started dripping again in the bottom of the fourth
inning, and I used that as my cue to get up and gradually make my
way to the exit. I stopped at the gift shop first, where I picked up a
Red Wings jacket. I could have used a lightweight jacket in the rain
today, but better late than never. I also got one more thing to eat,
this time a big slice of Salvatore’s pizza. It was definitely not my
Woman signing the pre-game activities
favorite. The crust was a strange combination of thin and chewy
[probably an authentic New York pizza crust—something I also disliked when I had it in New York city], and the cheese seemed
utterly flavorless. I think they do a much better job with Donuts Delite.
My walk back to the hotel was less than pleasant. Since it was rapidly getting dark, I stuck to main streets. Even there, though,
three different beggars approached me for money. Interestingly all those cops Margaret had noticed earlier were nowhere to be found
tonight. I did make it back without incident, but it was kind of annoying. Fortunately the rain never increased to more than drizzle.
We spent much of the evening watching Antiques Roadshow, which appeared to be running in a marathon on the local public
TV station. Then we watched the evening news. The big story tonight was corruption scandal involving New York Governor Andrew
Cuomo [who is very much in the news as I write this revision, since New York is at the heart of the COVID-19 outbreak.] While
I‘m not a huge fan of Iowa‘s governor, I will say that at least he seems to be honest. Whenever I travel it amazes me just how much
corruption there is among politicians in other states. Illinois has sent both Republican and Democratic governors to federal prison, and
I‘ve read stories about crooked Republicans in Louisiana and crooked Democrats in California. No one in any of those states really
seemed to care that much about the corruption, and this scandal in New York also appeared to be sort of ho-hum news to the local
people. [I found it fascinating that not long ago our Republican President saw fit to pardon former Illinois governor Rod
Balgojevich, a Democrat who had solicited bribes to fill Barack Obama’s vacated Senate seat. I suppose President Trump must
have felt Balgojevich’s corruption was nothing compared to his own.]
I also read through today’s Democrat & Chronicle. One of the big stories was about free summer meals that were being served
to school children around the city during the time school was not in session. Margaret and I had seen billboards advertising this program
in poor neighborhoods when we were taking the bus earlier, and this article gave the details of the program. During the school year nearly
half of Rochester’s school students receive free breakfasts and lunches, but school lunches aren’t served in summer. To make up for
that, a special city program provides meals at youth centers around the city. They apparently serve about 18,000 meals a day. I must say
I was pleased to read that the nearly universal consensus was that this was a good program, and they wished more people would take
part in it. So many people these days seem to be against anything that costs the government money, but in New York at least people
seem to realize that the whole point of paying taxes is to provide benefits to society. [Not long after this the Obama administration
created a nationwide program to serve free lunches in summer. Surprisingly, that program survived the change of
administrations. This year many districts (including the Algona Community Schools in my area) are using funds from that
program to provide meals for needy kids while schools are closed during the coronavirus pandemic.]
I also remember reading about the Miss Puerto Rican Rochester contest, which was apparently held yesterday at Frontier Field.
It amused me that the big city paper treated this fluff piece with the same excess that the fair queen contest gets in the Algona Upper Des
Moines. I tried to imagine the Des Moines Register giving such lengthy coverage to a local beauty pageant.
Finally I spent quite a bit of time reading through the local obituaries. There really weren’t any unusual deaths in Rochester
today, but the notices definitely called attention to themselves. They were rather obviously written by the bereaved, and they used the

sort of purple prose I remember from my childhood. No one died in the Rochester obituaries; instead there were references like, “She
was called from the toil of her time on earth, passed peacefully as the sun rose on Thursday, and went to join her loving husband in
eternal bliss.” It was particularly strange that as often as not deceased people with that type of write-up would have no religious services
in their honor. While I hate to admit it, the obituaries were among the most entertaining items in the paper.

Most days when we travel together I am up before Margaret, but today the reverse was true. Her alarm went off before 7am,
and she was out of her bed right away. I tossed in my bed for a while, eventually turning on the TV and watching a bit of the Today show
while Margaret showered.
We packed up our stuff and made sure we had everything out of the room. Then we went down to the lobby. The desk clerks
were happy to let us leave our bags in a storeroom. This obviously happens all the time, as they have special baggage tags for that
purpose. So, we stowed our stuff and then went out for the day. [For most of my adult life I don’t think I’d ever stored bags at a
hotel, and I’m pretty sure Margaret hadn’t either. I remember one trip I made when I spent the better part of two days—at the
beginning and end of a trip—dragging a suitcase all over New York City. In recent years, though, I’ve frequently left bags, both
at the start of a hotel stay and after checking out. People do indeed do it all the time, and even budget hotels are happy to
provide that service. Occasionally there’s a very small fee involved (usually $1 a bag), but most of the time it’s totally free.]
We caught a bus on Main Street and rode a mile or so west to a location just outside the Inner Loop. Our destination here was
a modern building constructed at a historic location. In the 1800s this location was the site of a hardware store that became one of the
most important locations in the fight for equal rights for women. On November 5, 1872 fifteen women (most famously Susan B. Anthony)
came to the hardware store to vote in a federal election. Women had tried to vote in several previous elections; the difference this time
was that they were actually allowed to cast their ballots. At the time it was a federal crime for women to vote, and eventually federal
marshals came to Anthony’s home to arrest her. She was eventually convicted and fined $100. It’s noteworthy, though, that the fine was
never paid. The poll workers were also arrested for allowing women to vote, though history tends to overlook the outcome of those trials.
(Apparently Anthony paid their fines, though one chose to serve jail time instead.) There’s a small monument on the site that
commemorates the history that happened here in 1872.
The hardware store was torn down
decades ago, and for years this was a vacant
lot in a ratty neighborhood. Just a few years
ago the property was eventually bought by
Spiritus Christi Church, the breakaway
Catholic group I mentioned in yesterday’s
write-up. They built a building in an old
architectural style called the Voters’ Block,
which primarily provides what they describe as
“low-rent housing in a dignified space”. Some
of the apartments also serve as the “rectory”
for this church without a building, providing
homes for the priests and other members of
their staff. The church has also bought up
many of the old homes in the surrounding
neighborhood, which they are gradually
restoring as pleasant affordable housing.
Voters’ Block (1872 Café) – Rochester, NY
The first floor of the Voters’ Block houses a restaurant called 1872 Café, which was our destination for breakfast. This is a nonprofit enterprise of the church with several goals. It provides a nice pleasant meeting area for the community, it provides low cost food for
people with meager incomes, and it provides jobs for people who would otherwise be unemployed.
1872 Café looks rather like a Panera or a Starbucks’s, though the décor there is all about women’s rights. It does seem to be a
place that lots of local people—of both sexes and all races and income levels—gather. They serve good meals at prices the same or
lower than what fast food places charge. I had a maple scone and a ham and cheddar scramble with wheat toast and potatoes. Margaret
had a Greek scramble—eggs with peppers, onions, and feta cheese mixed in. The food was just about the best we ate on this trip, and
the full breakfast plates were no more than a value meal would have cost at McDonalds. The historic location was an added bonus to the
experience.
After breakfast we caught a bus back downtown. We had some time to kill before the first “real” thing we‘d be visiting would
open, so we had some coffee at a Tim Horton‘s. These are nearly as common in New York state as they are in Canada, and just as in
our neighbor to the north, the doughnuts are basically irrelevant and they make most of their money selling coffee. [I read recently that
Dunkin’ Donuts makes about three-fourths of their money from coffee, and it has to be similar for Timmie’s.] We could actually

claim that we were supporting the local economy with our coffee, because all of the coffee “Timmie‘s” sells in the States is roasted right
here in Rochester.
We caught a bus to the mixmaster at Main & Clinton and then transferred to another bus that ran down University Avenue. Our
destination this morning was the “must see” attraction that every travel book mentions in Rochester: the George Eastman House. We
arrived shortly after the place opened and arranged to take their first tour of the day.

Classic Kodak Instamatic camera
(the camera I remember from my childhood)

Inventor, entrepreneur, and philanthropist George
Eastman founded the Eastman Kodak Company, which for decades
was Rochester’s largest employer. In the former carriage house for
the mansion is the International Museum of Photography, which
displays a wide range of cameras that were milestones in the
development of photography, as well as historic photos and a
timeline of the history of photography. They of course center in on
Kodak’s accomplishments. They also point out the company’s
biggest missed opportunity: digital photography. Kodak actually
developed and patented most of the processes used in digital
photography back in the ‘60s. [Like a lot of advances in
technology, they were developed as part of the space
program.] They primarily saw themselves as a film company,
though, so they were very late in marketing digital cameras. Asian
companies went on to dominate that field, and Kodak declared
bankruptcy in 2012. Like so many “bankrupt” companies, they
continue to be in business, but the company is a shell of its former
self

The tour guide began with a detailed biography of George Eastman. He took an early interest in photography (an extremely
complex hobby in the mid 1800s) and spent much of his childhood mixing chemicals in his mother’s kitchen. Eastman’s main
accomplishment was to make photography both simple and affordable. The main advantage of the Kodak camera (which, by the way, is
a completely made-up name) was that it used roll film that was compact, could be quickly exposed, and could be developed days or even
years after exposure. Kodak was photography for the masses; instead of expensive formal portraits, common people could now afford to
record their lives with snapshots.
George Eastman grew up with modest means, and for the
most part he lived quite frugally as an adult. The exception was his
home, which—at least in its public areas—was an utter mansion.
The house was built between 1902 and 1905 at a cost of about half
a million dollars. Eastman, who was a lifelong bachelor but
frequently entertained members of Rochester society, made a major
improvement to the home in the ‘20s. He enlarged the conservatory
and improved its acoustics. To do this, he had the house literally
split in half. Enlarging the conservatory cost more than the initial
cost of building the entire house.
All the public areas of the home are beautifully furnished
and decorated, yet the overall effect is not ostentatious at all. It’s
actually a surprisingly “homey” place—though not a home any
normal person could afford.

ABOVE: Exterior of the George Eastman House
BELOW: Looking in at the conservatory
from the upper floor
(Note the trunk from an elephant skull at the right.)

Eastman’s house was filled with flowers year-round. He
maintained a greenhouse to see that fresh flowers were available
even in winter. The current curators have recreated this, and all the
floral touches really are lovely. They’ve also restored many of the
original furnishings and accessories. In Eastman’s day it took a staff
of thirty-five servants to maintain the house and grounds, and it
wouldn’t surprise me if the museum employs nearly that many to
keep the place in shape.
It’s kind of sad that while they allow pictures at the
photographic genius’ home, none of my snapshots came anywhere
close to capturing the majesty of the place. By far the grandest room
is the conservatory, which has a vaguely Moorish décor. The main
feature of the conservatory was and is an enormous pipe organ,
which is hidden from view by plants. Eastman loved organ music to
the point that he employed a professional organist to play while he
had his breakfast every morning. There was also the organ
equivalent of a player piano, with punched rolls that would allow the
instrument to play on its own at Eastman’s request. The house also
has an elegant living room, library, parlor, and dining room, as well

as a grand staircase whose main purpose was for guests to make formal
entrances at the parties Eastman gave.
In addition to the public areas, there were two bedrooms in the
house. The smaller was George Eastman’s. It has not been restored, but is
instead used as a meeting area when school groups tour the home. The other
bedroom belonged to Maria Eastman, George’s mother. She was an invalid,
so there was a separate bed for her caretaker. There was also a private
elevator that led allowed her to go upstairs easily. The décor in her room (and
apparently also George’s) is very simple. While it’s comfortable and
attractive, it’s not nearly so elegant as the public areas. It’s interesting that
while Eastman decorated the walls downstairs with commissioned works of
art, upstairs the main adornments were family photos.
After seeing the house we walked briefly through the formal
gardens. The place has the feel of an English estate, and it’s been carefully
maintained so it remains much as it was when Eastman was alive. The
grounds are truly gorgeous, and there’s definitely a reason every guidebook
recommends a visit here.
George Eastman’s legacy in Rochester goes far beyond his home.
He was one of the wealthiest men of the early 20th Century, and he ended
Photograph from Maria Eastman’s bedroom
up giving most of his money away. His money endowed almost every cultural institution in the city. The single largest gift established the
Eastman School of Music, which is part of the University of Rochester. There are also helped create much of the city park network in
Rochester, and he established a free dental dispensary for the city’s poor. On his death, half his estate was given to the prestigious
Rochester Institute of Technology, whose predecessor was his alma mater. Much of their campus was built with his money, and his
endowment continues to provide scholarships today. The other half of his estate was given anonymously (under the name “Mr. Smith”)
to MIT in Boston.
We took the bus back to Main & Clinton, and we had a fairly lengthy
wait there before the next one would depart. Downtown Rochester has a
number of handsome old buildings, many of which are embellished with terra
cotta emblems. Unfortunately there’s almost no business happening in those
buildings. There are a few offices in generic towers from the ‘60s and ‘70s, but
the bulk of the historic buildings have almost nothing in them. The most
prominent business near Main & Clinton is a Family Dollar housed in what looks
like an old dime store. Aside from that a couple of ma ‘n’ pa convenience stores
are the only things in sight. There’s not even
many choices for the downtown office workers to have lunch. The only fast food
is Tim Horton’s, and there’s only a handful of local restaurants.
There seem to be plenty of people downtown (at least by day), so I
would think at least a few businesses could make a go of things. They don’t,
though. We saw a sign near the bus line-up directs to “concourse shops” in the
basement of the Chase Bank Tower. Margaret and I went down there and found
an enormous underground mall with exactly one thing, a barber shop, inside.
When we returned later in the week we saw a story on the TV news about the
first store to open downtown in more than a decade. That’s one new business,
compared to dozens that have closed.
Terra cotta highlight on a downtown building
It’s not all that long ago that downtown Rochester was a vital, lively
Rochester, New York
place. The heart of the city was Midtown Plaza, a multipurpose tower built in
the ‘60s that had the first downtown shopping mall built in America. Located roughly where an empty lot near the bus mixmaster now
stands, Midtown Plaza featured two department stores and an enormous food court, plus the variety of shops you’d find in any mall. A
skywalk network connected it to all the surrounding buildings. The place was known for its Clock of Nations, an enormous timepiece at
the center of its atrium. A modern version of old animated clocks from Germany, each hour puppets dressed in the garb of one of a dozen
different countries would come out of the clock and put on a little show for shoppers.
While Midtown Plaza lost a number of tenants in its later years, by national standards it was still a reasonably successful mall.
Its food court in particular was full and popular until the day it closed. The mall and all its skywalks were torn down in 2008 to make room
for a skyscraper that was cancelled almost as soon as it was announced. (The company that would have occupied it was acquired by
another company that didn’t want to build new offices in Rochester.) The only business from the mall that located elsewhere in downtown
Rochester was Tim Horton’s. Everyone else either moved to the suburbs or just closed entirely. The old Clock of Nations is now installed
at the children’s pavilion at Strong Hospital, south of downtown, and that’s just about the only remnant from the mall that’s still around.
[Unlike the downtown areas in other cities around the country, it doesn’t really seem like Rochester has had much of a
renaissance in recent years. I took a “virtual” trip on Google Street View while writing this revision, and it looks even more
desolate than it did six years ago. Family Dollar is still there, but there’s basically no other business at all. Instead of revitalizing
downtown, the city seems to have focused on “hip” areas nearby like the South Wedge and the area around the Eastman House.
The area resembles the downtown of Waterloo (a city less than a third its size) than it does Des Moines.]

Eventually we caught a westbound bus and rode a few blocks past the 1872
Café to Madison Street. Our destination this time was another of the best known
attractions in Rochester, the Susan B. Anthony House. The home, which was actually
owned by her sister Mary, served as Susan B. Anthony’s home base from 1866 to
1906 while she travelled throughout the country crusading for women’s rights. She
also died in this house.
The most significant event that took place at 17 Madison Street was
Anthony’s arrest for voting in 1872. The marshal walked her to Main Street, where the
two of them boarded a streetcar to go to the jail. Anthony refused to pay the streetcar
fare, proclaiming that she was “traveling under protest at the government’s expense”.
Her trial was a farce for many reasons. She was forbidden to speak; the judge wrote
a verdict ahead of time, while on a train to Canandaigua, where the trial was held; and
he instructed the all-male jury before their deliberation that they should find Anthony
guilty.
It’s kind of surprising that the Susan B. Anthony House is not a National Park
Service property. While it is a National Historic Landmark, the home is run by a
women’s club in Rochester. The house was sold when Anthony’s sister died in 1907.
Its ownership changed repeatedly over the next four decades, and at one point it was
used as a boarding house. The women’s group acquired the home in 1945. It had
fallen into disrepair by that time, and apparently they originally did a lackluster job of
restoration. More recently a detailed restoration was done, bringing the place to
roughly the condition it was when Anthony lived there. The women’s group also
purchased the house next door (originally owned by yet another sister), which now is
a museum and gift shop. [I’m not really sure why the Park Service hasn’t acquired
the place, since we’d visit the Women’s Rights National Historic Site on this trip,
and Anthony’s home would be a logical extension of it.]

Website view of the Clock of Nations
that used to be at Midtown Plaza

The museum was honestly a bit on the dull side, at least from a
man’s point of view. I really think the park service could have done a better
job with it. We looked through the exhibits while we waited for a guided tour.
I just browsed quickly through the detailed biography of Susan B. Anthony.
What I found more interesting were exhibits that gave a background on the
world before the fight for women’s rights. Even conservatives today find it
hard to imagine just how low the status of women was in the 1800s. We often
forget that not only could women not vote, but they had few other rights
either—and their rights were even more limited if they were married. Once
they took a husband, women could not even open a bank account, sign a
contract, or file a lawsuit. It took pioneers like Susan B. Anthony to bring real
change.
When the guide arrived, she proceeded to tell us about the exhibits
we’d just seen. What she was really doing was filling time while another family
paid their admission and joined our group. They only allow you to see the
house with a guided tour, and they obviously wanted to run as few tours as
possible. While I had learned quite a bit from the exhibits, it was kind of
annoying to hear her essentially read aloud
what was written there.
The tour was long. We went
through every single room of the house in
rather excruciating detail. In each room the
guide pointed out every piece of furniture
and every accessory, and she even felt
compelled to comment on the wallpaper.
Susan B. Anthony House
She’d also pass around photographs that
showed Anthony, her family members, and various famous people who stopped by the home at one time or another. (It was interesting,
having just learned about how much photography changed in the late 19th Century, to see evidence of that here.) I really wish they’d just
have let us walk through the house, perhaps with one or two guides stationed in strategic places to answer questions. I think Margaret
liked the tour more than I did, but it was just way too detailed for my taste.
We’d arranged for the hotel shuttle to take us to the car rental place at 2:30, and as it got closer and closer to 2pm, I started
getting more and more antsy. We finally saw the attic and bathroom and were able to be on our way. We made a brief stop in a park just
north of the house, where there’s a statue of Susan B. Anthony and Frederick Douglass having tea. Anthony began her political
involvement as an abolitionist, and for much of her life she was very close to Douglass (another Rochester native). Douglass was an
early supporter of women’s rights; in fact he was one of the most eloquent speakers at the Seneca Falls Convention for Women’s Suffrage.
However, when the opportunity came that black men would have the right to vote, he refused to argue in favor of widening the scope of

the 15th Amendment (which mentions only
“citizens of the United States” and could easily
be viewed as not pertaining specifically to
men) to include the right to vote for women.
He and Anthony fought bitterly over that issue,
and she eventually ended her friendship with
him.
It was a good sign when we returned
to the bus stop and saw people waiting there.
The locals have a pretty good idea of the bus
schedules, so this likely meant we wouldn’t
have a long wait. In fact a bus came by in less
than five minutes, and we rode it back to the
hotel. We did make it back in time for our
scheduled shuttle ride.
We claimed our bags and notified the
desk clerk we’d registered for a shuttle. While
it’s located downtown, the Radisson Riverside
appears to be the place all the flight crews stay
when they fly into Rochester. Several pilots
and flight attendants were leaving when we
got back to the hotel, and they’d filled up the
Let’s Have Tea sculpture in Susan B. Anthony park
main shuttle van. To keep us from having to
wait, the hotel manager drove us to the car rental place himself. He dropped us off there and then continued to the airport with another
flight crew member who couldn’t fit in the main van.
Most of the car rental outlets in Rochester are at Rochester International Airport. [In pretty much every city, the airport is
where you find most car rentals.] I’d checked prices before booking, though, and I found out that ROC adds a steep surcharge to all
rentals. Fortunately Enterprise Rent-a-Car has a location at the east edge of downtown. Renting there isn’t cheap, but it’s about half what
they charge at the airport.
Enterprise is located in a rough-looking neighborhood (you may have noticed by now, there’s a lot of those in Rochester) where
Main Street crosses the Inner Loop. They have twenty or so cars crammed onto a lot about the size of a gas station. Unlike most rental
places, most of the cars here are economy models. Perhaps because of that, there was no pressure to upgrade to a bigger car. [I’ve
never really understood why car rental companies seem to over-stock big cars. By far the majority of their rentals are to
businesspeople who are driving alone. Most locations, though, seem to feature cars that could accommodate a family of six.
It was nice that the downtown Rochester location had a different mix of vehicles.] I was assigned a Nissan Versa, a hatchback
that got better than 35 miles per gallon. The car handled well, and it didn’t seem to be loaded with unnecessary garbage. It’s a car I’d
consider buying if I could afford it.
It took a while before we could drive off. Evan, the clerk, first had to check my license, process my credit card, and complete
and print a copious amount of paperwork. That was easier said than done. This Enterprise location used an ancient dot matrix printer to
print triplicate forms (though they actually seemed to use only one copy of the three). The printer had been turned off, and it was very
finicky in warming up. Even needed to call another employee (Julie) to assist him before he could get the form to print.
Evan made small talk with us while he waited for the printer to begin working. He asked us where we were going and why we
were in Rochester. It seems to be mostly local people who rent at this location, so those were reasonable questions on his part. Margaret
noted that we’d really enjoyed Rochester and were impressed with how friendly the people were—an observation that was true, if perhaps
a bit over-stated. The clerk seemed a bit taken aback by that remark. He seemed surprised that we’d liked the city and even more so that
we thought the people were friendly. Rochester isn’t in any way known as a tourist city, and the guy seemed quite surprised that tourists
actually enjoyed the place. [I’d almost universally say that my favorite places to visit are those that AREN’T tourist-oriented. I’d
much rather visit Rochester than—say—Orlando.]
Once the form finally printed, Evan took me outside and we went around the car inspecting it for damage. There was nothing
noteworthy, although whenever I rent a car, I always worry that they might attribute the smallest scratch to my carelessness. [I’ve never
had that happen, but I’ve read horror stories from those who have.] He then gave me the key (a traditional key, rather than the weird
electronic sticks many modern cars have), and the car was ours for the next seventy-two hours.
We turned onto the access road for the Inner Belt and followed it around to the south edge of downtown. There we turned east
on Interstate 490, the highway that follows the old subway route through the Erie Canal bed. There’s really nothing here to let you know
this was either a railroad or a canal in a past incarnation. It just seems like an old six-lane highway set in a ditch below ground level. What
stood out most was the surprising lack of traffic. Perhaps at rush hour it’s busy, but it seemed like almost no one was using the road at
3:00 in the afternoon.
We followed I-490 east to approximately the place where the East Avenue station appears on the old subway map. Today this
is an interchange called the Can of Worms where I-490, I-590, state highway 96, East Avenue, and University Avenue all come together
with ramps leading in seven different directions. Fortunately the turn we wanted to make (from 490 to 590, basically continuing on the old

Erie Canal bed) is the easiest possible option, and we made it through without a problem. I-590 had slightly more traffic than 490, but still
nothing to complain about. We continued to the Monroe Avenue exit, which is just south of the Rowlands Loop at the end of the old
subway line.
There was some rather nasty
construction on Monroe Avenue, but we
negotiated it without too much problem. We
drove east to the suburb of Pittsford and
turned off on Main Street there. We crossed a
bridge and immediately turned onto Schoen
Place, a collection of upscale shops and
restaurants located in repurposed old
buildings right next to Erie Canal.
We’d come to Pittsford hoping to take
a boat tour of the Erie Canal. Unfortunately
when we arrived at the ticket kiosk we saw a
sign saying “NO PUBLIC TOURS TODAY’.
We’d find out later they were having a private
wine-tasting cruise instead of their regular
Erie Canal – Pittsford, New York
excursions. They’d made no mention of that
on their website, though. So, Plan B for today was to do a bit of walking along Pittsford’s waterfront trail. This is called the Towpath Trail,
because in the glory days of the canal it is literally where the oxen that towed the barges walked. We hiked about three-fourths of a mile
west and then turned around and came back to the Schoen Place landing.
We stopped at a gelato place at the landing for a little treat. The place was expensive (nearly five bucks a cone), but they had
really excellent homemade frozen desserts. I had lemon sorbet, while Margaret had raspberry. It was particularly good since we’d not
had anything to eat since breakfast.
We thought about our schedule for the rest of the trip and decided it was worth asking if it would be possible to take a canal
cruise on Friday. So we went back to the ticket kiosk. We had a rather lengthy wait while a family in front of us bought tickets (also for a
future date). Apparently Grandma was treating her grandchildren, but not her daughter to cruise, so they wanted to use both cash and a
credit card to pay for their tickets. Unfortunately the computer didn’t allow for multiple forms of payment (or else the clerk didn’t know how
to process them), and it took the family a long time to figure out what they wanted to do instead. They ended up putting it all on the
daughter’s credit card, and Grandma just gave her the cash. The whole thing took about fifteen minutes to resolve.
When we finally got up to the ticket window, we found out that they were indeed doing cruises Friday (weather permitting), and
they’d be happy to sell us tickets. Margaret bought two for their noon sailing on Friday, and we got a print-out of the confirmation. We
spent a long time in Pittsford doing essentially nothing, but at least we had plans for later in the week.
When we pulled out of the parking lot on Schoen Place, we wanted to turn left onto Main Street. Unfortunately there was a long
line of cars backed up at the light at Main & Monroe, which made turning there basically impossible. I ended up turning right, and I headed
a mile or so north on Main. Eventually I was able to turn around at the entrance to Nazareth College. I drove back south to Monroe, and
we re-traced our steps back to the interstate. We followed 590 south and west to the suburb of Henrietta, where we exited onto Interstate
390, the main highway we’d take today.
Most of the highways in the Rochester area are high-numbered routes ending in 90. Interstate 90 itself, the toll New York
Thruway, is well south of the city. While the toll road goes right through almost every other city in New York state, it purposely avoided
Rochester because of a political battle back in the ‘50s between the local officials and the state government. The Republicans in Albany
wanted to punish the Democrats in Rochester, so they routed I-90 about fifteen miles south of the city. Even today the thruway clips only
the very edge of the Rochester metro area.
Once we crossed the thruway, we were on a road I’d driven before. Interstate 390 winds
through the Appalachian foothills. It roughly parallels the Genesee River and is sometimes called the
Genesee Expressway. The scenery is beautiful, and traffic is light—which makes for a very pleasant
drive.
Something you can’t help but notice when driving in New York are little green signs called
“reference posts”. These are similar to the mileposts you might find in any state, but there are two big
differences. First, New York’s reference posts are found every tenth of a mile on every highway in the
state except the thruway. Everything from county roads to interstates has hundreds of the things.
Moreover, while they do tell the mileage (sort of), it’s in an extremely complicated code that features
three rows of four digits (or sometimes letters) each. The top row tells you the route number (on this
road it was “3 9 0 I”, for highway 390, which is an interstate). The middle line tells the specific jurisdiction
where the road is located (the region of the state, county, and local jurisdiction). The bottom row tells
the distance (in tenths of a mile) from the start of that jurisdiction, plus an additional digit whose use
seems to vary from place to place. I can’t imagine how much it cost to install these signs all over the
state. [I never took a picture of one of the reference signs myself, but there’s a Wikipedia image
of a similar sign at right.]

Another common sign on New York interstates says “IT CAN
WAIT”. New York has a very sensible law against texting while driving.
They use these signs to announce rest areas and other pull-offs where
people can stop to use their cell phones. We pulled into a rest area about
halfway down I-390, and it was amusing to see a girl in a New Jersey
car texting there.
That New Jersey plate was one of very few out of state licenses
we’d see in the Empire State. While New York City is a major tourist
destination, most cross-country traffic runs along I-80, so routes further
north mostly serve traffic from within the state. It’s really kind of
surprising just how few out-of-state plates there are in New York.
We drove to the south end of I-390, which is at Interstate 86.
While technically an east—west highway, at this point basically continues the route I-86 follows, traveling southeast to Corning and Elmira.
There’s a proposal to re-number both highways to Interstate 99, which would continue all the way to central Pennsylvania. [It’s still
numbered as 390 and 86 today.]
Our destination was the town of Painted Post, a place that appears to be the only real suburb of Corning. We took the wrong
exit for Painted Post and ended up having to go through several traffic circles on the access road before reaching our home for the night,
an Econolodge across from a Wal-Mart in the middle of some swampland.
The desk clerk was very pleasant, and check-in was easy. We’d arrived after the cancellation deadline, and apparently they’d
already run my credit card. At any rate, they didn’t ask me to present a credit card at check-in. I’m not sure what would have happened
had I wanted to use a different card to pay the bill than the one I’d used to book the room. [I’ve actually done this fairly recently, when
I went down to Des Moines for state basketball. They just cancelled the charge that previously went through and re-ran it on
the new credit card. The folio showed two charges and the cancellation.]
It’s always a bit of a crap shoot when you stay at an Econolodge. This one turned out to be quite nice. It was reasonably new
and had been kept up well. Our room was large, and it had comfortable beds. The air conditioning worked well, and we had a nice,
powerful shower.
After we got settled in our room, we went out for dinner. We left the car in the parking lot and walked over to the Wal-Mart plaza.
We had to cross a busy highway to get there, but there was a light with adequate time to cross. They also have what amounts to a
sidewalk painted at the side of the road, and from the litter along the way it appears the footpath is used quite a lot.
We had dinner at the Applebee’s in Painted Post. We shared an order of potato twisters (which are basically homemade potato
chips with a dipping sauce) for an appetizer. Then I had chicken cheese penne pasta, and Margaret had an Asian chicken salad. I’ve
certainly had better meals, but this one wasn’t bad.
There was an Aldi right next to Applebee’s, so we stopped in there to get some supplies. We bought a lot of juice, and also some
snacks. [Reading that sentence makes me think that one of the things I miss most since changing my diet after an attack of
diabetes last fall is juice. There are few things with more carbs than a glass of juice, though; even “natural” juice is essentially
liquid sugar.] This Aldi appeared to have the exact same prices as the one in Mason City. Things might be more expensive in New York
City, but upstate prices are very reasonable.
We walked back to the motel and mostly watched TV. I always enjoy the shows on Food Network, and tonight we watched the
competition show Chopped. Once it was over we watched the evening news. There’s not much going on in the Corning—Elmira TV
market (which they call the “twin tiers”—the southern tier of New York and the northern tier of Pennsylvania), and I suppose that’s a good
thing. The big news was the weather. Elmira today set a record for the lowest high temperature for July in history, 59 o, I think. They were
complaining about how cold it was, but I think both Margaret and I thought the weather was lovely. While I was glad I’d picked up that
Red Wings jacket, it was nice not to be sweating all the time.

I slept in fairly late this morning, not getting up until about 7:30am. Even then it was a slow, lazy morning. We slowly showered
and dressed, and eventually we made it downstairs for breakfast.
By Econolodge standards, the motel in Painted Post had a very nice breakfast. They had the obligatory do-it-yourself waffles,
but they also had French toast sticks and yogurt. Unfortunately the beverages were nothing special. I think there was something wrong
with the juice machine, because it seemed to dispense more concentrate than water. The water must have all ended up in the coffee,
because it was extremely weak and flavorless.

We checked out, packed up the car, and headed out. A couple miles east we exited the freeway to get some better coffee at a
McDonalds in Corning. The place was awkward to get to, but it was worth it for a cup of stronger brew.
We turned off on state highway 414, which leads north through the Finger Lakes area. The first part of our drive wasn’t particularly
scenic—just mini-storage and junky trailer parks on the outskirts of Corning. Beyond there was farmland that looked a lot like eastern
Iowa. [Much of upstate New York looks like eastern Iowa. Seeing both areas, the move my ancestors made when they came
west makes sense.]
Before long we made it to Watkins Glen, a large town at the south end of Seneca Lake. We stopped at a Wal-Mart there because
Margaret wanted to pick up a couple of things. She first used the restroom, and I browsed through the souvenirs they had near the
entrance (mostly featuring the nearby NASCAR track) while she was there. I never saw her come out, and wondered if something was
wrong. I lingered by the restroom at length, and eventually I saw Margaret—coming from the cash registers. I didn’t think I’d turned my
back at all, but obviously I’d missed her when she left.
The scenery improved beyond Watkins Glen. We passed a lovely harbor at the east end of the town and then rapidly ascended
to the top of a bluff above the lake. Unfortunately traffic was annoyingly heavy on the winding two-lane road, so I spent most of my
attention driving rather than gawking at the scenery. [At one point I considered renting a car on my trip to New Zealand, but I
suspect if I did much of the driving would be like this.]
The Finger Lakes are known for their wine, so it was appropriate to stop at one of the countless vineyards that lined the road.
Decades ago Margaret and Brian had gone out to New York state, and on that trip they visited a place called Rolling Vineyards that
Margaret remembered favorably. Rolling was long ago acquired by another winery, and today the place is called Atwater Vineyards. It’s
still in the same location, though—about halfway up Seneca Lake—and it made a nice place to stop.

Seneca Lake, by the Atwater Winery
We did a tasting of various Atwater wines, none of which stood out much to me—particularly before lunchtime. I bought a single
bottle of a rather generic red wine as a souvenir. Margaret is much more of a wine drinker than I am, and she bought quite a bit. In fact,
she spent nearly half an hour ordering an entire case of various wines that she would have shipped to her home in the fall. [After
Margaret died, she still had a couple bottles of Atwater wine in her house—not to mention numerous empty bottles.]
We continued north on highway 414, cutting inland, cutting inland and then heading toward the shore of Cayuga Lake. Fairly
soon we reached Seneca Falls and our next destination: Women’s Rights National Historic Site.
This site comes across as the poor stepsister of the National Park Service. They are closed entirely on Mondays and Tuesdays
and open only 9 – 5 other days. One of the properties they manage, the McClintock House (where the Declaration of Sentiments that
was approved at the Seneca Falls women’s rights conference was drafted) is only open on weekends, and the Elizabeth Cady Stanton
house is only open by tour two times a day—on the days the park is open. The visitor’s center museum has several electronic exhibits,
but several of those were broken. There was also a sign saying that the captions on their film were not working. While they didn’t
specifically say it, a quick bit of research showed that this is the outcome of the budget mess in Congress the past few years. Parks
represent the smallest drop in the federal budget, but the National Park Service is considered “discretionary spending”, so its budget was
cut dramatically. Understandably they focused what money they did have on the more popular parks, which led to staffing cuts and
deferred maintenance at lesser known places like Women’s Rights National Historic Site. [Most park service funding was restored in
the later years of the Obama administration. The current President, though, has pushed funding the parks with private funds
rather than government allocations.]
Strangely, they don’t charge any admission at this site. I’d think that collecting a few bucks from each visitor would help them fix
the broken exhibits or perhaps stay open another day a week. The place is completely free, though.
We parked by the visitor’s center (a former fire station), went in, and saw their film. Then we spent quite a while going through
the exhibits. These documented not only the Seneca Falls conference, but the whole history of the women’s rights movement. The
electronic displays that did work were particularly interesting. What they mostly did was present court cases, asking visitors to vote on

the outcome. That’s difficult to do, of course, because we’re viewing the facts through modern eyes rather than in the context of the times
they occurred. These days it’s hard to imagine a court allowing overt discrimination [though it’s becoming more believable with our
current Supreme Court], but that happened as recently as the 1980s. A lot of the cases are complex. They aren’t so cut and dry.
Particularly when considered in context, there are reasonable arguments on various sides of the issues. It was fascinating to read through
them, find what the court’s decision was at the time, and then ponder what might be the outcome of a similar case today.

Women’s Rights National Historic Site
(Dark and light brick contrasts the original and rebuilt areas on the Wesleyan Chapel.)
This location was chosen for the visitor’s center because it is next door to the brick Wesleyan Chapel that where the 1848 women’s rights
conference was held. The chapel was literally in ruins when the park service acquired it, and it has essentially been rebuilt on its original
foundation. They indicate what parts of the construction are original and which are replicated, but the vast majority is new. The
reconstructed chapel looks particularly odd inside, because they have furnished it with three church pews. Accounts of the convention
indicate that the chapel was full, presumably with far more people than three pews could hold. Aside from the pews, about all that‘s inside
the chapel is a “puzzle mural” of artwork created by local schoolchildren.
We continued east from Seneca Falls on U.S. 20 and stopped a few miles east of there at Montezuma National Wildlife Refuge.
This is a swamp area that primarily serves as a bird sanctuary. They also have a lot of nice plant life, though, and Margaret and I spent
half an hour or so walking around and admiring the flowers. The unfortunate thing about the refuge is that the New York State Thruway
cuts right through the middle of it. It seems like a pleasant rural area, but all those cars let you know civilization is very near.
As we continued through the north end of the Finger Lakes, we saw a number of signs
by farms and in people’s yards with the message ―NO SOVEREIGN NATION – NO
RESERVATION”. There was also a lot of small print on these signs, but later I looked
up what they were about. The signs express the majority opinion locally in a tax dispute
involving the Cayuga—Seneca tribe. The dispute goes all the way back to the American
Revolution, when most of the Iroquois sided with the British. As losers in that war, in
1794 the Cayuga chief signed the Treaty of Canandaigua ceding all the tribe’s land to
the United States government. Most of the tribe fled to Canada, and those who
remained became the only branch of the Iroquois without a reservation. (The other
tribes had specifically requested reservations under the terms of the treaty.) A
Seneca—Cayuga reservation was eventually established in Oklahoma, but 186 years
after the treaty was signed, the tribe moved its headquarters back to New York State.
Over the past three decades they’ve been buying up land in the Seneca Falls area,
claiming that they are re-settling their historic homeland. As a “sovereign nation”, the
tribe claims they do not need to pay taxes on land they see as theirs. The county, of
course, had a different opinion, claiming the Cayuga gave up rights to the land centuries
ago; today their buying land in upstate New York is no different than any other private
party buying land—they owe taxes on it. The main legal argument the tribe makes is
that their former land was administered by the state of New York rather than directly by
the U.S., which they say nullifies the treaty and gives them tax-free claim to the land.
New York claims they had the right to administer the land under the Tenth Amendment
to the Constitution. Needless to say, anyone in the Finger Lakes region who is not of
Website picture of
Cayuga origin sides with the government rather than the tribe—and so far the courts
“No Sovereign Nation” sign
have as well. [The biggest issue for the Cayuga appears to be that they want to
near Seneca Falls
sell tax-free tobacco and liquor at a “trading post” on native-owned land. The Supreme Court ruled in 2005 that this could only
be done if they ceded the land to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, but that organization refused the Cayuga’s request to do so.
There have been hundreds of lawsuits between the Cayuga, the state of New York, and the federal government over the years,
and up through 2020 all of them have gone against the tribe.]

We drove east to Auburn and then followed state highway 5, a “shortcut” to Syracuse that was not the best decision we made.
Most of the route was a horrible two-lane road through ratty suburban development, and the last part was an extremely archaic freeway
with awkward exits and no true through lanes. I nearly got hit after following a sign that implied the right lane was for traffic headed for
Interstate 81, only to find that lane ended before the exit.
Even without the bad highway, Syracuse would likely have been my least favorite of the different places we visited. Downtown
Rochester was nothing special, but some of the neighborhoods were nice. On the other hand, almost everything in Syracuse seemed
run-down and ugly. Much of the industry still seems active, but it’s old grimy factories surrounded by razor wire. Most of the city is centuryold brick buildings in bad repair. What’s newer tends to be built of cinder blocks, with littler architectural merit. The whole place just comes
across as a sad old city. That said, Syracuse was also home to my single favorite of all the attractions we visited on this trip: the Erie
Canal Museum. We exited downtown and found the museum with surprisingly little problem. We managed to park on the street right in
front of the place, and eventually I got a parking receipt from one of those central payment boxes that replaced parking meters. We made
our way inside and enjoyed a very nice museum.
We began by watching their film, which gave a good background on the canal’s construction and operation. They described
what life was like for the construction crews of European immigrants, for the farmers and townspeople who lived upstate (who benefited
from shipping prices being reduced to just one-tenth of what they were before the canal opened), for the seamen who shipped goods on
the canal, and for the pioneers who used the canal for their first leg heading west.
The Erie Canal Museum is housed in the last remaining
“weighlock” building on the original canal. The building was
originally next to a special lock that was used to weigh the boats
that travelled along the canal. The boats were charged tolls based
on their weight, which was paid at about a dozen such stations along
the way. The boats would enter the lock, and water was drained out,
leaving the boat by itself atop a scale. Once the weighing was
complete and the toll was paid, the lock would re-fill, and the boat
would be on its way.

ABOVE: Lock behind the Erie Canal Museum
Syracuse, New York
BELOW: Brannock device exhibit

As in Rochester, the canal was re-routed away from
downtown Syracuse. When the canal was re-routed, a farmers’
market was built in the old canal bed, and the weighlock building
served as the meat market for that complex. Later it was converted
to city offices, and in 1962 it became the museum. Today the
building backs up to a dry ditch. Because of its history, the building
has two entirely different faces. The side facing the street is an
ornate classic revival design, while the side that faced the canal is
much more utilitarian.
That biggest exhibit at the museum is a re-creation of an
old canal boat that is drydocked in the lock. Visitors are welcome to
climb aboard and experience what things were like for those who
travelled the canal. It’s really quite an interesting display.
Much of the building is furnished as it would have been in
the height of canal traffic. The building had offices and banking
facilities, as well as a bar. (The old song that says “I scarcely think
we’ll get a drink ‘til we get to Buffalo” was pure fiction.)
The rest of the museum tells the history of Syracuse, which
is fitting, since the place is run by the Syracuse Chamber of
Commerce. They show how the city was shaped by the canal and
what life was like in earlier days. They also highlight various
contributions that Syracuse has given the world, like the traffic light
and the Brannock device (the gizmo that measures your feet in a
shoe store).

They also talked about salt mining (the first major industry in the city), and they made a big deal of something called Syracuse
china. The exhibit implied that everyone should have heard of that brand. Neither Margaret nor I had heard of it, and when I looked it up,
there really wasn’t any reason we should have. Their heyday was before World War II, and by the ‘70s the company had merged into
Anchor Hocking.
There was also a large display about a folksinger named Elizabeth Cotten. While I’d never heard of her, I did know her music.
Among other things, she wrote the song “Freight Train, Freight Train, Goin’ So Fast”.
Outside the museum is a plaza with the surrounding buildings decorated with murals depicting scenes from the history of the
canal. I learned that the largest of the murals was just completed a week ago. They had the official reveal on July 24.

As we left the museum, several songs kept running through my head. There was “Freight Train” and “The E-ri-e Was A-Risin’”,
but the one I couldn’t get out of my head was the old “Low Bridge” song:
I got a mule and her name is Sal
Fifteen miles on the Erie Canal
She’s a good old worker and a good old pal
Fifteen miles on the Erie Canal …
… Low bridge everybody down
Low bridge for we’re coming to the town
You’ll always know your neighbor
You’ll always know your pal
If you’ve ever navigated on the Erie Canal
I don’t think I’d even thought of that song since I was in music class in about second grade. [The song was in a song book we used
for music class in grade school.] Of course, I’ve never spent more than a minute or two even thinking about the Erie Canal since then,
either. (As a side note, I found out while writing this that the original words to the song referred to “fifteen years on the Erie Canal”, rather
than “miles”. It really makes more sense that way.)
It was a bit awkward leaving the museum. Downtown Syracuse is a maze of one-way streets, and there weren’t good signs
leading to the interstate. [Today I’d likely call up Google Maps on my phone, but this was before the age when everybody could
access the internet in their hand.] We did eventually find it, though, and we drove north a few miles on I-81. We then exited onto state
highway 481, which appears to be built to interstate standards but isn’t signed as such. (Unlike say Illinois, New York doesn’t seem to
have felt the need to get every possible dollar of interstate funds.)
We stopped briefly at a mall north of Syracuse so I could get out the directions to the hotel we’d be staying at tonight. As it turned
out, that wasn’t really necessary. We were headed to the Quality Inn—Riverfront in downtown Oswego, a small city on Lake Ontario.
While the expressway ends at the south end of Oswego, highway 481 continues straight through town as 1 st Street. The road literally
ends right at the entrance to the Quality Inn. It’s about an hour’s drive from downtown Syracuse to downtown Oswego, and we made trip
without incident.
The Quality Inn—Riverfront is an odd hotel. It’s built
into a cliff that overlooks the Oswego River (which is actually a
canal, built to connect Lake Ontario with the Erie Canal). There
are five floors, but the main entrance is from a parking lot at third
floor level. The lobby, restaurant, and meeting rooms are on the
third floor, and there are two floors of rooms above that. Once I
checked in, we took an elevator down to the second floor, which
only has rooms facing west. First floor (which also just faces
west) has an entrance to the back parking lot, which is just
above the level of the river.
There’s a lovely mural painted on the back of the hotel.
It features a lighthouse that stood near this site and guided ships
into Oswego harbor. At the bottom are the words of the final
verse of the old hymn “Let the Lower Lights Be Burning”:
Trim your feeble lamp, my brother,
Some poor sailor tempest tossed,
Trying now to make the harbor,
In the darkness may be lost.
Philip Bliss, who wrote that hymn, was an Ohioan, but the words
fit a lighthouse on Lake Ontario as well as one on Lake Erie—
or for that matter the lighthouse of “our Father’s mercy” the song
refers to. Seeing the mural, of course the song continued in my
mind:
Let the lower lights be burning!
Send a gleam across the wave!
Some poor fainting, struggling seaman
You may rescue, you may save.
We hadn’t eaten since breakfast [something that was
fairly common when I’d travel with Margaret], so dinner was
Lighthouse mural at Quality Inn – Oswego, New York
in order. We’d passed a Tim Horton’s on our way to the hotel,
so we drove back there to get a bite to eat. I had a ham and cheese panini. (I suppose technically there is no such thing as “a panini”,
since the Italian word is plural. Standard English usage makes it singular, though.) I also had a very tasty bowl of chili, and some hot
chocolate. Margaret also had a panini (though I forget the type) and hot chocolate. It was a bit on the chilly side tonight, so hot chocolate

was definitely welcome. Tim Horton’s was a little strange, though. They topped it with whipped cream, but then put a lid on top of it—
which kind of defeated the purpose of the decorative topping.
I took a long walk around Oswego this evening. While it’s not the most attractive place, Oswego came across as quite a pleasant
town. It reminded me a lot of Oskaloosa, where my brothers Paul and Steve used to live. There’s a surprisingly large Hispanic population,
at least near the downtown area. The biggest employer here is apparently a branch of the State University of New York, and the port
continues to play an important role in the economy.
My main destination was Fort Ontario, a star-shaped fort located right on the shore of Lake Ontario. The fort has a fascinating
history. It was first built as the Fort of Six Nations (a reference to the Iroquois) by the British in 1755. The original fort was soon destroyed
during the French and Indian War. Its replacement was occupied by the British during the Revolution. It was destroyed again by American
troops, and the British re-occupied it, not forfeiting it until 1796—thirteen years after the Revolution ended. It was then destroyed again—
this time by the British—in the War of 1812. The Americans re-built it and sent troops there during the Civil War in preparation for a
possible British invasion from Canada. More recently it was used as an emergency shelter for German refugees during World War II. The
place is now a state historic site, and it also serves as a venue for community events. In fact while I walked by they were rehearsing a
musical theatre production that would be opening this weekend.
There’s a public beach near Fort Ontario and a nice trail along the lakeshore. The city’s main recreational park is also adjacent,
and there were little league games going on while I passed by. Strangely there’s a medical clinic right next to the sports complex; I
suppose that’s practical if any of the kids injure themselves.
I walked back downtown following a bike trail that was converted from an old rail bed. An elderly woman was riding one of those
oversized tricycles along it while I walked. She turned off and then did laps on her trike in the parking lot of an abandoned K-Mart. It
looked a bit odd, but I guess it’s good that she gets her exercise.
I made my way back to the hotel and settled in for the night. I did some work on the school website and read through the Oswego
Palladium—Times (one of the strangest newspaper names I’ve ever seen). Meanwhile Margaret watched the PBS News Hour. Eventually
we called it a night and turned out the lights.

Margaret had set her alarm for 7:00, but I was up at 6:45. I quickly showered and got ready for the day. Then I watched a bit of
the local news on TV while Margaret showered and dressed. It amazes me just how small geographically the TV markets are in the East.
I’m used to markets that combine multiple cities (like Austin/Albert Lea/Rochester or Cedar Rapids/Waterloo/Dubuque/Iowa City) or those
that serve half a state (like Des Moines or Minneapolis). That’s not the way it is in New York, though. Both Syracuse (which is the market
Oswego is in) and Buffalo are about an hour away from Rochester, but they’re in three separate TV markets. There are also separate
markets in Elmira/Corning and Binghamton to the south, Watertown to the north, and Utica to the east. Probably because they’re so
small, the TV stations in New York state tend to get third-rate announcers doing their news. I’m definitely spoiled by the newscasters here
in central Iowa.
We made our way up to the breakfast room (I almost said “down”, but of course the lobby was upstairs from the second floor)
and found a rather wimpy and disappointing spread. The breakfast probably wouldn’t have stood out except that they had a tip jar
prominently placed by the beverages. That just struck me as tacky. I assume the woman who refills the muffins and coffee is paid at least
full minimum wage. She certainly should be. My bet is she’s a housekeeper who works the breakfast room before guests check out.
Whatever she is, she’s not a waitress, and putting out a tip jar is just tacky. [I’m pretty sure that to date this is the only time I’ve ever
seen a tip jar at a hotel. I can think of few things less welcoming to a guest than that.]
We checked out and headed east, following signs for the Seaway Trail, which at this point is highway 104 and 104-B and mostly
follows the shore of Lake Ontario. At Mexico Bay the road became highway 3, which continued to follow the east edge of the lake up to
Watertown.
Along the way we passed sign after sign that told us what jurisdiction we were in. Pretty much all of New York is divided into
towns, villages, hamlets, and cities. Cities are pretty self-explanatory, and there are comparatively few of them. Rochester, Syracuse,
and Oswego are all cities, but so far the only other city we’d been to was Corning. Villages are what we’d call towns in the Midwest.
They’re basically small cities with their own independent government. Pittsford and Seneca Falls were both villages, and so are most
places with between 1,000 and 10,000 people. Towns are the hardest to pin down. Geographically they’re the same as what we’d call
townships in the Midwest, subdivisions of counties that were traditionally rural. Many towns today, though, are basically suburban. They
often share their name with a city or village, and they essentially refer to the area on the outskirts. Towns are often the level of government
where many services I associate with counties are provided—things like roads and public healthcare. Finally there are hamlets, most of
which are almost literally just wide spots in the road—places too small to have a formal local government. Some, though, are substantial
suburban communities, places that just didn’t choose to incorporate themselves. There are hundreds of hamlets in New York, far more
than any of the other types of jurisdiction.

Something that makes New York stand out from many other heavily populated places is that its communities are for the most
part separate. While it certainly knows the sprawl of suburbia, it’s not one of those places (like Tennessee or Pennsylvania) where you
literally can’t tell where one town ends and the next begins. Except in truly built-up areas like Rochester, the named places are generally
three to five miles apart, but there’s forest and farmland between them rather than run-on development.
I’ve mentioned in earlier travelogues that upstate New York is one of the most beautiful places I’ve been. No one ever believes
that, but it’s true. At one time or another I’ve been to pretty much every part of New York State; this trip filled in the gaps I’d missed earlier.
Today we mostly passed through mixed deciduous forest, peppered with neat little dairy and truck farms here and there. I’‘s the sort of
country Norman Rockwell would paint, and it made for a most enjoyable drive.
It had rained overnight, and it dripped much of this morning as well. It wasn’t enough to make the driving difficult, though, and
as long as we didn’t have to be out in it, there was no problem. Apparently they’d had a lot of rain in central New York, as the weather
was repeatedly warning of floods. We never encountered any significant flooding, but the rivers did all seem full.
Our first stop of the day was on the outskirts in the town of Watertown, just outside the city of that name. While it’s about the
size of Mason City, Watertown is pretty much the only thing of significance between Syracuse and Ottawa, Canada. We stopped at a
Panera restaurant there, where we had coffee and a quick bite to eat. Margaret took advantage of the wireless internet at Panera to
transfer some funds around in her bank accounts.
At Watertown we turned onto Interstate 81, which is one of the most beautiful expressways I’ve driven on. Watertown is just
thirty miles south of the Ontario border, and the terrain here essentially is the Canadian shield. It’s heavily forested, but open enough so
you can see the countryside. There’s essentially no traffic at all, and it was just a fun road to drive.
We drove north to the last exit before the Thousand Islands Bridge. Had we continued north, we’d have gone through customs
and ended up on route 401, the main expressway across Ontario. We chose to stay in the States, so we continued east on the Seaway
Trail. We followed state highways 12 and 37 right along the banks of the St. Lawrence River. Route 12 was an excellent road, with wide
shoulders and a brand new asphalt surface. Route 37 wasn’t as good, but it was still adequate and afforded nice views of the river.

St. Lawrence River – near Ogdensburg, New York
There were pull-outs at frequent intervals along the St.
Lawrence. We skipped most of them, but we did pull into one that
was mostly there to recall a battle during the War of 1812. It’s not
really surprising that the American invasion of Canada was
accomplished by crossing the St. Lawrence. The point where they
did that was near Ogdensburg, New York.
All along the road here there were signs posted that
showed the “not” symbol (a circle with a slash through it atop the
words “NYS SAFE”. Of course I had to do some research on that
when we stopped. It turns out the NYS SAFE Act was passed a year
ago in response to the Sandy Hook school massacre. SAFE is an
acronym for “Secure Ammunition and Firearms Enforcement”, and
Governor Andrew Cuomo described the act as “the toughest gun
control law in the United States”. I read through a summary of its
provisions, and they all seem like common sense to me. Of course,
I’m not an NRA member. Far north New York is prime hunting
country, and it’s also an area with a rather libertarian mindset. I’d
Rented Nissan Versa at a rest area along NY route 37
bet many of the people here have a knee-jerk reaction against any
sort of gun control, and the stronger the law the more they oppose it.
We passed Ogdensburg and then made our way on to Massena. Signs at Massena direct traffic to an international bridge with
the twin destinations “Ottawa & Montreal”. The crossing here is called the Three Nations Bridge—those three nations being the USA,
Canada, and the Akwesasne nation. The Akwesasne (“people of the drumming grouse” in their language) are traditionally known as the
Mohawk in English, and their tribal ground extends through parts of New York, Ontario, and Quebec. The American portion is known as

the St. Regis Mohawk Reservation, and it’s one of the most prosperous looking Indian
reservations I’ve seen anywhere. While it’s a bit overrun with tax-free tobacconists,
the homes and public buildings look very pleasant.
A friend of my brother Steve is Iroquois and has relatives in this area. He told
Steve to tell us we should eat at a place he called the Route 37 Restaurant. We did a
web search for that name, and nothing came up. What did come up was a place called
the Bear’s Den, which is basically a truck stop run by the tribe along highway 37 right
in the middle of the reservation. Whether it was what the guy intended or not, we
figured it would make an interesting place to stop for lunch. So we pulled off at the
truck stop, parked, and made our way into the restaurant.
The employees at the Bear’s Den all appeared to be native. It intrigued us
that the Mohawk were significantly lighter than Indians we’d seen elsewhere. From their faces and builds we could tell they were native
American, but their complexion just looked sort of vaguely “ethnic” rather than the dark russet color you see in western tribes.
We were seated in their back room, which was decorated with a variety of native artwork. There were large windows that made
the place bright even on a drizzly day. It was a nice place to take a break.
We started by sharing an order of Indian fried bread. (It intrigued me that they used the word “Indian” to describe it, but I got the
feeling repeatedly that political correctness was not a big concern of the Akwesasne. The dish was different than the fry bread I used to
get at Old Thresher’s or the stuff they make Navajo tacos with in New Mexico. The Mohawk version was denser and chewier. On its own
I really didn’t care much for it. What made it good, though, was that it came with real maple syrup. The syrup was extra light, rather than
the stronger flavored stuff you often see. It took so-so fried bread and made it delicious.
Next I had Mohawk corn chowder. (Just as with “Indian”, the Akwesasne seemed to have no problem referring to their tribe as
“Mohawk”.) I don’t know that I‘d have used either the word “corn” or the word “chowder” to refer to it, but it was a really good vegetable
soup. There were more beans and carrots than corn, and everything was in a thin broth. It certainly was tasty, though. [Writing about
the Mohawk corn chowder reminds me that I really should dig out the recipe for my Aunt Alaire’s corn chowder. I rarely have
time during the school year to make such things, but with everything online now thanks to the virus, I can be a bit more flexible—
and the chowder is really tasty!]
For the main course Margaret ordered a special they offered featuring fried haddock with fries and coleslaw. I had a grilled
cheese sandwich. The waitress goofed up the order at first. She brought me a BLT instead of a grilled cheese. So many grilled cheeses
these days have extra stuff added to them, that I wasn’t sure but what it might not be the correct dish. [I don’t mind it when restaurants
include bacon or ham with a grilled cheese, but I’m not a fan when vegetables accompany the sandwich. I don’t’ mind lettuce
or tomato, but they don’t belong in a grilled cheese.] She came back and exchanged it, though. The sandwich I ordered was made
of thick bread, slathered in butter and lightly fried. There were different types of cheese inside that melted beautifully. There was nothing
whatsoever nutritious about the sandwich, but I thoroughly enjoyed it.
After lunch I spent a while browsing through the Bear’s Den convenience store. They had all the stuff you’d expect at any
convenience store, plus a gift shop full of native handicrafts. I rather like having those in a gift shop, rather than having people coming up
and hawking them to tourists in person.
They had a number of newspapers for sale at the Bear’s Den, and I picked up one of each. In addition to USA Today and The
New York Times, they had the local papers from Malone and Ogdensburg. The one they seemed to feature, though, was from Cornwall,
Ontario. Cornwall is basically straight across the river from here, and it’s a fairly large place. It’s kind of strange for the local paper to
come from another country, though.
It was just a short hop (thirty miles or so) on to our final destination, the village of Malone. Malone is one of those places I found
in the atlas when I was a kid and have always wanted to go to ever since. Located at the edge of the Adirondack Mountains and eight
miles from the Canadian border, Malone is about as far away from anywhere else in America as you can get. When people here go to a
“big town” to shop, they’d be as likely to go to Montreal as anywhere in the States. It would take no more than an hour and a half to get
from Malone to Montreal, even with customs, while it’s a good four hours to either Albany or Syracuse—the closest American cities of
any size.
Malone is an old industrial town that appears to have seen its best days a century ago. It reminded me a lot of Ft. Madison, the
rather grungy river town just south of where I grew up. It’s a pleasant enough place, and the people seem extremely friendly—as pretty
much everyone in New York does. [I’ve never understood the Eastern reputation for aloofness. Both in the city and upstate, New
Yorkers are some of the friendliest people I’ve encountered anywhere. On the other hand, I’ve never been a fan of the fake
smiles that pass for “southern hospitality”.] The surrounding countryside is gorgeous, but Malone proper is definitely not going to
win any awards for its beauty.
We drove through downtown Malone and followed a series of county roads to reach one of the area’s main attractions, the
Wilder farm. People who read the Little House books as children will remember that the man who became Laura’s husband, Almanzo
Wilder, grew up in New York state. In fact he grew up just north of Malone, where the book Farmer Boy was set. The Wilders moved west
in the 1870s—first to Spring Valley, Minnesota, and then to DeSmet, South Dakota [or more properly DakotaTerritory]. The farm

passed through many other hands after the Wilders moved, but in 1988 it was bought and restored by a local historic trust. For as out of
the way as it is, they appear to get a fairly steady stream of visitors.
At one time or another I’ve seen
pretty much all the Laura Ingalls Wilder sites—
the log cabins in the “big woods” of Wisconsin
and “on the prairie” in Kansas. I’ve visited
DeSmet (the “little town on the prairie”) and
Walnut Grove (the “banks of Plum Creek”),
and I saw the place she and Almanzo retired
to in the Ozarks. I’ve even been to Burr Oak,
Iowa, where the Ingalls family ran a hotel
during a year that was never written up in a
book. The one site I hadn’t yet been to was
Almanzo’s farm, and with this trip to Malone
the collection was complete. We found the
place surprisingly easily, parked, and made
our way into their little museum. Before long a
guide took us out to give us a guided tour of
the house and property.
Jim, our guide, was truly excellent.

Classic Garth Williams illustration from Farmer Boy
He was well informed on the history of the farm
and had even done quite a bit of personal
research about it. He was very personable, and
he communicated his information well. He told us
he normally dons a costume and pays “Father” for
groups of schoolchildren who tour the site. He did
a nice job of giving an adult-oriented tour to us,
though. He kept things light with frequent jokes,
but he also did a good job of passing along
information

ABOVE: Farmer Boy house – Malone, New York
BELOW: Website view of the dining room
(They don’t allow indoor photography during their tours.)

He began by explaining to us that Laura
began writing the Little House books when both
she and Almanzo were senior citizens. As a guide
for Farmer Boy, Almanzo (whose name, by the
way, is apparently pronounced with short “a”
sounds—al-MAN-zo) drew a sketch of what his
farm looked like when he was a child. When the
historical society bought the farm in the ‘80s, all
the buildings except the house had been
removed. The foundations, however, were still
there, and they were exactly where Almanzo’s
sketch had placed them. He showed us the
drawings from their archaeological dig and
Almanzo’s sketch, and the similarity really was
remarkable.
We first visited the barns, all of which
are recent construction done in a manner to look
as they would have 150 years ago. He also
explained what the surrounding land would have
looked like with the smaller fields that were
planted in the 19th Century.
We then made our way into the house,
and it took a while to get used to what a nice place
it was. While Laura Ingalls essentially grew up in
poverty, the Wilders were a very prosperous
family. Their home was most decidedly not a log
cabin. It was a fully sided wood frame house with
plastered walls inside. It would have been the
envy of almost anyone anywhere in the mid1800s. The place was filled with manufactured
furniture, something unheard of in Laura’s “little
houses”. I’ve seen homes from the early 20th
Century that weren’t as nice as this one. [It really
was striking how nice the place was.]

Jim concluded the formal tour by pointing out some other Wilder-related points of interest in the area and then explaining what
became of the Wilder family after they left New York. Strangely, most settled in the South. In fact, Laura and Almanzo’s home in Missouri
was the furthest north any of them ended up. Some settled in Florida, while others ended up in Crowley, Louisiana. That stood out,
because I had a friend in graduate school who was from there. I’d think the swamps down by Lafayette would be very different from the
great north woods in New York. Apparently the Wilders were quite successful rice farmers, though.
It was interesting that both our guide and others at the Wilder museum talked around Laura and Almanzo’s daughter, Rose
Wilder Lane. Rose was a very liberated woman who was well ahead of her time. She was married briefly and divorced amicably. She
moved to California where she sold real estate and worked as a journalist and later a novelist. She befriended and is said to have had an
affair with a man thirty years her junior. That man (Roger Lea MacBride) was the Libertarian candidate for President in the ‘70s, and he
also became wealthy as Rose’s heir and thus heir to the Little House franchise. It’s not surprising that Rose would befriend MacBride.
She was also very active politically, and her politics tended toward libertarian. Her writing includes numerous fierce tirades against
President Roosevelt and the New Deal.
We returned to the museum and spent some time looking around there. It’s a rather disorganized collection, and it’s heavy on
Little House memorabilia rather than anything specific to this particular site. The one other thing to see in the complex is a re-creation of
an old-time country school. That’s probably interesting for the school groups that come here. I’ve seen the real thing in many other places,
though, so the fake one here was nothing special.
We drove back into Malone, made our way through downtown, and continued to the south end of the village. Our destination
was the Econolodge—Malone, where I’d booked another free point redemption stay. The check-in was rather confused. Both a South
Asian man and a middle aged white woman were at the desk, and neither of them seemed to quite understand the concept of a prepaid
Choice Privileges stay. My bet is this place doesn’t get a lot of people cashing in points, since it‘s both off the beaten path and not exactly
luxury accommodations. Eventually the manager figured out what to do (essentially nothing), and he gave me keys to the room. We were
in a separate building from the lobby (building #3), so we made our way there and settled in. [The Econolodge—Malone is still in
business, though it’s telling that its rack rate in 2020 is just $57 a night. It gets three stars on TripAdvisor. Theoretically that’s
an “average” rating, but in reality it’s far below average. The “nice” Choice Hotels property in the area is a Comfort Suites
adjacent to the Akwesasne Casino near where we’d had lunch.]
While the price was right, the Econolodge—Malone was easily the worst place we stayed on this trip. In the unlikely event that I
should ever return to far north New York, I wouldn’t stay there again. There are several other options (a Super 8, a Red Roof Inn, a
Holiday Inn Express, and a number of ma ‘n’ pa motels), and I think any of them would be better than the Econolodge. The building we
were in had apparently had some sort of water-related problem. The room across the hall from ours had its door open with a fan blowing
in, and the whole building had a musty smell. The carpets seemed dirty, and the whole motel just had a tired, worn feeling about it. That
said, there wasn’t really anything wrong with our room. It was a large room with two beds and plenty of incidental furniture. We had a
refrigerator and microwave, and a balcony with a fairly pleasant view of downtown (as long as we ignored the metal building in the
foreground that housed an auto parts store). I opened the sliding doors, and we heard the bells of a carillon on the Methodist church (the
church that was under construction when the Wilders lived here). Unfortunately opening the door also let in an acrid smoky stench, so I
closed it again soon.
Margaret quickly settled in for the night. I was antsy, as I often am when traveling, though, so I set out exploring. As I drove north
I saw a huge plume of smoke just west of downtown. I ended up waiting at the main intersection while two fire trucks raced by. Presumably
the fire was the source of the smoke we had smelled in our motel room.
My plan was to drive
downtown, park, and go walking around.
I followed a sign for parking, though, but
soon ended up on a street that led
straight out of town. There was nowhere
to turn around, so I just kept driving.
Almost before I knew it I was on a county
road that wound its way through the
hills. I was apparently headed
southeast, though my brain told me I
was going north. (The confusion was
because highway 11, a north/south
highway, really runs east/west through
Malone.) The road led into the town of
Malone (distinct from the same-named
village). The road followed a little creek
to the hamlets of Whippleville and
Chasm Falls (a most fascinating name
that sounds like a place a mystery story
would be set). Beyond there I reached
the real mountains, and I shifted the
transmission into low gear as I made my
way up a road that might as well have
Congregational and Methodist churches – Malone, New York
been in West Virginia as New York. I finally turned around in the parking lot for a little country church at Owl Mountain, near the Titus
Mountain Ski Resort. I re-traced my tracks and enjoyed the lovely view from the opposite direction.

I made my back to Malone and parked the car in a tiny lot behind the Methodist church. I’m not sure that was really the proper
thing to do, but there didn’t seem to be much of anywhere else to park. I walked from there through downtown and on to the castle-like
Congregational church, Malone’s oldest church and a major underground railroad stop. Between the two is a handsome old brick
downtown today is about half empty. The buildings that are occupied have mostly traded down. Today most of the shopping in downtown
Malone is confined to dollar stores and consignment shops
The same little park where Laura
Ingalls Wilder wrote of Almanzo going to an
Independence Day celebration still exists in
downtown Malone. There’s about thirteen
more stars on the flag than there were when
Almanzo was a kid, though. Another
difference is that the park features a peace
spike similar to the one I saw in Alaska several
years back. In multiple languages, the spike
proclaims “May peace be in our communities.”
[Peace POLES, which is the proper name
for these items, have become much more
common in recent years. My church in
Algona installed one shortly after I made
this trip, and a couple years ago we put up
one at Garrigan. They really do provide a
nice sentiment.]
I saw something else Almanzo would
likely have never seen while I was walking
around Malone tonight. I passed a gay couple
who were pushing a baby carriage in front of
them. Same-sex marriage is legal—both in
New York and Iowa—and of course gay
couples were adopting even before they could
Malone parade grounds with peace spike
legally wed. I expect to see gay couples in cities these days, but it still seems a bit odd in a small town. While Malone seemed more
progressive than the places we saw those pro-gun signs, it really didn’t strike me as a place that would be particularly welcoming to a
gay-led family. No one seemed to be giving these guys any grief, though, and they were happily pushing their stroller. I was really kind of
glad these guys could feel at home in Malone, and I hope their child grows up happy.
I walked back to my car and was a bit embarrassed. The lot had been empty when I arrived, but it was rapidly filling up with
people arriving for choir practice. I sheepishly smiled at them and just went on my way.
I stopped at a Walgreens at the southwest end of downtown. Mostly I picked up some more of those bread sticks with cheese
dip. It intrigued me that they—and pretty much everything else in the store—were priced exactly the same as in Iowa. The East has a
reputation for being expensive, but at least in Malone, the prices were quite reasonable.
I got back to the hotel, where Margaret was watching the CBS Evening News on TV. It struck me as particularly strange that in
the Eastern Time Zone the network news airs at 7pm. That means that the show must actually be on a tape delay, since in the Midwest
we watch it at 5:30—half an hour before it airs in the East.
I still had a bit of wandering in me, so I walked across the street to a nice shopping center that featured one of the nicest K-Marts
I’ve seen anywhere. While I spent quite a lot of time browsing through the store, the only thing I bought was a pair of shoes. I’ve needed
some casual brown shoes for some time, and this K-Mart had them at a good price. It makes a strange souvenir, but a useful one. [It’s
hard to find sneakers in any color other than black, white, or blue. These brown ones were really a find. I wore those shoes
quite frequently. They were among the most common shoes I’d wear to school. They finally died last summer.]
The one big negative at this K-Mart was that there were no checkouts open. I ended up going to the service desk, which was
apparently what I was supposed to do. It was certainly weird not to have any checkers, though. [For a while before they closed for
good, the K-Mart in Algona would use the service desk as their primary check-out location. Malone’s K-Mart, by the way, shut
down in 2017, and the building is apparently now a sporting goods store. Algona’s K-Mart closed its doors two months ago,
the last K-Mart in Iowa to survive. Its building is far too large to house anything but a discount store, and it’s likely to stand
empty indefinitely. These days about the only K-Marts left in the country are in major urban areas like New York City and Los
Angeles.]
It was starting to get dark when I got back to the motel. One of the lights by the beds had a burnt out light, so I went to the office
to see if I could get a replacement. The same white woman who had been working when I’d arrived was there, but she seemed clueless
about where to find a light bulb. She eventually yelled to a back area (presumably the owners’ apartment), and an Asian voice responded
that she should look for a Wal-Mart bag in the laundry room. She rummaged around a while and eventually returned with an ultra-low
wattage compact fluorescent. No fluorescent bulb draws much power, but this one said it was intended to replace a 40-watt incandescent
bulb. The room wasn’t really much brighter once we installed it. [Dim lighting is a pet peeve of mine at hotels. If a cheap hotel has
decent lighting and a good shower, there’s not much else I care about. I’m not a fan of pinching pennies with dim lighting,
though.]

I spent some time this evening reading through the newspapers I’d gathered. What stood out in the Malone Telegram was the
number of French names in the area. I suppose that shouldn’t be a surprise with Quebec just up the road, but everyone here seemed to
have names like Thibodaux and Bienville. Reading through the paper, it was certainly made sense that the Wilder family would be at
home in Louisiana.
We watched some TV as well. Malone is in the Plattsburgh/Burlington TV market, which has to be the largest geographically in
the northeast. It covers all of the Adirondacks and much of the state of Vermont. They also get Canadian stations on the cable in Malone.
The big story on tonight’s news was about someone in Burlington who hit a road worker while they were doing construction on a freeway
there. It struck me as odd that they were doing the construction work overnight. That often happens in big cities, but Burlington (population
42,000) isn’t really what I’d call a big city. While it’s too bad someone was hit, I’d think they could have avoided the problem by doing the
construction in daylight.
We wanted to get up early tomorrow, so we turned off the lights as soon as the news was over. This had been a most enjoyable
day.

We were up around 6:00 this morning, and we were on our way by 6:30. We made a quick stop for coffee at a Burger King in
the K-Mart plaza, and then we headed southwest on U.S. highway 11, a route number I remember from my days down in Hattiesburg,
Mississippi. It was kind of weird to think that I could stay on this road and end up down in New Orleans. [While theoretically north/south,
highway 11 really is a diagonal road. It follows the western side of the mountains in New York state and then runs from Syracuse
down to Scranton. It crosses Pennsylvania and the Maryland panhandle and then angles down to Roanoke, Virginia. It crosses
the mountains near Knoxville and angles down to Chattanooga. It then roughly parallels Interstate 59 southwest to Birmingham,
Hattiesburg (where I went to grad school), and New Orleans.] No one in Dixie would think of driving all the way to Quebec, but
theoretically you could.]
I’d enjoyed the drive yesterday, but today was much less relaxing. Highway 11 in New York is a bad two-lane highway that
carries far too much traffic. Unlike the Seaway Trail, this is an inland route with nothing much for scenery. There are far too many towns,
and none of them is bypassed. Indeed, in many the highway follows several different streets as it winds its way through town. Some of
the towns were nice, and some were really ratty, but we just drove on through, no matter what we saw.
We felt like we were getting a tour of Europe as we made our way southward. Many places in New York have namesakes in
Europe, and it seemed like we either went through or passed signs for all of them. The only places we visited that were memorable,
though, were Pottsdam (which seemed to go on forever) and Gouverneur (where there was some truly nasty construction). [I was the
sole driver on this trip, by the way. It would have cost about $100 more to add Margaret’s name to the rental contract.]
Eventually we reached Fort Drum, which is just east of Watertown. There we joined Interstate 781, which soon led to I-81. We
followed that south to the New York Thruway at Syracuse. There was heavy traffic on the tollway, some of the heaviest rural traffic I’ve
seen in quite a while. Fortunately it wasn’t that far west to Rochester.
As I turned in my ticket at the tollbooth, I was reminded of an episode I saw on Forensic Files earlier this summer. A college
student from the University of Rochester had murdered his parents in Albany. He claimed he had been at the college on the night of the
murder, but they showed otherwise by proving his fingerprints were on a toll ticket turned in at this exit. [Amusingly I saw that same
Forensic Files episode just a week or so ago.] The episode stood out because the kid drove a yellow jeep, a vehicle the tollbooth
attendant remembered passing by at the end of her shift. A yellow jeep has always been sort of a dream car for me. A jeep would be a
silly car to own, since they get horrible gas mileage, but I‘ve always thought they were cool—and the yellow ones look particularly nice.
Margaret had commented on a jeep earlier in the trip, so I guess that also put it in my head.
Our plan was to have lunch in Pittsford before the boat trip. Google Maps had said the trip from Malone to Pittsford would take
4 hours, 10 minutes, and we’d timed things expecting to get there around 11:00. With the traffic and construction, though, it was nearly
11:30 when we arrived at Schoen Place. With the tour at noon, lunch was not a realistic possibility. So, Plan B today was to have some
more gelato. I had blueberry, while Margaret had coconut. It was just as tasty as what we’d had three days ago.
The Erie Canal tours are run by a nonprofit company called Sam Patch, which is named after a daredevil who successfully
jumped off of Niagara Falls but later died while trying to jump off the Genesee’s High Falls in Rochester. They operate what they call a
packet boat with that name, which is similar to the old canal boat we’d seen in Syracuse, but outfitted with tables and chairs and operated
by a modern motor. While they sell to local families and tourists, their biggest customers appear to be school groups. They’ve even
designed several curricular units that teachers can download from their website, complete with alignment data for the New York
educational standards they cover.
Food and drink are available on their public cruises. You can arrange for catered sandwiches in advance, and they also sell
snacks and assorted beverages on board. They announced that today they were having a special on Genesee cream ale. Having walked
past the brewery earlier in the trip, I figured I’d drop a buck for a can of the local beer. While Genny is much derided by locals, it tasted

fine to me. Then again, I tend toward rather
plebian tastes in beer, so what do I know?
Our boat was captained by a sixty-ish
man named Jim, who apparently used to work
for Kodak but gives boat tours as a retirement
job. The first mate (mostly tour guide) was a
college girl named Rebecca. There were
about a dozen passengers on a boat that
could probably hold three times as many. That
made for a very pleasant cruise.

Sam Patch packet boat – Pittsford, New York

After the obligatory safety spiel, we
set off. As we headed westward from Pittsford,
Rebecca told us the history of the Erie Canal.
We’d heard much of this at the museum in
Syracuse, but she added to what we’d learned
there. She explained that the canal had been
enlarged at the same time it was re-located.
It’s now about three times as wide as it was in
the early 1800s. The widened body of water is
officially called the New York State Ship
Canal. Surprisingly, it‘s operated by the same
commission that runs the New York Thruway
[essentially the state DOT].

Rebecca was obviously from the area, and she was able to relate
some local lore. The local kids, for instance, dare each other to swim in the
muddy water, a practice they refer to as “scum diving”. She also pointed out
the docks from which the local high school’s crew team goes sculling. In the
Midwest no one thinks of crew as a sport, and I think this was the first time
I’d heard it mentioned other than on TV. [Actually, even before we made
this trip, my cousin Ceil’s son had been part of the crew team at a high
school in Evanston, Illinois. I’m pretty sure there’s not a single school
that competes in that sport in Iowa, though.] When she mentioned the
Pittsford crew, I couldn’t help but think that I‘d read in several places that
Pittsford is considered the snootiest place in greater Rochester

Erie Canal near Pittsford, New York

While cargo can still be shipped on the Erie Canal, these days better
than nine-tenths of the traffic is recreational. In fact the bulk of the commercial
traffic is tour boats like this one. Traveling the length of the canal is a popular
vacation, and rental boats are available for that purpose. There’s also lots of
weekend traffic similar to what you’d find on a
lake in the Midwest. Some people travel here
by boat from very far away. It’s not uncommon
for people to make a circle tour—going
through the canal, continuing on through the
Great Lakes to Chicago, heading down the
Illinois and Michigan Canal and then down the
Mississippi. They’ll then follow the intracoastal
waterway around the Gulf and head back up
to New York. Some boats have even from the
Erie Canal all the way down to the Panama
Canal.

Lock opening after raising the boat to high water level

We headed a few miles west to a
lock. Years ago I’d been through a lock at
Sault Sainte Marie, so I had a bit of a clue how
things would work. The captain radioed the
lockkeeper, and we quickly entered. The east
gate closed, and gradually water was pumped
in. While it seemed to go quite quickly, it took
about ten minutes to fill the whole thing. The
west gate then opened, and we continued on
our way. Less than half a mile further west we
Turned around and came back to the lock.
This time they drained the water out, and we

eventually exited through the lower eastern gate. While we were going through, we could hear other boats radioing for passage. The
captain noted that as a commercial vessel (even a non-profit one), the Sam Patch has priority over recreational boats.
On our way back east, the captain announced that he was taking a break, and he asked the kids on board to help him steer. Of
course his hands were standing by if the little sailors went off course, but the kids had a great time at the wheel.

LEFT: ―Selfie‖ on the Erie Canal
RIGHT: Captain Jim and a junior mate
at the helm of the Sam Patch
We made our way back to Pittsford, but then continued east. We passed a much larger boat coming the other direction. This
was a for-profit tour boat based in Fairport. Their tours are both longer and more expensive than the Sam Patch ones, and I think I’m glad
we made the choice we did.
Our ultimate destination to the east was a big metal structure that looked rather like a railroad bridge. It turned out to be a gate
that they use to drain the canal in winter. It hadn’t occurred to me that they would drain something so big as a canal, but they do every
October. Doing so allows them to do maintenance and maintain the proper depth. They also use these guard gates to drain specific
sections of the canal in case of emergency or severe flooding.
We made our way back to Pittsford shortly after 1:30. From my point of view the cruise was exactly the right length. It was long
enough to give us the feeling of being out on the water, but not so long that it was boring.
We made our way back to the car and this time took the east exit from Schoen Place. That leads directly to Monroe Avenue,
and it was much easier than connecting via Main Street.
We drove west to the Rochester city limits and then made one more stop. While we’d bought gas at a service center on the
tollway, it‘s important to return rental cars with a full tank. So we pulled into a Valero station and topped off the tank. Gas cost $3.78 9, and
the total came to just $7.30. It was money well spent, though, since Enterprise would have charged us $12 a gallon to fill it. [One dubious
benefit of the COVID-19 outbreak is that gas has become almost absurdly cheap. The current price in Algona as I write this is
$1.429 a gallon. I bought gas the other day, and with Hy-Vee fuel saver credits, I ended up paying just .57 9 a gallon, about the
same price gas cost when I was in high school. While it’s good to see cheap prices, the problem is I’ve got nowhere to go with
everything locked down.]
Originally we’d planned to stay at a different hotel (the East Avenue Inn) at the end of our trip. When I found out the Radisson
had a shuttle that would serve the Amtrak station, though, I decided to cancel that reservation and book another night at the Radisson. I
was glad I’d made that decision now, because I knew exactly how to get to the Radisson, while I’d have been in new territory at the other
hotel.
We followed the old Erie Canal bed back downtown (again by I-590 and I-490), and we exited at Clinton Street. I’d intended to
go up to the bus mixmaster at Main Street, and then head west to the hotel. Unfortunately Rochester’s traffic laws prohibit left turns onto
Main Street during business hours, so we had to come up with another Plan B. We ended up driving north a couple blocks and basically
following the same route we took from the Amtrak station to the hotel last weekend. All the legal parking in the entryway was occupied,
so I parked in a handicapped space, and we quickly went inside.
The girl at the desk recognized us and seemed surprised that we’d returned to Rochester. I don’t think this is a base for many
people’s vacations, but it worked for us. Check-in was easy, and we also arranged for a shuttle to the train station tomorrow morning. We
were surprised to be upgraded to the business level on the twelfth floor. Our room was basically identical to what we’d had before (though
it faced the opposite direction), but we now had access to the executive lounge. We had problems getting our keys to work, but eventually
that was straightened out.

I dumped my stuff and zipped back downstairs. Fortunately the car had not been ticketed, and two other people without
handicapped plates had parked in the same area after me.
I took the back exit out of the hotel entryway and looped my way back around to Main Street. I must have had some good karma
today, because every single light on Main Street was green as I drove east through downtown. I made it back to the rental agency quite
easily.
The return process at the Rochester Enterprise office was extremely thorough. The woman who checked me in spent nearly five
minutes carefully looking at everything inside and out, verifying that there was no damage. She also made sure the gas tank was full and
that everything was in working order. She seemed a bit surprised that all was as it should be, but in the end I was just charged the base
rate.
While I was waiting for her to finish looking for damage, another employee was busy dealing with a group of black men who
were trying to rent a car. They had specified that they wanted a large car, but not an SUV. There were no such cars on the lot at the Main
Street location, so the employee was calling other locations around the area. She’d already struck out at two places and was now trying
their airport location. Apparently they also had only small cars and SUVs. I have a feeling the guys wanted to go cruising in a Caddy, and
they’d be disappointed.
The Main Street Enterprise office is not in a nice location. It’s the sort of place that’s full of beggars and winos in daytime. I’d
originally planned to take the bus back to the hotel, but I really didn’t want to wait at a bus stop in that area. I quickly decided to walk back
instead. I had to brush off one bum, but by keeping moving that was easy to do. Fortunately the neighborhood got better just a couple
blocks to the west.
Before long I reached the Rochester YMCA. A woman was escorting a large group of kids who had been to the Y and now
needed to cross the street. I’d think she’d do well to walk the kids to the corner, punch the button, and teach them to always cross at
crosswalks. She didn’t, though. She marched out in front of a bus, holding up her hand as she made her way into the street. Fortunately
the bus stopped, and so did a car that was coming from the opposite direction. She and a line of kids walked single file across the busy
street, right in the middle of the block.
On my way back to the hotel I stopped by the only real store in downtown Rochester, Family Dollar. This was a fascinating store,
though definitely not a nice one. The place looked like it had originally been a dime store, but it had not been well cared for. It reminded
me of the old Hoaglin‘s store on the west side of the square in Mt. Pleasant. Tile was missing from several parts of the floor, and several
of the shelves were broken. The aisles were crowded, and navigating the store was made more difficult by the fact that several of the
shoppers were in motorized wheelchairs. There were only two operative check-outs, even though there appeared to be two other
employees at the front who were doing absolutely nothing. That made for an extremely long line.
I picked up a shirt that was being
clearance, some socks (which was my real
reason for coming in there), and a bit of candy.
The most interesting thing I bought were two
candy kabobs These were little flower-shaped
gumdrops on a stick. They really were quite
cute.
Eventually I made it to the cash
register, and an extremely indifferent young
woman checked me out. It completed the
experience in this abysmal store.

Candy kabob from Family Dollar

We hadn’t eaten anything substantial all day, so we were looking for some “real” food for dinner—certainly something more
substantial than candy kabobs. We decided to try an Indian restaurant that had advertised in a local directory. We took a bus south on
Clinton Street and made our way to Swillburg, a neighborhood just east of and almost identical to the South Wedge area. We ended up
arriving right after they opened for dinner at 5pm, and we were the only customers in the place for most of the time we were there.
I think Margaret liked the India House a lot, but it definitely wasn’t my favorite of the places we ate. I like Indian food [though
it’s rarely my first choice of cuisine], and I’ve had some very good Indian meals in Chicago, Toronto, and Iowa City. This one was less
enjoyable, though. First, it was a much nicer restaurant than I really wanted to be at. I was underdressed, and while that didn’t really
matter with no one else there, it made me feel like a slob. They have a more casual restaurant at another location, and I think I would
have preferred that. [Margaret always liked “nice” restaurants, but I almost always prefer more casual establishments.]
More importantly, my entrée (chicken biryani) was just weird. Most Indian food I’ve had basically boils down to meat and/or
vegetables in gravy (usually some sort of curry) served over rice. That was basically what Margaret’s dish (paneer, or Indian cheese
curry) was. For my main course, though, the stew was cooked with the rice. I got an enormous mound of badly overcooked (dry and
chewy) pink-colored rice with an unpleasant flavor. A few chunks of chicken and peppers were scattered here and there in it. It looked
rather like someone had vomited on the plate, and I honestly wondered if it wasn’t something that had been made yesterday and reheated.
It was way more food than I wanted to eat, but it was expensive enough that I felt I really should finish it—even though I really didn’t care
much for the dish. I ended up eating all the meat and peppers, but leaving about half the rice. Afterwards I didn’t feel very well. I had an
appetizer that was quite a bit better. It was just naan bread that had been buttered and sprinkled sautéed onions with black pepper. It
was simple, but really very tasty. I just wish the main course was as good. [I’m going to include a picture I found online while

searching for chicken biryani. The color is different than what I had in Rochester,
but it looks equally unappetizing.]
It poured while we were eating, but fortunately the rain lessened to just a
drizzle by the time we finished. We wandered around a while looking for a bus stop
where the bus we wanted would stop. Away from downtown bus stops in Rochester are
not particularly well marked. [This can be a problem in many cities. It’s one of the
reasons I invariably prefer trains over buses.] Only rarely do they have a shelter,
and the signs aren’t completely standardized. At this stop, for instance, they had just
painted the letters “B – U – S” on the back of a pre-existing traffic sign.
We timed our arrival at the bus stop well, though that was strictly by accident.
Quite soon I saw a bus coming down the street. I held out my pass, and the driver
stopped—though she seemed a bit surprised when we boarded. It turned out we were
the only passengers on a full-size bus. It’s not really surprising that after I got back I
read that they’re discontinuing the #52 service. It had apparently been subsidized by
the University of Rochester, but there weren’t enough passengers to justify continuing
the subsidy. So, at the end of August it will make its final run.
We made our way down Goodman Street and turned west on Elmwood Avenue. We passed a mental hospital and then
the dorm complex for the University of Rochester. I pulled the cord when we reached the dorms. The driver asked if we wanted out there
or at the next stop (which was a commercial strip). We said the next stop, and she let us off at the corner of Elmwood and South Avenue.
That was actually a block earlier than we wanted, so we walked another block west to Mt. Hope Avenue.
Our destination was essentially a place to have dessert. We were headed to the local chain, Abbot’s Frozen Custard. Abbot’s
claims to have forty-two locations nationwide, but twenty-five of them are in greater Rochester. Most of the rest are in either the Buffalo
or Syracuse areas, and there are two locations in Massachusetts, one in Florida, and one in Colorado—presumably run by former
Rochesterians.
I was expecting a place much like Culver’s, but Abbot’s sells frozen custard and only custard. You can get cones or dishes, and
they also serve sundaes and shakes. That’s pretty much it, though. There’s no sandwiches, salads, or other food, though. Because of
the small menu, this Abbot’s (which I think was typical) was a very small restaurant. They had just one employee, and only a couple of
places to sit.
Margaret had black raspberry custard, while I ordered a dish of pistachio pineapple. Mine was good, though I don’t know that I
could have identified either of the named flavors. It actually reminded me of the stuff they serve at an ice cream place here in Algona
called Nettie’s. Nettie’s claims to have something like forty flavors, but if you close your eyes they all taste like French vanilla. [Nettie’s
has since gone out of business, and that’s no great loss.] The Abbot’s pistachio pineapple tasted like French vanilla with flavorless
chunks in it. I’d probably rank it last among the frozen desserts we ate on this trip, but it settled my stomach after the nasty Indian meal.
I’d checked the bus connections before we left this evening, and I knew there was a bus that should lead straight from this
location to downtown. There was a stop just outside a drugstore next door to Abbot’s, and after finishing our ice cream we made our way
there. It had one of those stop numbers, so I texted the toll free number and found out a bus would be arriving soon.
A bus did arrive soon—sort of. It stopped a block south of where we were waiting, and I went up to the curb and held out my
pass. The bus didn’t stop at Mt. Hope & Elmwood, though. The way it was routed, it really couldn’t have. The route appears to turn left
onto Elmwood and heads to Strong Hospital. To make the turn, the bus had to get into the far left lane, which made it impossible for it to
stop at the curb.
It was getting late enough that there would be a long wait for another bus, so I figured it was pointless to just wait at this stop.
We headed east to South Avenue, where different buses run. There was an actual bus shelter by a factory at Elmwood & South that
displayed an almost obscene ad for preventing sexually transmitted diseases. We waited there about five minutes, and I saw a bus
heading north. I held out the pass, it stopped, and we boarded.
Strangely, after we’d made it back to the hotel, I looked up the schedule for this bus (#91) and found out it wasn’t supposed to
stop at this location. The bus runs express from Avon to the city, and it’s supposed to only stop downtown once it’s in Rochester. I was
glad it stopped for us this evening, though. We had an easy ride back to Main Street and made it back to the hotel without any problem.
Since we’d been given the key to the executive lounge, we decided to check the place out. It was pleasantly appointed with
leather furniture and had a desk with a computer. There was also a large kitchen area, The refrigerator was stocked with complimentary
soft drinks, and they also had one of those Keurig machines (an item that seems silly and wasteful to me—but they do make good coffee)
with an enormous supply of pods to make various types of coffee and hot chocolate. There was also a chafing dish where I think they
serve some sort of breakfast food. We weren’t able to take advantage of breakfast. We each had a cup of cocoa, though, and we helped
ourselves to some pop we’d drink on the train.
Back in the room, we watched a bit of the local news on TV. The TV turned itself off for some reason, though, and we couldn’t
get the remote to turn it on again. We figured that was the indication that bedtime had come, so we just turned out the lights.

This was the first of two long days of traveling. I was up at 6:25, and it was bright and sunny outside. Margaret was already
showering, so I just stared outside at the city. Across the street from the Radisson they’re building a new transit center that will replace
the bus exchange on Main Street. Changing buses indoors would be a major improvement, and the change should also help relieve
congestion on Main Street.
We got some more coffee in the executive lounge and then made our way downstairs to the lobby. We’d arranged for a 7:30
shuttle, so we were downstairs by 7:15. We checked out and then sat with our luggage in the lobby. The driver was ready just a couple
minutes after we’d arrived, and it took less than five minutes for him to drive us to the station. That left us with quite a long wait before
our train would arrive.
There was only one other person waiting at the station when we arrived, but over the next hour or so about four dozen showed
up. Our train was initially listed on their board as thirteen minutes late (arriving at 8:34), but gradually it got pushed back just a bit. It
actually arrived at 8:51, thirty minutes behind schedule. Several of our fellow passengers complained loudly about that, but half an hour
is really no delay at all. [While it’s not a huge delay, for a short-distance train that originates at Niagara Falls—about a hundred
miles west of Rochester—that’s surprisingly long.]
The train was already very crowded when it got to Rochester. In fact there appeared to be no pairs of seats together available.
Margaret and I ended up sitting across the aisle from each other. I was next to a boy in a University of Buffalo shirt who was apparently
headed to Utica. The person next to Margaret was going to Syracuse, so when we reached there (about an hour and a half later, and 49
minutes late) I was able to sit next to Margaret.
I spent much of this trip reading. The
main thing I read was the strange book on my
Kindle that I referred to earlier. The title was
Maverick Jetpants in the City of Quality. I’d
come across it by Googling the last part of the
title. While doing some planning much earlier
in the summer I’d come across an old
promotional film from the local power
company called Rochester: A City of Quality.
It was produced about the time I was born
[one year later, actually] and is similar to
many other films of the era. The motion picture
The Full Monty begins with footage from a
nearly identical film that extols the virtues of
Sheffield, England, and I remember The
Simpsons parodying the genre with a fictitious
film entitled Springfield: City on the Grow. The
City of Quality film (which is archived on
YouTube, probably in violation of copyright)
shows footage of the then lively Midtown
Plaza, the brand new expressways leading to
the suburbs, shining modernist skyscrapers
View of the newly constructed expressway in the old Erie Canal/subway bed
going up, and happy workers at the Kodak and
(from the film Rochester: City of Quality)
Xerox plants.
Maverick Jetpants in the City of Quality portrays a Rochester very
different than its namesake film. To give you an idea of it, let me quote from
The New York Times‘ review of the book:
In his first novel, Maverick Jetpants in the City of Quality, Rochester
native Bill Peters depicts his hometown as a city in decay, haunted
by past glories and racked by vandalism. The narrator, Nate, is
about to turn 21. He lives with his mother and her current squeeze,
“Fake Dad No. 3”. Mostly, he drifts and looks for work in a somewhat
desultory fashion. His ambition, such as it is, is to join his best friend
Necro … at Kodak, the firm that made Rochester famous. But it’s
1999, and the prospects are bleak for old-fashioned companies like
Kodak and for Rust Belt cities like Rochester, whose nickname
hasn’t been “City of Quality” since the 1960s.
You can see why I referred to this as a “bizarre novel” earlier. The Times goes on to say “Peters gives in occasionally to verbal excess”,

and that certainly doesn’t help matters. By the way, the strange title comes from a weird slang the central characters use to communicate
with each other. “Maverick jetpants” basically has the same meaning that “the bees’ knees” had back in the ‘20s.
My own observation is that there were aspects of both the utopian film and the dystopian novel that could describe Rochester,
but neither really told the whole story. While there are parts of Rochester that are quite rundown, I’ve been to many places that were
worse. Memphis, Cleveland, and St. Louis instantly come to mind, and so does the nearby Buffalo—Niagara Falls area. Most of Rochester
(even those that were negatively portrayed in the book) came across as perfectly safe, and there are a lot of very pleasant, prosperous
areas. It’s not really a beautiful city, though, and not really what the city fathers had in mind when they were making plans back in the
‘60s.
I also read through today’s Rochester Democrat & Chronicle, which included a fascinating op-ed piece that was largely in
response to the anti-NYS SAFE campaign we’d seen signs for earlier. Entitled “Why I Let My NRA Membership Expire”, the author noted
that while he supports the Second Amendment, he feels the National Rifle Association is wrong to automatically vilify anyone who wants
to put the slightest limit on gun rights. “Yelling does not get you anywhere,” he notes. While I doubt the NRA’s leaders will pay any
attention to this opinion piece, they’d do well to. This is one of many issues in our country that both the left and right try to make clear-cut
all or nothing choices. They want everything to be black and white, when in reality there are many shades of gray. My problem with politics
in general today, but especially the Republican party, is that they nobody ever wants to compromise on anything. The politicians need to
stop being bullies and learn to get along. [While I more often support liberal politics, the Democrats can be every bit as unwilling
to budge as the Republicans. I do not understand why politicians in general are so unwilling to compromise.]
The train we were on, Amtrak’s Empire Service, has free wi-fi internet available onboard. They’d really do well to add wi-fi to all
their trains, it’s just the regional trains—not the long-distance ones—that have it. [They still don’t have wi-fi on long-distance Amtrak
trains. Supposedly the reason is that the wi-fi is handled by cellphone companies and there are many dead zones on longdistance routes where no cellular service is available. I’d think they could provide satellite wi-fi like the airlines do, but no one
seems to have considered that option.] We took advantage of the wi-fi as a way to pass the time. Mostly I went to Wikipedia and
looked up information about all the different places we passed through, and I followed our progress on Google maps. Amtrak also had
their own map available on the internet sign-in page, similar to the maps they have that show an airplane’s progress through a flight. The
scale is much bigger than on a plane, though, which makes it seem like you’re making much more progress—even though the actual
time of the trip is longer.
Beyond Syracuse we made our way east to
Rome, Utica, Amsterdam, Schenectady, and finally
Albany. I’ve been to New York’s state capital three or four
times now, and it’s always come across as one of the
dumpiest cities in America. I’m sure there must be a nice
part somewhere, but from both highways and railroads all
I’ve seen are abandoned buildings with smashed out
windows, fields of weeds, and lots and lots of graffiti. Much
of New York is beautiful, but you’d never know it from their
capital city. It looks much more like the setting Maverick
Jetpants describes than Rochester does.
There’s no diner on the Empire service, and we
didn’t bother checking out the lounge car. [There never
was a diner on the Empire service, and Amtrak has
since eliminated diners even on the long-distance
trains east of Chicago.] Instead we drank the bottles of
pop we’d raided from the executive lounge at the Radisson
and munched on Walgreens breadsticks and the remnants
of a chunk of artisan cheddar cheese I’d bought at the
Typical graffiti – Albany, New York
winery earlier in the week. We’d eaten too much most of the week, so there was no need for a heavy lunch anyway.
We were about an hour late getting to Albany. We changed
train crews there, which made it a lengthy stop. South of the state
capital, the Empire route follows the Hudson River all the way south
to New York City. Many travel guides describe this as one of the most
beautiful train routes in the world, and they’re not exaggerating. The
views were even nicer than what we’d had driving along the St.
Lawrence earlier in the week, with the bonus of not having to worry
about driving.
Normally the route between Albany and New York is one of
the most reliable Amtrak runs. Today was the exception, though.
There were signal problems on the tracks, which forced us to crawl
along much of the way. A couple of people behind us in the car were
changing trains in New York, and they grew increasingly worried
about missing their connections. That wouldn’t be a problem for
Margaret and me. We had a very long layover, so arriving late would
actually be a good thing.

Website view of the Hudson highlands,
which is very similar to the view from the train

Eventually we made it Rhinebeck, a town that was in the news a few years back when President Clinton’s daughter married the
son of former Iowa Congressman Ed Mezvinsky. It surprised me that the platform was full of people in Rhinebeck. Amtrak runs hourly
service along the Hudson, so I wouldn’t think there’d be a lot of demand for any one particular train. Dozens of people wanted to get on
train #284 this afternoon, though. [Probably some of the demand comes from the fact that such frequent service IS available. It’s
sort of an “if you build it, they will come” phenomenon.]
There were signal problems all the way to Poughkeepsie. South of there the tracks are owned by the Metro North commuter
railroad, with multiple tracks that allow easy passing and express runs. A woman and child across the aisle from us were ticketed to New
York, but they actually got off the train at Poughkeepsie. Most likely their actual destination was somewhere in the suburbs, and it was
quicker for them to take a commuter train there than to go all the way into the city and come back. [I’ve seen people do similar things
in both the Los Angeles and Chicago areas, as well as New York. Depending on the time of day, it might be easier to get off at
a suburban stop or downtown, depending on where their final destination is.]
New York is one of the largest metropolitan areas on earth, yet much of it is really very rural. The bluffs along the Hudson look
almost mountainous, and twice I saw deer beside the tracks as we made our way south.
There was one more bout with track issues. At one point we were at a severe angle, and understandably we ran very slowly
through that section. I wondered if they might not have had some flooding or other severe weather here that had damaged the tracks.
We made it through safely, but it did seem to be an accomplishment to pass through the area safely. [I recently read that a benefit of
the COVID-19 pandemic is that the extremely low transit ridership has freed up time for the subway and commuter railroads to
do long postponed but necessary track work.]
As we made our way through the suburbs I overheard some kids complaining about a math placement test they were taking.
That stood out because I’ve spent a lot of time this summer tutoring kids for precisely that purpose. It bothers me that colleges put so
much weight on a single test, particularly when that exam has very little in common with what “experts” say we should be teaching. (The
colleges are looking for much more old-fashioned skills than those that the government-advocated Common CORE says we should
cover.) It was kind of refreshing to see that the hatred of such tests was universal. I’m looking at making some changes in the classes I
teach that will directly address some of the topics covered on these tests. There’s really not much reason anyone in the modern world
needs to know topics like extracting roots by hand or simplifying logarithms, but if the colleges are looking for those skills, I suppose I
should be teaching them.
[I really think that the real purpose of such tests is so the colleges can make more money. By placing students into
artificially low courses, they get are requiring the kids to take between 4 and 8 semester hours of credit they wouldn’t otherwise
have to do. Having taught a theoretically “advanced” college course for years as an adjunct instructor, I can’t tell any difference
between students who took those lower courses and those who tested directly into the more advanced class. What really
matters in advanced math is basic algebra—things like how to solve an equation, rather than simplifying logs and extracting
roots. The other thing that matters is the student’s work ethic, and no test will tell how good that is.]
We passed by numerous Metro North stations, just making a couple of quick stops at Croton—Harmon and Younkers. South of
there we ran mostly underground into New York’s Penn Station.
As we neared the end of the line, many people on the train got out their cell phones to let people know they were arriving. The
most amusing of these was a college-aged black guy who was seated directly in front of me. Whenever he had opened his mouth
throughout the trip, he had been well-spoken and eloquent. When he got out his cell phone at Younkers, though, he spoke in black slang.
I remember the topic of code-shifting coming up in a linguistics class I took years ago, and this was a perfect example of that. The guy
could obviously shift from standard English to ghetto talk at the drop of a hat.
The other phone conversation I overheard was from a woman behind us who had been on the train ever since Rochester. Her
daughter had apparently given birth this morning, and she was headed to see her new grandchild. On the final leg of the Amtrak journey,
she was calling to get specific directions from the train station to the hospital.
We arrived in New York around 5:45pm, almost exactly two hours late. We grabbed our bags and made our way up into the
main part of the station. Penn Station was utter chaos. People seemed to be running all over the place in no particular order. I’ve described
Union Station in Chicago as crazy, but it‘s very tame compared to NYC.
The first order of business in New York was to check our luggage. They don’t offer checked baggage on the Empire service,
since most of the smaller stations are unstaffed. The long-distance trains between here and Chicago, though, do have baggage cars, and
it was easier to get rid of our bas than keep track of them. At most Amtrak stations you check luggage at the ticket counters, just as you
would do at an airport. We queued there, only to be told once we got to the front that we’d been waiting at the wrong place. Strangely, at
Penn Station they check the luggage in the baggage claim area. That makes sense logistically, but it would have been nice if they’d had
a sign to tell us that.
Once we got to baggage claim, checking our luggage was no problem at all. The bags actually ended up following a slightly
different itinerary than we were. That might be a problem with the TSA security people, but it wasn’t any issue for us. The attendant put
“CHI” tags on them and stapled the receipts to our ticket. That left us each with just one carry-on.
Our original plan had been to drop our bags in the Club Acela lounge and then go out exploring in the city. In particular, Margaret
was interested in seeing the High Line trail I had gone hiking on a few years back. However, it had started raining about the time we

arrived in New York, and since both of us were tired anyway, we just spent our whole layover in the station—first in Club Acela and then
in the general waiting area.
The Club Acela lounge in New York is right
next to the baggage claim area, and we made our way
inside. Margaret presented another pass, and it was
nice to get out of the confusion in the main part of the
station. I’d read some negative reviews of this lounge
ahead of time, but it seemed more worth its money
than the Metropolitan Lounge in Chicago. The place
was virtually deserted, a quiet retreat from all the
bedlam. There was row on row of enormous blue easy
chairs. I did some quick multiplication and figured that
at peak times they could accommodate 150 or so.
Even if it were full, I think this would be a nice place to
spend some time. The lighting is subdued, the padded
surfaces absorb much of the noise from the room
itself, and thick walls isolate it from the din outside.
Just as in Chicago they had coffee and soft drinks
available, as well as chips, pretzels, and pastries. We
snacked a bit and we used their free internet, but
mostly we just relaxed. [Most of the people who
write negative reviews about the Amtrak lounges
seem to expect them to be like the first class
lounges at an airport. Amtrak doesn’t serve liquor
in its lounges, nor do they have provide full meals.
Margaret Sullivan in the empty Club Acela – New York Penn Station
They do provide free snacks and soft drinks, though, and they provide a pleasant place to pass the time. Since its relocation,
the Metropolitan Lounge in Chicago has become the flagship lounge for Amtrak. It is absolutely enormous, far larger and far
nicer than any of the lounges in the East.]
Several people came and went during the three hours or so we were in Club Acela. It amazed me just how briefly most of them
were here. While the Chicago lounge caters to long-distance sleeping car passengers, in New York they deal mostly with business
travelers. Most of them seem to just come in, use the restroom, grab a snack, and head on their way again. My bet is that even a few
minutes here is a nice refuge from the chaos outside, though. [Since the relocation they’ve changed the policy in the Chicago
lounge so that business class short-distance passengers are also welcome there. The average stay in Chicago is still quite a
bit longer than in New York, though.]
The businessmen appear to use the lounge quite frequently. This was made evident by the fact that most of them seemed to
personally know the girl running the desk. She was an attractive twenty-something woman named Amira who wore a Moslem headscarf.
The businessmen addressed her by name and treated her the way I’d expect them to deal with their personal secretaries. One even
introduced her to other members of his family, as if she were a close friend.
New York’s Club Acela closes at 9pm on weekends, and they politely kicked us out when that hour arrived. We grabbed a couple
more snacks to eat on the train and made our way to the exit. Unfortunately we still had six hours to kill before our train would be departing.
[This is a definite advantage to the Chicago Metropolitan Lounge. It’s open whenever the station is open, which is generally
5am to midnight—with longer hours when trains are running late.]
While in the lounge we’d looked online at the dining options in Penn Station and decided to have dinner at TGI Friday’s. That
turned out to be a mistake. While most of the Penn Station concessions have prices similar to what you’d see on the streets of Manhattan
(the same or just slightly more than you’d expect to pay in other parts of the country), TGI Friday’s had some of the most exorbitant prices
either of us had ever seen. If we’d wanted to, we could have paid $19 for a hamburger and fries. No burger is worth that much—anywhere.
Since we were already seated, we pretty much had to order something, so we ended up choosing from the appetizer menu. We both had
French onion soup. I had a tiny portion of barbecued chicken flatbread, and Margaret had a small side salad. We both just had tap water
to drink. Everything tasted good, but the bill came to $38.46—not including tax and tip. That’s an absurd amount, but I guess you live and
learn. [We’d chosen TGI Friday’s because Margaret was insistent on eating at a sit-down restaurant. The vast majority of the
places are walk-up businesses like what you’d find in the food court of a mall. The high prices at TGI Friday’s are probably
paying for their high rent for the space they need to provide table seating.]
After an incredibly overpriced dinner, we had an unexpectedly cheap and very nice dessert. There was a Häagen-Daaz shop
right next door to TGI Friday’s, so we made a quick stop there. We got their smallest size (which was called “kiddie”, but I’m not proud),
which was about $2.50 each. Margaret got a scoop of dulce de leche, while I had black cherry amaretto. It was really good ice cream,
and the price was certainly better than our dinner.
We also got some hot chocolate at a Tim Horton’s in the station. (Canada’s influence goes all the way south to New York City.)
[Apparently Timmie’s has since closed their locations in NYC, but they are still very common in upstate New York.] Then we
made our way to the waiting room shared by Amtrak and New Jersey Transit, a sea of steel and black plastic chairs beneath rows of
fluorescent lights that looks like the largest airport gate you could imagine. This immense waiting area could easily seat a couple thousand
people, and they likely need all that seating at peak departure times. Fortunately it was not nearly so full on a Saturday night. Two-thirds
of the space had been blocked off completely, and the remaining part was less than half full.

While we waited they played classical instrumental music
rather loudly, interrupted by frequent announcements. Before midnight
a male voice announced all the New Jersey Transit departures (and one
Amtrak train), giving the track it was on and every single one of the
stations it served. He would then repeat the final destination and track
at the end. Announcements were made about ten minutes prior to
departure, with a “last call” about two minutes before each train left. The
announcer had a distinctive New York accent, but his voice was also
very clear. He was much easier to understand than the voices on
loudspeakers I’ve heard at most other transit hubs.
In addition to the departures, the music was interrupted by
safety announcements. A female voice (with an even stronger New York
accent) had recorded these, and they played over and over and over again. Most weren’t very memorable, but one that did stand out was
a warning not to pet the police dogs if the cops happened to take them through the station.
Waiting lounge – New York Penn Station

There were also brief announcements of the arrival of various Amtrak trains. The official announcements were done very quickly,
something like “Amtrak is pleased to announce the arrival of train #284 from Niagara Falls”. Before most of the trains arrived, though,
there was a series of announcements asking red caps (the porters who tote people’s luggage in exchange for tips) to go to various
platforms. These were a bit more cryptic, something like “Red cap code 7 and code 5, platform 16”. Codes 5 and 7 in particular got
repeated several times while we waited. Later on I searched the internet for what these codes might mean, but I couldn’t find anything
that broke the code. I’d imagine they refer to something like elderly and/or handicapped passengers who need assistance.
I used the restroom shortly before midnight. The men’s room I chose was enormous, with twenty-five or more stools in their little
compartments and nearly as many sinks. However, they’d blocked off a large part of the facility so that only about half a dozen toilets and
three sinks were usable. I assume they do that to prevent crime. Blocking off the back portion keeps the part that is open busy, which
makes it less likely that anything bad might happen.
I also stopped by a newsstand, where I picked up today’s Jersey Journal, the paper from Newark. For some reason they
undercharged me for the paper. Perhaps it was because it was a Saturday morning paper, and by now the Sunday papers were available.
Whatever the reason, though, I paid half the printed price.
I read through the paper and did some more reading in my Kindle. I also did a bit of people watching, but nothing terribly
memorable. Eventually Saturday night turned to the wee hours of Sunday morning.

Shortly after midnight some cops came through the station. The waiting area is only supposed to be for ticketed passengers,
and the officers asked several people for their tickets. It was fairly clear they were doing some profiling in who they asked. They skipped
right over Margaret and me (even though we were waiting for far longer than the two hours that their sign says is the maximum), but they
requested tickets from anyone who looked a bit on the scruffy side. One of the men they talked to was an old geezer who was camped
out in the very back row of the waiting room, behind where Margaret and I were sitting. With no offense to the gentleman, he’s someone
I would have asked for a ticket as well; he just looked like a homeless guy. It turned out the guy would be staying quite a bit longer than
two hours. He had an Amtrak ticket, but his train wouldn’t be leaving until Tuesday. Apparently he had missed a connection. This was the
first ticket out he could get, and after buying it he couldn’t afford a hotel room. I assume his missed connection was on a plane or a bus,
because Amtrak would have put him up at their expense if he’d missed a guaranteed train connection. He was apparently headed to
Arizona, so he’d be spending a long time on trains after he left Penn Station. The cops were a bit surprised at just how long he planned
to camp out in the waiting room, but they let him stay. They were polite to everyone, though they did tell at least one bum to move along.
They switched train announcers at midnight. The male voice gave way to a female one. She wasn’t quite as clear as the person
she’d replaced, but it was still more distinct than loudspeakers often are.
The last of the New Jersey Transit trains left around 1am. They call this “the city that never sleeps” for a reason, though; the
station remained quite busy through the night. A surprising number of the businesses in the station are open around the clock. I got more
cocoa at a Dunkin’ Donuts; and the newsstand, a couple of sandwich places, and a pizza joint were also open all night long. Amtrak
closes down its ticket windows in the wee hours, though. They have electronic kiosks available, but there’s no one who can assist
passengers in person.
Something bizarre and annoying about Penn Station is that they don’t announce the tracks where trains will depart until the last
possible moment. When they do there’s always a mad rush to the escalator that leads down to that track. The train we were booked on
(#67) had arrived from Boston right on time at 2:15am. The train has a long layover in New York while they switch engines. I could see
on the arrival screen that it had come in on platform #10. However there’s a 10-E and a 10-W, and it was not clear whether we’d be
departing on the east or the west platform. Around 2:30 we made our way outside the waiting room and into the main part of the station.

We still couldn’t go to a track, though, because the escalators to both 10-E and 10-W are set on up rather than down. So we stared at
the big schedule board and basically just twiddled our thumbs. [I think they delay making the announcements because the platforms
at Penn Station are very narrow, and they don’t want people crowding there waiting until it’s okay to board. It is annoying,
though.]
Finally at 2:50 they announced that train 67 to Newport News would be departing from platform 10-E. I was glad we’d come out
early, because the second they reversed the escalator, there was a mad dash down to the platform. Margaret and I were #3 and #4 down
the escalator, and it was lucky for us we were. This was an extremely full train, and lots of people who boarded at Boston and Providence
had chosen to sit by themselves. I think we ended up getting the only available pair of seats next to each other on the entire train. As
other people couples and families boarded, we saw them going from car to car unsuccessfully looking for seats together. Eventually they
all just sat down separately, and pretty much every seat was full by the time we headed out.
We left Penn Station right on time at 3am. Of course we were dead tired, but we had to stay awake long enough for the conductor
to scan our ticket. That was made easier by a very loud announcement they made as we left that told us the lounge was open and serving.
They normally don’t make announcements on night trains. They probably had to do this one, though, since about a third of the passengers
boarded in New York and wouldn’t have known the lounge hours. (Amtrak lounge cars normally close overnight, but on a train that
operates primarily through the night it makes sense they’d be open.) The loudness of the announcement was jolting, though. (As I’ve said
earlier, they’d do well to put information like this on a card in the seat pockets. I have no idea why they don’t do something like that.)
Because of the volume of passengers, the conductor didn’t get around to scanning our tickets until we’d left Newark. Once he
did, I immediately fell asleep, and I think Margaret did as well. While this wasn’t a long night, we actually slept remarkably well. I was
aware of our stop in Philadelphia, mostly because there was a big crowd on the platform and it was obviously raining outside. Besides
that, I wasn’t really aware of anything until we got to Baltimore and it was morning. Our car was really very quiet, which made it easy to
sleep. I wasn’t looking forward to this leg of the trip when I booked it, but it turned out that it wasn’t a problem at all.
The first station they announced over the loudspeaker was BWI Airport, which we reached at about 6:20am. While it serves the
airport, this appears to mostly be a commuter rail stop that serves the suburbs between Baltimore and Washington, D.C. We also made
a quick stop at New Carrollton, which is the end of one of the Washington metro lines. We sped on significantly faster than the metro,
and we reached Union Station a little bit ahead of schedule at 6:45am.
While the train would continue into Virginia, it appeared that Washington was the destination for the vast majority of people on
board. It was ours as well, and we joined a long line headed into the station. We soon found the D.C. Club Acela, and we made our way
inside.
Once we entered we found a number of people had spent the night in the first class lounge. Their train had arrived late in
Washington, which caused them to miss a connection. Normally Amtrak would put them up in a hotel overnight. Apparently there were
conventions in the area this weekend, and all the hotels in both the Washington and Baltimore areas were booked solid. The Amtrak
employees really were doing their best to accommodate everyone. One of the redcaps even called his wife to ask if it was all right if a
passenger (an elderly black woman) spent the day resting at their house. When it was agreed she would do that, the woman just beamed
and proclaimed, “You’re such a blessing!” He may have gotten a good tip for that, though I doubt it. I don’t think the guy was thinking of
money when he made the arrangements, either. I think he was just doing what he thought was right.

David Burrow and Margaret Sullivan in the Club Acela Lounge – Washignton Union Station
There were about a dozen people who had been put up overnight in the lounge as well. Most took things in stride and did little
to call attention to themselves. There was one group of three I couldn’t help but notice, though. It included a dowdy middle aged white
woman, her obese teenaged son, and a young black man who happened to be on the same train they were. The kid and the black guy
were taking everything in stride, but the woman had a nasty attitude and wanted everyone to know it. What provoked the woman was
that apparently at some point in the wee hours a guard had come into the lounge and asked what she was doing there. The lounge is
normally closed overnight, so it makes sense that a guard would be suspicious. The woman didn’t seem to see that, though. She went
on and on and on about how the guard should have been told about the problem and that she had a right to be in the lounge. Perhaps
he should have been told, but most likely they were operating on a skeleton shift on Sunday morning and that had been overlooked.

Obviously the guard hadn’t kicked her out, so I’m not sure why she was making such a big deal of it. She kept telling anyone who would
listen about it, though. At one point she told the story to a red cap and added to it that the guard had also asked the black guy why he
was there. The red cap turned to the black man and asked, “So was it a racial thing?” “No,” the man responded with a laugh, “he could
see I was black.” Both he and the boy seemed to think that being interrogated by the guard was no big deal. The woman was making a
federal case of it, though. It was really rather comical watching her get all huffy.
We cleaned up and changed clothes in the restrooms at Club Acela. The thing that was most difficult to do was brushing our
teeth. That’s because the sinks had a strange modern design with motion-activated faucets that barely dripped. Brushing teeth has to be
a common use for those restrooms, and a lot of travelers must end up with toothpaste left in their brushes.
They had cinnamon danishes set out for breakfast, and we snacked on those with some coffee and juice. I wanted something a
bit more substantial, so I went out walking around the station and picked up an Egg McMuffin at a very busy McDonalds franchise. The
prices at this McDonalds were quite reasonable. In fact an Egg McMuffin here actually cost less than they charge in Algona.
They had complimentary copies of the Sunday New York Times available in the lounge, a paper that is almost impossibly large.
I couldn’t begin to count how many sections there were, most with surprisingly little actual content. The one memorable article in the
entire paper was about the Iowa caucuses, and in particular how potential Republican Presidential candidates make an annual trek to
the Hawkeye state to fawn over Governor Branstad on his birthday. It’s interesting to read someone else’s perspective on the caucuses.
As an Iowan, I honestly find the whole thing rather annoying—though I will say it’s good to have the opportunity to actually meet politicians
in person if you want to. It also provides a lot of income for our TV and radio stations. The main problem I have with the caucuses is that
they tend to favor more extreme candidates, because the only people who really care about the caucuses are the hard-liners from both
political parties.
They announced at 10:40am that the Cardinal was ready for departure, and an employee walked us out to the platform. The
Cardinal actually originates in New York; in fact, our bags had been placed on it earlier this morning. Like all trains that run the Northeast
Corridor, though, it switches from electric to diesel power at Washington, and they have a long layover here to swap out the engine.
Most of the people boarding the Cardinal from the Club Acela lounge were traveling in sleeping cars. In fact, Margaret and I
were the only coach passengers to board from there. There was a single car attendant working all of the coaches, and while he was
pleasant to us, it was also clear we’d surprised him by coming out earlier than he’d expected. He seated us in an empty car right behind
the lounge. He had pre-numbered seat tags and got out one, but then swapped it out and gave us another. When we got in the car, I
realized what he’d done. The tag we got was for seats 55 and 56, which was in the second row back from the front of the car. He’d
originally gotten a tag that would have been the front row. Those seats, though, had no windows, and I think they try to avoid using them
unless all the other seats are full.
[Noting that it was mostly sleeper passengers boarding from the lounge reminds me that I’ve taken the Cardinal three
times now. Each time I’ve priced sleepers, but the cost has not even been remotely affordable. On many trains a sleeper is
$100 - $200 more than the price of a coach, which can be justified if you think of what it would cost to pay for a hotel room and
meals over the same period. On the Cardinal, though, roomettes cost $500 - $600 more than the coach fare, and there’s nothing
about an Amtrak roomette that’s worth that much for an overnight trip.]
It turned out the windowless seats would be occupied more than they were empty. No one was sitting there when we left
Washington at 11am, but they seated a family there just one stop later in Alexandria. The family moved a couple stops later, but they
kept putting short distance passengers in those seats all through the trip.
Beside and behind us were a group of middle-aged black women who were traveling together. They were from Kankakee, Illinois,
and they’d apparently come out to Washington on sort of a girls’ getaway. The car attendant was also black, and apparently he had also
been working the train that the women were on when they came out to D.C. The attendant joked with the ladies throughout the trip, and
they egged him on. He called the whole group troublemakers, and one in particular he referred to as “the spawn of Satan”. It was just
friendly teasing, and the women obviously enjoyed the attention.
I must say, though, that there were times I was tempted to agree with the attendant’s appraisal of the group. The woman right
behind me, for instance, spent quite a while listening to snippets of music on an .mp3 player. She had no headphones, so everything she
heard was also audible to everyone else in the car. Had she played a whole song, it wouldn’t have bothered me much, but instead she’d
just play a short clip and then fast forward to something else. I wondered if she had an attention span longer than five seconds. [I’ve
encountered similar things on many occasions. It amazes me how many people don’t ever seem to listen to a complete song.]
I found the little bursts of music annoying, and I think Margaret was about to turn around and strangle her. Later on there were several
times the women got to talking across the aisle quite loudly. At one point I turned to Margaret and sarcastically whispered, “They need to
learn to use their inside voices”—and indeed most preschoolers have a better sense of appropriate volume than these women did.
While the conductor came around to take our tickets, there was a message on his intercom about workers that would be on the
tracks in eastern Virginia. It was interesting that after receiving the message, the conductor had to respond not just with a “10-4” or “roger”,
but by quickly summarizing the essence of what had been said.
We were about ten minutes late at Manassas. Around this time I made a note in the outline I kept to prepare this travelogue
about “circle the wagons” suburbs. Manassas is a perfect example of one of my least favorite types of development: endless culs-de-sac
[When I first wrote this, I think I was attempting to pretentiously use a French plural here, but in French it would actually be
culs-de-sacs, with both the “bottoms” and “bags” plural.] filled with oversized homes on undersized treeless lots. I’ve never
understood why people like cul-de-sacs. Maybe it’s the math teacher in me, but I like grids and through streets. I also like yards and trees,

things modern suburbia seems to think are unnecessary. [I occasionally watch house-hunting shows on TV, and I invariably hate
the places that most appeal to the searchers. They want cul-de-sacs and fenced lots, both of which give me a hemmed-in,
claustrophobic feeling. I grew up on a big corner lot with streets on which I could easily walk or bike to get to downtown, the
park, school, or pretty much anywhere in town. Modern suburbs just seem cut-off from everything, and I don’t see what attracts
people to them.]
Fortunately the view rapidly improved
as we headed west. We’d taken the Cardinal
when we went out to Washington a couple years
ago at Christmas. It was gorgeous in winter, and
the trip is every bit as beautiful in August. To my
eye the eastern mountains have some of the
most lovely scenery anywhere. I was definitely
glad we’d ended up with window seats.
I alternated doing some reading with
looking out the window. I finished Maverick
Jetpants and began a book called Brandwashed:
Tricks Companies Use to Manipulate Our Minds
and Persuade Us to Buy. I tend to like nonfiction
books in general, and this marketing and
consumer treatise was really rather interesting. I
also browsed through some of my old
travelogues about trips I’d taken on Amtrak in the
past. I even did a bit of writing, jotting down notes
for a sermon I‘d be giving at church next week
when we couldn’t find anyone to fill our pulpit.
[Over the years I’ve preached eleven times at
our church. While that’s eleven more times
View from the Cardinal – somewhere in West Virginia
than I really wanted to, I’m actually kind of
proud of the sermons I’ve given. The one referred to here was called “Shut Up and Listen”. It played off the United Church of
Christ’s new slogan, “God Is Still Speaking”, and noted that if that’s true, we’ve got to actually be open to hearing what God is
saying to us.]
The tracks the Cardinal follows through West Virginia are HORRIBLE, but for some reason the train speeds along them. We
jostled and jolted, and we swayed to angles that made me sure we’d derail. It almost felt like an amusement park ride, and I was certainly
glad we made it through safely.
It was a bit too warm with the sun shining in the car, and the heat made me rather drowsy. I purposely made myself stay awake
through the daylight hours, though. Not only did I want to enjoy the scenery, but I knew I’d sleep better if I was truly tired when darkness
came.
A young woman and her kindergarten-aged son boarded somewhere in eastern West Virginia and were seated in the windowless
seats at the front of our car. The son spent much of the trip crying. I thought he was just being a brat, but apparently he had hurt his knee,
and he was crying because he was legitimately in pain. I found that out when they left the train at Charleston and the mother had to carry
the kid off. I ended up hauling her bags off the train.
It was roughly sunset when we got to Charleston, a dumpy city in a spectacular setting. I decided it was appropriate to declare
it night there, so I went to sleep. I was aware the stop in Huntington around 10pm, but I really didn’t wake up for it.

When we’d taken the Cardinal out to Washington a couple years ago, neither Margaret nor I slept much at all. This time, though,
I got a very good night’s sleep. I don’t think Margaret slept quite so well, but she also got more sleep than she expected to. There were
no children in the car, and the loud women around us quieted down overnight. It certainly wasn’t the same as sleeping in a comfortable
bed, but I did get some good rest.
I was fully awake when we got to Indianapolis about 6am. There was a long stop there, because they added extra cars to the
train. Margaret told me they had also added a private car at Cincinnati, but I had slept through that. Apparently by the time we got to
Chicago, the train was quite a bit longer than it had been when it started.
Margaret and I made our way to the diner to get some breakfast. Most of the eastern trains have downgraded their food service,
in response to prodding from Congress to cut costs. The result is what they call “diner-lite”. (That’s actually what the waiter’s ticket book

says.) A single car combines the diner and lounge. The lounge part is similar to what you’d find on any other train, but the diner is much
smaller. A single employee serves as both cook and waiter. The food is mostly prepared ahead of time and warmed in convection ovens
before serving—the same sort of thing they did when they used to serve meals on airplanes. The result is about the same as an airplane
meal, too—and that’s not a compliment. [As I noted before, they recently completely did away with sit-down food service on
Amtrak’s eastern trains, again due to Congressional-mandated cost-cutting. The cost od a diner isn’t really the food, but the
salaries and benefits paid to cooks and waiters. Sleeping car passengers still get free food with their ticket, but these days it’s
“room service” packaged meals (mostly cold) catered by outside services.]
Margaret ordered an omelet with cheese and vegetables, while I had a blintz and French toast strips. Margaret described her
pre-made omelet as similar to what some hotels serve on their breakfast buffets. The vegetables were served on the side, which she said
was better than if they’d tried to mix them in with the omelet. On my plate both the blintz and the French toast strips were edible, but
rather flavorless. Both plates also included little lumps they described as “chicken and apple sausage”, which was one of the most
disgusting things I’ve ever eaten. I’m not much of a sausage fan anyway, and to my mind sausage shouldn’t contain either chicken or
apples. [I assume they were accommodating Jewish and Muslim diets with this choice.] I finished mine, but it was all I could do to
keep it down.
A woman from Seattle was seated with us at breakfast. She both looked and acted a lot like a somewhat younger version of my
Aunt Alaire. Coincidentally Alaire used to live in Seattle. We had a rather superficial conversation with her (which is usually the case with
Amtrak meal companions), but it was pleasant enough. By the way, I couldn’t help but notice this woman didn’t touch her sausage.
Shortly after we’d finished breakfast we passed a rail yard filled with piles of a white substance. I’m not sure what the stuff was,
but it looked like snowdrifts in August.
Before long we reached Crawfordsville, Indiana, which has one of the saddest
looking Amtrak stations I’ve seen anywhere. The place looks more like a storage shed
than a train station. A single passenger got on at Crawfordsville, a high school girl who
was seated in the windowless row next to a black woman who had gotten on in
Charleston. Both of them slept most of the rest of the way to Chicago.
At one point during our ride a strange horn sounded in the lounge car. It
sounded rather like a car alarm going off. I have no clue what it was, but it certainly
raised me from my drowsiness.
During a lengthy stop in Lafayette, Indiana, I went back to use the restroom. I
changed, shaved, and brushed my teeth. Then I threw away the toothbrush, which was
still caked with the toothpaste I couldn’t get rid of in Washington. I’d packed another
brush in the bag I’d left in Princeton, so I could use that one tomorrow.
Amtrak’s route guide for the Cardinal talks about “unforgettable views and
stunning natural beauty”. They specifically mention the Blue Ridge and Allegheny
Mountains, the Kentucky horse country, and white-water rivers in West Virginia. After
Website view of Crawfordsville station
that, the remainder of the description simply says “The train continues through farm country, past Indianapolis and northward to Chicago.”
Indiana is definitely not part of the stunning beauty on the Cardinal; in fact, it’s rather boring. The main note I made while we crossed
northern Indiana was that there were notably more beans than corn in the fields. That stood out, because in recent years corn has
definitely dominated in central Iowa. Corn prices are way down this year, in spite of all the new ethanol plants, so maybe the Indiana
farmers know something their Iowa counterparts don’t.
We’d sped through those bad tracks yesterday, but today we lost more and more time on level ground. As is almost always the
case on Amtrak, the culprit was freight trains. We crawled past a couple of trains, and then stopped and waited while other trains crawled
past us. I always feel a bit antsy toward the end of the trip, so all this stop-and-go annoyed me.
I could finally tell we were in Chicago when I saw street signs in the shapes and colors I recognized from the city. Soon I also
saw CTA buses on the streets below us. We crossed under the Dan Ryan Expressway and made our way past Comiskey and on to Union
Station. We officially arrived at 11:54am, an hour and forty-nine minutes late.
We made our way into the station and to the baggage claim room. We were pleased that ours were among the first bags around
the carousel, and they made it through intact. We wheeled the bags to the Metropolitan Lounge, where Margaret exchanged another of
her passes for admission. The lounge was extremely busy, but we eventually managed to stow our bags and use the restroom.
It was interesting that several of the people checking into the lounge were Amish. Amish people travel by train a lot, though I’d
never seen any in the lounge before. I’m not sure if these people had traveled in a sleeper, or if they (like Margaret) had one-day passes.
It was good weather today, and we had a lengthy layover, so after relaxing just a bit in the lounge, we set out to do a bit of
exploring. We walked east from Union Station, past “Skydeck Chicago”, the public entrance for what used to be called the Sears Tower.
Interestingly the teenagers from the Amish family we’d seen in the lounger were waiting in line for the skydeck as we passed by.
We made our way to the Quincy ‘L’ station. It took quite a while to figure out where to add money to our Ventra cards, because
the machine for that purpose was at platform level rather than in the mezzanine. Eventually we did, though, and we made our way out to
the platform. A woman on the platform looked rather confused. She asked if we were from Chicago and if we could give her directions to

the Shedd Aquarium. While we’re not Chicagoans, both Margaret and I are pretty familiar with the city—and especially with how to get
various places on the ‘L’. There are actually several routes she could have chosen, but the easiest was to catch the orange line and just
ride it over to Roosevelt. She could either walk or take a bus to the museum campus from there. The woman was from Phoenix, and she
was very impressed with Chicago’s transit system. It’s something I’ve come to take for granted, but the CTA mostly does do a good job.
We also got on the orange line. However we continued past Roosevelt and on to 35th Street. The train ran very slowly around
the Halsted stop, which brought an unpleasant thought to my mind. I’d read that just a couple weeks before this trip there had been an
armed robbery on the orange line. Two teenagers had pointed guns at passengers between the Halsted and Roosevelt stops (the longest
space between stops on the orange line). No one was shot, but a woman who refused to turn over her purse was pistol whipped. There
are cameras in most of the ‘L’ cars these days, and they managed to catch the thugs from surveillance footage. The probability of another
‘L’ robbery is pretty much nil, but of course it passed through my mind when the train slowed down in exactly the spot it had happened.
Our lunch stop today was at a place I’d wanted to go to when I
was in Chicago back at Easter. Lindy’s/Gertie’s combines an old-time
chili house with an old-time ice cream parlor. The place looks like it was
probably a dive when it was founded in in the first two decades of the
20th Century, and it hasn’t changed much since then. Decades ago the
ago the place was apparently used to film a sketch for Saturday Night Live. We didn’t know that ahead of time. I just thought the place
sounded interesting and hoped the food would be good. It was. I ordered a cup of chili and a ham on cheese on rye bread, plus a hot
fudge sundae for dessert. I’d probably rank the chili lowest among the dishes, but it wasn’t bad. The sundae was out of this world.
Margaret had a cheeseburger and a “Sweet 16” sundae that included strawberries and bananas. Our waitress told us that the high school
kid who had made it had apparently goofed up the ingredients. She had added what was missing, and the thing ended up lop-sided. It
wasn’t much to look at, a leaning tower of ice cream, whipped cream, and fruit. Margaret said it was very tasty, though. She also
proclaimed the burger excellent, so overall it was a very nice lunch.
We rode the orange line up to Roosevelt and then transferred to a very crowded green line train. We rode west to one of my
favorite places in Chicago, the Garfield Park Conservatory. The glass roof of the botanic center had apparently been damaged in a hail
storm, and many parts of it were closed for construction. The indoor parts that were open were interesting, though, and we also saw a
number of outdoor gardens I hadn’t even known were there. It made for a really fun afternoon.
We took the ‘L’ back to the Clinton stop and joined a rush hour crowd in walking from there to Union Station. It started dripping
again as we made our way down Clinton Street, sort of a theme of this trip. We made our way to the lounge, which was much quieter
than it had been when we left. We claimed our bags, and then just relaxed for a while.
As the time for our train to depart approached, each of used the restroom while the other watched the bags. While Margaret was
in the bathroom they asked that passengers on the Illinois Zephyr come to the front to be walked to the platform. I came up there and
sheepishly noted where Margaret was. When she came out, I told one of the women at the desk we were there for the Illinois Zephyr.
She seemed confused, and I reminded her they had announced we would be walked to the platform. While she seemed a bit annoyed,
she did join take us out so we could cut through the crowd. However, when we got to the platform area, she found they weren’t yet ready
to board. She ended up having us sit in the area where they send business class passengers for pre-boarding. We were there just a few
minutes, and then it was really time to board our final train of the trip. [With the new lounge they seem to have even more problems
with communicating between the platform staff and the lounge staff when regional trains need to board. These days they no
longer escort passengers to the train. Instead they announce the departure, passengers make their way to the platform area,
and then guards scold them because the train isn’t actually yet ready for boarding. That’s happened to me four or five times in
recent years. I really do think they could find a way to improve communication.]
We were scheduled to depart at 5:55pm, but by my watch we actually pulled out a couple minutes early. Soon the conductor
came around, and I handed him the much worn computer print-out that was our ticket. The whole itinerary for both of us had been booked
as a single ticket, so this was the sixth time it had been scanned. They’d also stapled baggage tags to it twice and then ripped off those
tags, so the paper was really very worn. It still scanned correctly, though, so we were good to go.
We had an uneventful ride back to Princeton, arriving about five minutes late. Strangely, Princeton was by far the most popular
destination on this train. A handful of people had gotten off at most of the other stops, and the remaining stops each had just a few seat
tags. At Princeton, though, there were at least two dozen passengers departing. Many of them were part of some girls sports team that
had been in Chicago for some event. We all got off, and when the train departed, we made our way to the parking lot.
[Princeton is usually a major stop on the Illinois Zephyr. It’s much more popular than anywhere east of it, and it’s usually got
about the same number of passengers as Galesburg and Macomb to the west.]
We drove north about a mile and pulled into the Princeton Ecololodge, a place both of us had stayed multiple times before. This
was the one place Margaret had booked in her name, so she went through the check-in formalities. We got a double room on the second
floor that I think was right next door from the one we’d been in the last time we were here. Princeton’s Econolodge is not a luxurious hotel,
but it’s perfectly acceptable. I’d rank it a little below the one in Painted Post, but far ahead of Malone.
For dinner tonight we just walked to a Wendy’s that was across the parking lot from the Econolodge. I had some more chili, while
Margaret had one of their half salads. That’s something both she and I like about Wendy’s. Unlike most fast food places, they sell smaller
portions of salads, so you don’t need to eat or pay for something enormous.
There were two men in front of us in line at Wendy’s. The older of the two men was paying for the meals, but he appeared to be
about 50¢ short. The kid at the counter was surprisingly accommodating. He just gave the man his food without batting an eye. The

difference seemed like enough that it would raise a problem when they audited the cash register, so it certainly surprised me that the kid
just let it go.
It started raining almost the moment we got back to our room. It was light at first, but soon it was truly pouring. On the local news
they made it sound as if the rain was welcome, as it had apparently been quite dry recently. That would certainly be a change from earlier
in the summer.
It was good to see local news at 10pm instead of 11:00. A lot of the stories tonight had a back to school theme. Apparently the
Rock Island public schools were in session this week, a time that seems absurdly early to me. We’re starting at Garrigan August 19, and
that seems incredibly early. [Iowa schools no longer can start that early.]
It was good to have an actual bed again. We settled in, and I think we both slept pretty well tonight.

Margaret was up very early this morning, before 7am. I dragged myself out of bed shortly after that, and we both got ready for
the day. We made our way downstairs, where the breakfast bar featured toaster waffles instead of the ubiquitous do-it-yourself Belgian
waffles so many hotels have. I like toaster waffles because they’re both smaller and cleaner than the other kind. I also grabbed a couple
of miniature cinnamon rolls they had set out. What they didn’t have at the Econolodge was decent coffee. After checking out we made
our way across the street to McDonalds to pick up some decent brew.
We headed west on I-80 back into Iowa. We stopped at Alaire’s place in Coralville. Alaire has difficulty hearing, so it was no
surprise that there was no response when we tried to contact her. Fortunately one of the other residents let us in through their security
door. Alaire was in her apartment watching TV
I spent about an hour visiting with Alaire, and it was a nice visit. For quite some time now, she has been getting rid of various
things she’s acquired. On this trip she asked if I could use some Corningware and Pyrex, as well as some metal loaf pans that she doesn’t
use. While many of the things she offers would end up just sitting around my place as well, these really were gifts I’ll use. I use Corningware
and Pyrex a lot, and I can certainly use more of it. I’ve also never had a decent loaf pan, and I‘ve always wanted one but never picked
one up. I definitely thank her for everything. [Interestingly, I’ve used several of those pans just this week. I bought celery, carrots,
and radishes today, cut them up, and stored them in water in the big Corningware pan. The loaf pans she gave me also included
a half dozen little individually sized pans. I made meat loaf and distributed them among those little pans. They can be placed
in the freezer and then reheated for easy individual meals.]
It amazed me how spotlessly clean Alaire’s dishes were. I find Corningware one of the hardest things there is to keep clean,
since food gets burnt on it easily. Alaire’s was in pristine condition. Unfortunately, I doubt I’ll be able to keep it that way. [Surprisingly,
it’s not doing too badly, but I think that’s because I’ve mostly used it for storage (as with the vegetables I cut up) rather than for
baking.]
I left Coralville and drove northward. It was an uneventful stop, and again my car did fine—knock on wood. My only stop on the
way home was in Mason City. I picked up a few things at Aldi and also bought gas for $3.17 9 at Casey’s. [I was out earlier today and
noticed the price had gone down to $1.379. It’s amazing just how cheap gas is these days.]
I got home around 4pm. As I turned the corner
by my place I saw something that almost made me cry.
For as long as I‘ve lived in my apartment (thirty years now)
there have been towering trees in the yard in front of the
complex. The trees have always been one of my favorite
things about living here. They’re beautiful year round, and
they provide significant cooling to the building in summer.
Well, for whatever reason, the landlord had decided to
remove the trees. They had a cherry picker out and were
cutting down the upper branches when I arrived. Over the
next few days they’d cut down every limb and haul them
away, leaving just stumps and a bare lawn. One of the
trees had been slightly damaged in a storm earlier this
year. I suppose the landlord was worried that they might
fall and cause damage to the buildings. It really was
horrible to see them go, though. They were beautiful
trees, and now it all looks so empty.
AT RIGHT: Cutting down a tree
at 316 W. North Street – Algona, Iowa
and the tiny tree that replaced it

[As is shown in the photo on the previous page, the landlord did plant two small trees to replace the ones that were cut
down. Even six years later, though, those trees are shorter than I am, and their branches are scraggly even in summer. I really
do miss the gorgeous trees that used to be here.]
I had a bit more bad news when I checked my mail. The CD I’d sent to the radio station with my church’s sermon broadcast that
was supposed to air last Sunday had been returned to sender. According to the note on it, it was a dollar short in postage. I’d checked
the rates before I sent the thing, and I’d placed the correct postage for a first class letter of that weight. Apparently the post office didn’t
treat it as a letter, though—even though it was in an envelope. They called it a package, which goes at a higher rate. There was nothing
I could do about it now, but apparently we had no radio broadcast last Sunday. [I had to mail the church CD again when the radio
station locked its doors during the coronavirus outbreak. This time I went to the post office to make sure it would go through.
Apparently the combination of thickness and hardness of a CD case requires it to be treated as a package. I can send
travelogues like this one that are equally thick, but since paper is flexible, it goes through as an oversized letter. Plastic can’t
flex, though (even when it’s in a bubble-wrap envelope), so it has a higher postage rate. I was very grateful when the radio
station decided to install a temporary box to accept things like our church CD, since the current rate to mail it is $3.80.]
… And so ended a trip with lots of unexpected twists and turns. It definitely wasn’t the trip either Margaret or I expected when
we first started planning this last spring. It turned out to be a very fun and rather relaxing getaway, though. I’m glad we decided to go to
New York, regardless of whether was a specific reason or not. The things we saw and did were fun, and almost all of our “Plan B”
decisions turned out well.

